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About Us
IAM – Inφinity Astrological Magazine is a bimonthly online
magazine that was born in 2015, in Kikinda, Serbia and was reborn
in 2017, in Athens, Greece. IAM is for professionals astrologers,
students of astrology and for all astrology lovers.
Serbian astrologer Smiljana Gavrančić is the founding editor and
owner of IAM. She specialises in exploring significant degrees in
Mundane Astrology and her writings have appeared in the
Astrological Journal, in The Mountain Astrologer blog and in
ISAR‘s International Astrologer.
As of November 2016, all issues of IAM have become part of
Alexandria iBase Project, a digital astrological database and as of
March 2017 articles in IAM are featured regularly on astro.com in
the section ’’Understanding Astrology’’ along with The Astrological Journal and The Mountain Astrologer.
IAM is associated with most relevant schools, journals and people in the astrological field.









Victor Olliver (associate from The Astrological Journal, The Astrological Association GB)
Tem Tarriktar (associate from The Mountain Astrologer)
Frank C. Cllifford (associate from the London School of Astrology)
Sharon Knight (associate from APAI)
Wendy Stacey (associate from Mayo School of Astrology and The Astrological Association GB)
Jadranka Ćoić (associate from The Astrological Lodge of London)
Mandi Lockley (associate from Academy of Astrology UK)
Anne Whitaker (associate from the 12th House)

Special members are Melanie Reinhart (The Faculty Of Astrological Studies), Roy Gillett (the president of The
Astrological Association GB) and Athan J. Zervas (astrologer and Critique Partner/Associate for Art & Design
for the magazine).
All of IAM issues are non-thematic and in every issue there is a cryptic phrase on the cover that refers to either
the essence of the skies for the two months ahead or to a main article. But there is more to it! All cryptic phrases,
when read together in a sequence, reveal a story in progress. It is like a puzzle and every issue adds one more
piece to it. From the standard 70 pages of the inception issue (the cryptic phrase was The #782 Issue), today the
magazine counts circa 160 pages per issue with the firm intention to grow even more in the future. About 60
astrologers from all over the world write in the magazine and more are always welcome. A future goal for the
magazine is to organise conferences about astrology all around the world.
www.infinityastrologicalmagazine.com
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‘‘The Song of Songs’’
Out-of-bounds Venus and four Eurovision Song Contest Israel wins
Smiljana Gavrančić

In Japanese kimono and with hair styled like geisha, 25-year singer Netta Barzilai won 63th Eurovision Song
Contest on May 12, 2018 (in Lisbon, Portugal) with the song „Toy” and brought Israel its fourth win.
The Venus (music, art) was out-of-bounds and in Gemini, while Uranus was crossing 29° Aries and getting ready
to touch (on May 15, 2018) 0° Taurus. While I was watching the final competition of Eurovision, I thought of
Israel’s horoscope because this country has Asc/Desc axis across 29° Libra/29° Aries and out-of-bounds Venus.
Out-of-bounds Venus means that all that is in the symbolism of the Venus in Israel may be somehow more
talented, special, but also very daring, different and „crazy”.
The ruler of Venus in Cancer is the Moon in Leo that is also out-of-bounds, so Israel people are very talented in
the sense of culture. Unusual Netta and her song „Toy” fits into all this perfectly. It has to be mentioned that
progressed Sun of Israel is at 0° Leo during 2018, activating the transition from 29° cardinal signs towards 0° of
fixed signs. Netta was born on January 22, 1993 in Hod HaSharon (time of birth unknown). If we take a look at
her chart for noon, there is the Moon at 28° Capricorn, very close to 29° Capricorn, activating Grand Cardinal
Cross at 29°.
Each 29° is “exotic”, carrying a lot of wisdom, representing the synthesis of all previous degrees of a sign, the
huge knowledge…
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But, since everything has its source, i.e. the beginning, I compared the chart
for the moment of the first Eurovision. It happened in 1956 in Switzerland
(on May 24). Then, Uranus was at the end of Cancer, at 29° Cancer, just like
at the moment of the 63th Eurovision it was at the end of Aries, at 29° Aries.
That chart may be progressed through time and important information about
this competition may be obtained. The Saturn (boundaries) is interesting at
the end of one sign, at 29° Scorpio (calling out 29° Aries by quincunx).
However, what is more important is that on May 24, 1956 the Venus was outof-bounds and marked in the start that advantage was given to those countries
with the Venus out-of-bounds!
For the first time Israel won Eurovision Song
Contest on April 22, 1978 in Paris (France) with
the song „A-Ba-Ni-Bi” (the Hebrew for „I Love
You”), represented by Izhar Cohen and the
Alphabeta. Solar Arc Venus (music) in the chart of
the First Eurovision from 1956 – came to 29°
Cancer, i.e. it was in conjunction with Uranus from
the chart of the First Eurovision. Interestingly,
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transit Moon was crossing Israel’s Ascendant (29° Libra).

The second win of Israel happened the following year, on March 31, 1979 (Israel was the host of the
competition). The winning song was „Hallelujah”, performed by Gali Atari and Milk & Honey. I find it
interesting that transit Jupiter was at 29° Cancer, activating again the Uranus from the chart of the First
Eurovision from 1956. But, this time the Moon was at
Algol and it activated Israel’s Ascendant by quincunx.
Israel won for the third time on May 9, 1998. The
competition was held in Birmingham (United
Kingdom), the winning song was „Diva” and the
performer was Dana International. Transit Moon was
crossing Israel’s Ascendant again (29° Libra).
It seems that the Grand Cardinal
Cross across 29° represents the
„The Song of Songs”. Or, the transition from 29° of cardinal signs towards 0° of fixed signs is
the spot within Zodiac where „The Song of Songs” lives, the song of yearning, the song
celebrating the love of man and woman, the song that inspired the title of this last free issue
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of Infinity Astrological Magazine (IAM). From September 2018 you will be able to hold IAM in your hands,
since we will start with printing. This fits the best into 0° Taurus, for among fixed signs Taurus is the one that
makes things tangible, that materializes, creates… Finally, IAM has Mercury at 0° Aquarius, so Uranus at 0°

Taurus is „awakening” and „shouting” – „come on, it is time, some hands there (Mercury) want to touch you...".
Beginnings of fixed signs – 0° Taurus, 0° Leo, 0° Scorpio, 0° Aquarius – are beginnings of something that has

been awaited for a long time, for fixed signs are the slowest.


„The Song Of Songs” was kept in Hebrew Bible and Old Testament and it belongs to Scriptures. It used to
be read during Passover (Jewish holiday celebrating their liberation from slavery in Egypt). I must add
that Egypt’s Asc/Desc axis is at 29° Aries/29° Libra!
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In Christianity, „The Song Of Songs” represents the connection and mystic wedding of Jesus Christ and
the Church.
In Hebrew culture, „The Song Of Songs” tells of love or pledge between the God and people of Israel,
where Israel is represented as the divine bride. There is also an interpretation that this song is the symbol
of ideal love of the King Solomon with Wisdom.

From 29° Aries one first touches 0° Taurus, the first earth (animal) sign, the sign where one takes food, where
the substance lives, where the woman is exalted (Moon in Taurus is exalted), the sign where love is approached
by seeking safety through relationship (Venus is in domicile in Taurus), the sign where lust is very strong and one
„falls” because of it (Mars is in fall in Taurus), but also the sign where one is afraid of deep transformation (Pluto
is in fall in Taurus) and of the freedom (Uranus is also in fall in Taurus).
From 29° Cancer one touches 0° Leo, the “fire”, the door of one’s own creation are opening, the door of „hot
love”, here the Sun finally shines. Be cautious not to let the ego blur your Mind, for sometimes we cannot see
because of the bright Sun… Here, some inner convictions should be changed, for this is the spot of our Third Eye.
But, one is still afraid of the change/freedom (Uranus is in exile in Leo), and impatient at the same time (Saturn is
in exile in Leo). Finally, there is the problem with personal faith here, for Neptune “falls” in Leo, so Great Britain
lives at 21° Leo (the degree of Neptune’s fall), the country that renounced its faith and chose Protestantism.
From 29° Libra one touches 0° Scorpio, the region of Via Combusta (the burning way) and the place where
enormous energy lives, the enormous fortune, but
also all those loves we call „fatal”, loves that last
until death and beyond, for finally, the death does not
exist. Here one needs to be emotionally strong for
here both Venus and Moon are in weakened dignity,
but here one is also the craziest, the most courageous
(Uranus is exalted in Scorpio), like Phoenix, being
born again (Pluto is exalted in Scorpio).
From 29° Capricorn one touches 0° Aquarius and
finally ascend to the Skies, leaving the Saturn’s
sphere and losing the ego (Sun is in exile in
Aquarius). Here one is Uranus – “awakened man”,
but only if one is not the part of what the society (the state) stipulates – if one is not the part of the system, of the
„cozy safety”. Uranus is strong here, in domicile, and one has his/her own opinion here, he/she is independent,
not part of any structures, alone but free. Finally, here the Neptune is exalted (21° Aquarius), and the personal
faith is very strong.
In the end, „The Song of Solomon” („The Song of Songs”) was the central theme during the wedding of the Prince
Harry and Meghan Markle on May 19, 2018. Do I need to remind you that Uranus was at 0° Taurus, the Sun at
Algol, the Moon crossed 29° Cancer later that day…
You can listen to „The Song of Songs” by Divna Ljubojević here.

With Love,
Smiljana
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IAM A GUEST
Hello Earth
Interview with Leah Whitehorse

IAM: Hello dear Leah, IAM is happy that we are finally hosting you in our IAM GUEST ROOM!
Welcome! Let’s start with this: If you had to choose, which song of songs is your favourite one? And why?
LEAH: Hi Smiljana, thank you so much for inviting me to be an IAM Guest. Well, as I have never read the Song
of Songs, I’m going to let my inner musician answer this one instead. My favourite song depends on my mood
and the moment. My first thought today was ’Hello Earth’ by Kate Bush. It tells the story of a woman who, as she
is drowning, begins to detach from her physical body and ascend into the heavens. The song has such ethereal
appeal and the lyrics are out of this world. It certainly tugs at my astrologer’s heart.
IAM: It’s well known that you are in love with Lisboa (Portugal)?! Can you explain to us why and how it
happened?
LEAH: It began with a love story, doesn’t it always! My natal Venus is exactly conjunct my MC in the 9th house
(I use Equal house) so I have an innate attraction to foreign people and places. My Sun, Saturn, Mercury and
North Node are all in the 9th house too. I fell in love with a Portuguese man but that love story soon turned to the
famous Portuguese saudade. When we split up, I was devastated and started listening to Portuguese radio because
I missed the sound of his voice. Soon I was learning Portuguese and travelling to Lisbon to see all the places he
once talked to me about. I fell in love with the city as hard as I’d fallen in love with the man. I will never forget
sitting on Miradouro das Portas do Sol gazing over the River Tagus for the first time. I felt completely at peace
and finally home. The man may be long since gone but Lisbon will always be there for me.
IAM: You have your own, regular column in the Mountain Astrologer magazine? Can you tell us how you
got it, how it goes, and if you can, can you give us a short report about your impressions regarding the
Mountain Astrologer, The Astrological Journal, and finally, regarding IAM?
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LEAH: I am hugely privileged to write for The Mountain Astrologer magazine and I never forget that the reason I
have this opportunity is because the former writer, Jeff Jawer sadly passed away. When TMA were looking for a
new writer to cover the forecast, someone put my name forward. One of the editors had read a review of TMA
that I had posted on my blog a couple of years previously, so they remembered my name. I did a try-out piece and
was offered the position along with Pam Younghans. Each of us write the forecast for alternating issues.
The Mountain Astrologer is the magazine I have read for the longest time, since the late 1990’s. I think of it as the
main astrological magazine and it can always be trusted to provide well researched and thought-provoking articles
as well as material suited for student astrologers. I have only just joined the Astrological Association, so I have
only read one issue of the journal. It also seems to have a good range of quality articles on a variety of topics.
Obviously IAM is still young but I enjoy the fact that you have writers from all over the world so there are some
different perspectives added into the mix. I think each magazine has something to offer and there is plenty of
room for each to grow.
IAM: How did you get into astrology?
And what about Tarot in your life?
LEAH: When I look back on my life, it is clear
to see how I was guided (and sometimes
unceremoniously pushed!) onto this path. When
I was a child, I used to dream repeatedly about
an old man with a long white beard who pointed
his staff to the sky to show me how the stars
moved. I was always very sensitive to the
invisible world and dreamed vividly. My
Grandmother was a huge influence on me too.
She was a natural medium who could see and
hear spirit very clearly. She would read signs by
the birds which I still do to this day. She also
loved to read Old Moore’s Almanack so
naturally I was fascinated with it too.
When I was fourteen years old, I went with my
Grandmother on a day trip to Wales where she
bought me a pack of Lenormand cards from a
gift shop. By age sixteen, I was frequenting the
local antique occult shop, buying books on
witchcraft and studying tarot and astrology. At
age nineteen, I went to see a medium just after
my Grandmother died and the first thing she
said was ’you will do my job’. I didn’t quite
believe her yet some part of me knew she was right. I started my first tarot job at age twenty one and here I am,
almost thirty years later!
I set up Lua Astrology in 2008 and loved working on the internet. I always wanted to work from home as I prefer
to be quiet and in my own environment. I realised I could combine my love of writing with offering readings. It’s
amazing to think my website is 10 years old this year! I feel enormously blessed that I can make a living doing
the work I love.
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IAM: What about your synastry with
IAM? Do you notice any interesting
conjunctions?
LEAH: I think the most striking
conjunctions are IAM’s Ceres conjunct my
natal Sun in the 9th house and IAM’s MC
conjunct my natal Jupiter. Jupiter and the
9th of course relate to publishing and
overseas connections. It makes me feel as
though it’s a beneficial relationship which
builds opportunities on both sides. Ceres is
interesting, making it a nurturing
relationship. I think that is what I notice about you Smiljana, that you are keen to help other’s shine and IAM is
the platform. It’s clear in the way you invite writers to write for the magazine and generously repost material on
social media. So to me, IAM is like a midwife to talent in the astrological community.
IAM: What do you think about astrological conferences? Have you visited any? Do you think that today, in
this kind of world, being a good astrologer means that he/she is famous too? Do you think that even our
profession needs deep change? Are we lost in some “ego fog”...?
LEAH: I’m a real introvert, even with my Leo Ascendant! I haven’t felt the urge to take part in conferences
personally, but I can see how for some people they could be very beneficial and enjoyable. It seems to me that the
opportunity to speak at such events can build credibility which is important for building a career. For me I am
doing that through writing rather than speaking.
I don’t think being famous and being a good astrologer go hand in hand. Some people are just better at marketing
than others. There are of course some wonderful famous astrologers who rightly deserve the spotlight. As with
any freelance profession, for those of us who are full time astrologers as I am, we do have to ensure that we are
visible to attract clients. I think it’s wonderful that the internet has made that possible to do this in a variety of
ways – from writing and blogging, youtube, podcasts, webinars. There’s a multitude of ways we can market
ourselves. Way back in the 90’s, I was working on dreadful tarot lines or from a small booth in a shop waiting for
walk-ins. It is much better now to be able to work with people from all over the world and find the clients who are
the right fit for me.
I think our profession is naturally changing as new blood comes into the circle – new techniques, interests and
specialisms. However, I would like to see more emphasis on ethical considerations and personal development as
there are some who do not know how to sensitively impart the information they glean from the chart. Also, some
people are unprepared for the depth of material that can be raised in an astrological session or reading. It is
difficult because I see a people calling themselves astrologers when they clearly have had little to no training or
experience and it can be very damaging, not only to the reputation of astrology but more importantly it can be
damaging to the client, especially if they are in a vulnerable place in their lives.
Part of me doesn’t want to go down the route of ensuring every astrologer is accredited by a proper astrological
school as not everyone who has a qualification is necessarily a good professional. There are plenty of self-taught
practitioners who are amazing astrologers. Also, I don’t like the idea of people being excluded from the
profession because they cannot afford to study very expensive courses. That said, I’m self-taught but I’m also
thinking of going back to the Faculty of Astrological Studies to complete my diploma with them. There is always
more to learn, no matter how long you have been practising and sometimes it is good to go back to basics to
check your foundations.
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Yes, that’s my 9th house Saturn getting a word in! Also, having recognised credentials does at least go some way
to reassure potential clients that we can do what we say we can do. So, I have lots of conflicting thoughts about
accreditation, but I can see that possibly, this may be the only way to weed out charlatans and ill-prepared
amateurs.
IAM: You often use Sabian symbols too, so when I am doing
this interview with you, the Moon is at 28 Aries 03’. Can you
tell us what the Universe wants to tell us now?
LEAH: Oh, this is ‘The Music Of The Spheres’. This is one of my
favourite symbols and very specific to astrology as well. It talks
of harmony, the dance of life, perfect cosmic order, the cycles of
the planets, all things that have a rhythm – the heart, the seasons.
Everything is alive and we are part of the dance. It’s about
attuning to those subtle signals of the universe. When we feel in
tune, it’s like the universe is playing along. If life feels
discordant, create some space to simply listen. Follow your breath and the rhythm of your heartbeat back to the
great symphony of the cosmos.
IAM: At the end, as you are a tarot reader too, it is our tradition that we ask our guest to pull one card for
IAM in order we hear what is IAM’s destiny? So, can you...?
LEAH: The card I pulled was Justice. My first thought was that IAM is giving everyone an equal hearing to write
from their experience and understanding. It’s about carefully weighed arguments and impartiality. Perhaps then,
this is the role of IAM within the community – to ensure there are balanced perspectives rather than favouring one
side over another. It is also a card of upholding the truth.

Leah Whitehorse is a professional astrologer, tarot reader and writer with over 25 years
experience of working with clients. She currently writes the forecast for Mountain Astrologer
every other issue and is co-author of ‘Spellcaster: Seven Ways to Effective Magic’ published
by Llewellyn.In her astrological work, Leah specialises in karma and past lives, the Nodes,
asteroids and dream work. Her approach is evolutionary and life affirming.Leah has a perfect
yod in her chart and the Sabian symbol of her Ascendant is ‘The Constellations Of Stars Shine
Brilliantly In The Night Sky’. A powerful stellium in her 9th house lead her to Portugal and
she is currently learning Portuguese in preparation for fulfilling her dream of emigrating to her
beloved Lisbon. You can visit her at www.leahwhitehorse.com
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IAM A GUEST
Hejira & Aja
Interview with Ed Tamplin

IAM: Hello dear Ed, IAM is happy to finally host you in our IAM GUEST ROOM! This issue we call
#TheSongOfSongs (#TheSongOfSolomon), so I am going to ask you, if you have to choose, which song of
songs is your favorite one? And, why?
ED: Wow. You hit me with a hard one first up. As a musician myself I have quite a few favourites. I love the
lyrics of Joni Mitchell's „Hejira“. Part of them have an astrological reference.
„In the church they light the candles, And the wax rolls down like tears
There's the hope and the hopelessness, I've witnessed thirty years
We're only particles of change I know I know, Orbiting around the sun
But how can I have that point of view, When I'm always bound and tied to someone“
IAM: And..., I feel that there might be one more?
And „Aja“ by Steel Dan, both the title track and the album. They're among my favourites. Aja for its musical
brilliance and multilayered arrangements. Herija because it shows our fragility and also great wisdom and yet as
humans we are also often caught in that emotional whirlpool. I think she does a superb job of illustrating that in
the song.
IAM: In your biography, I found that you are co-principle and teacher at the Sirius School Of Astrology?!
So, are you having in your chart something around the fixed star Sirius? Can you tell Us something more
about that school?
ED:I am born under Cancer but don't have a direct connection to Sirius, my Uranus is about four degrees
removed. Sirius was a name I wanted for a school and found my partner, Sherrynne, had already registered a
school under that name. So one day I lectured for the school and then suggested we write a new curriculum and
text books and it all went from there. The school has a two year course from beginning to intermediate, covering
calculation, the basics on planets, signs, temperament, natal synthesis and then onto dynamic techniques. We
couple that with specialist workshops on subjects such as horary, mundane, fixed stars, astrolocality, electional,
cosmobiology. So once the student has mastered the basics they can look at moving into a specific area of
interest.
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At the moment I am not doing direct teaching, rest and recovering from some extensive surgeries. The objective
is to take it more on line. I have a large collection of telescopes as well from the computer controlled 12 inch and
smaller Meades to the big older dobsonians and the night sky is something we encourage all students to
appreciate.
IAM: You are running your own radio show too? Can you tell Us how it came to you, and some interesting
experinces from your shows? I am sure there are some anecdotes...
ED: I was. The radio show was something that you probably would have predicted from my chart. Transiting
Uranus in the 9th house of broadcasting trining my Jupiter in Gemini in the first. Right on that transit I rentered
radio as an astrologer.
I'd had a media career prior ro my professional astrology work. I started as a radio announcer and producer and
also handled the news for one of the stations I worked at. So I was familiar with the medium having spent years
behind the microphone or producing radio serials.
I came on at 10 on a Saturday night as a guest with Steve Murphy. He invited me as I'd done his chart and
predicted the marriage of Prince Edward. So we talked about the Royals and and I mentioned that I thought there
would be a war in Europe starting around the Aries Equinox of 1999. The Kosovo War broke out and he kept me
on. I ended up doing live readings 10 pm to midnight as well as mundane commentary.
I also did quite a few of the shows myself running through from 8 pm through to midnight. The show was number
one in the Sydney ratings and it ran between January 1999 and October 2009. It was taken off air because of a
disagreement between my co-host and the program director. I didn't mind at all, as every Saturday night for ten
years plus can get pretty tiring. But I do thank my lucky stars for the opportunity to do that program and it
certainly served my practise and the school extremely well.
Lot's of anecdotes as reading charts from a laptop in the moment to an audience of many thousands out there
listening really does put one on the spot. But it also helps outline the main charts patterns , progressions and
transits immediately and you get very adept at picking solar arcs with a rapid glance.
One of the most memorable times came when I was invited as a guest on the 2GB afternoon show. I was placed in
a debate against the President of the Skeptics Society. I had been asked that morning, checked my transits and
immediately accpeted the challenge. We were both going toe to toe exchanging statistics when all of a sudden the
skeptic asked me to pick his sun-sign. It was a below the belt request and not related to the debate at all.
Anyway, I initially replied that he seemed to have a lot of Virgoan traits when a voice inside me said loudly
„Scorpio“. I knew I had to go that way but I'd already talked about Virgos being natural critics. But this inner
voice was kicking me to say Scorpio, so I did. And then there was dead silence. The host, who had previously
been siding with the critic, asked him again, „So Barry, what is it, Virgo or Scorpio?“
You know what the answer is going to be. He was a Scorpio and he really deserved it, as that sun sign question
was stupid and unrelated to the discussion. It gave me the perfect opportunity to finish with, 'Barry if the Sun goes
out right now, you and I have eight minutes to live, so don't try and tell me stars can't affect our lives. The
evidence is all around us in nature'.
But on the show we also had a great time joking around and it was entertaining as well as informative. There were
a lot of one liners. I recall one time telling co-host Steve how there was a planetary line up of all the visible
planets in Pisces and that was a particularly wet year (February 1524) and at one time, due to a windstorm, it was
raining fish in a certain location. He looked at me non-plussed and said, „What kind of fish Ed?“ The answer was,
„Well by the time they landed – batterred fish of course“.
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But in the main we found that by moving away from the sun sign approach that astrology gets straight jacketed
into (when it comes to media), and concentrating more on planets and aspects that listeners got a better education
on how astrology really works. I would often start a read by referring to an event in the person's past to show that
we really meant business and this was serious stuff. Radio astrology is an education in itself, as you have to think
fast.
One time we had a Tarot reader on and he did a spread and just looked at it. I had to cut in and get him talking
about the spread. And during the add break remind him that in radio, four seconds of silence can send the
transmitter off air. You have to keep in mind that there is an audience out there. Yet no matter how big that
audience might be, you're only ever talking to one person at a time. That's a golden rule of radio.
IAM: What about astrology in Sydney? Are you visiting astrological conferences? Are you part of some
astro organisation/s? Do you think that being memeber of some astro society means that astrologer lost
his/her freedom? Astrology is Uranus, so we should keep our freedom, I suppose...
ED: I was a loner. I got into astrology by accident. My father had the accident and I was relocated to my
grandparents place. I was fairly sporting and they had a small backyard and so I found myself in my grandpops
library. I was ten and found this astrology book on his shelf. It was written by June Marsden, who had been a
President of several astrology organisations in Toronto, Rochester New York and finally Sydney.
The book was written back in the 1930's but was well beyond sun-signs, with planets in signs and houses. It also
covered archeoastronomy and delved into Vedic astrology as well as the tropical. I was lucky. June was very
popular in her day, and also had a radio show on 2GB. That was the same station that I would work on sixty years
later.
I became a member of the Sydney Astrological Research Society in the early 90's and that brought me into touch
with other astrologers. I ended up as VP, Secretary and even Treasurer of that organisation. I also joined the
Astrology Association of NSW and served on their committee as the VP. I came to both via lecturing. I am still a
member and I do regularly do lectures on the Australian circuit.
The Federation of Australian Astrologers has a conference once every two years, when all of the state branches
come together and it's a showcase of Australian astrologers coupled with overseas speakers. It's a very good
communal atmosphere at these conferences and many friendships are formed and ideas exchanged.
I have mainly stayed to Australia re the lectures although Donna Van Toen did give me an invite and workshop
opportunity at SOTA near Buffalo in New York state in 2016. Sherrynne got to lecture too so I bit the bullet and
travelled, although I was still recovering from an operation at that time. It was good meeting up with some very
nice people and quality astrologers too. I did get invites for more talks with various state organisations but had to
head straight back to Australia for medical reasons. Maybe one day. I have experimented with webinars with
Julia Simas and the CIA and that went really well.
So much to do and so little time really. My favourite pastime of all is the research part. I love the discoveries that
can be made with astrology and we now have the tools to do that much easier than our forebears. I do think that
one has to do their own thing here. Ultimately it's about what you can uniquely contribute or discover.
Is there a compromise to freedom by being too attached to the collective? It's a good question. I'd have to say that
your own time as a researcher is probably the most important. So in that repect – yes. I like to use the analogy that
nobody can ever be an Elvis by impersonating him. You have to do your own thing, make your own discoveries
and use your creativity.
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IAM: What about your synastry with IAM? Are there some interesting conjunctions?
ED: Yes – plenty. The IAM Dark Moon is at my Descendant, the IAM North Node is at my Midheaven and the
IAM Neptune is not far away, just over three degrees, the IAM Moon is right on my Mars and also conjunct my
Sun. The IAM Jupiter is on my Saturn Neptune. So yes quite a few really.
IAM: Does the King Solomon and Israel – mean something to you?
ED: Solomon not so much, other than the Greater Key of Solomon, a book on magical astrology that I read in my
teens. It was based around planetary hours and invocations and was interpreted by a scholar named McGregor
Matthers, who was a member of the Golden Dawn. I had moved away from that by my early twenties.
Israel. Yes, as their chart corresponds so strongly to the current Jupiter/Saturn conjunction, which began in Taurus
on their birth Sun of May 14 1948 @ 16.00 Tel Aviv time. Each major aspect of this cycle has correspondances
with the Israel/Arab situation and also the USA in the Middle East. So yes, as a mundane astrologer, the Israel
chart is very important under this current cycle.
IAM: There are many astro journals on astro market, so can you make some comparing? The Mountain
Astrologer, The Astrological Journal, NCGR Journal, Isar Journal, and of course, IAM...
ED: Mountain Astrologer has been a high quality magazine for a long time now. Thirty plus years. I think it set a
good standard. Considerations was another fine publication. I am not a member of the UK Associations, nor any
overseas groups, other than ISAR. I did write for the ISAR magazine way back, over ten years ago now. But my
website has kept me so busy, with over 2000 words very week, plus all the other research and presentations so I
haven't had time to do extra. I am the resident mundane astrologer for the Federation of Australian Astrologers
quarterly magazine. That's a 3,000 word column every 3 months that keeps me plenty busy too. I've never
contributed to any others, except for your Infinity magazine, which I think is great.
IAM: At the end we have one interesting trend, we usually ask our guest to pull one tarot card and to
describe the destiny of IAM. So, if you are familiar with tarot, or some other divination tool, can you do
that for Us?
ED: I did an electronic spread with the Rider Waite for this and it gave me the Two of Wands. It's funny because I
looked at it and I thought yes...that suits. Looks very „mundane“.

Ed Tamplin maintains an active schedule as a public presenter, personal
consultant, and co-principle and teacher at the Sirius School of Astrology. He is
renowned for his mundane writings, world forecasts and research. Ed’s April 2008
recorded public lecture for the Astrology Association of NSW timed the global
economic collapse to the exact to the week. Interestedin astrology from age
eleven, Ed initially followed a professional media career. He eventually combined
both for over a decade, topping the Sydney Saturday night radio ratings with 23%
of the available listening audience. Ed was also featured on the popular national
television shows A Current Affair and Today Tonight. He has served as the
President of the Sydney Astrological Research Society, and VP of the Astrology
Association of NSW. His research work has appeared in the ISAR Journal, on
StarIq and can be regularly accessed from the website. You can visit him at
www.edtamplin.com
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IAM VICTOR
When ’The Happy Prince’ steps out on stage
Interview with Victor Olliver

Victor Olliver gave his debut talk at the Astrological Association annual conference in June 2018.
We caught up with his to assess how it went and what the charts tell us about it.
IAM: Hello dear Victor! Always nice to talk with you in our IAM GUEST ROOM! My first question is regarding
the movie The Happy Prince with Rupert Everett about Oscar Wilde. I saw your post on Facebook how you
would love to see this movie and that led me to check your synastry. The film is about the last two years of Oscar
Wilde’s life after he was released from jail. So, it is striking that your draconic Sun is at 12 Libra (conjunct
Rupert’s natal Sun and Ascedant); moreover, I found your draconic Neptune at 10 Pisces, conjunct Rupert’s natal
Moon at 10 Pisces, and after all, your draco Moon at 26 Cancer conjunction his natal Mars 28 Cancer. If the
draconic chart speaks about the memories of your soul from past incarnation/s, and if we take only conjunctions
between natal of one, and the draconic of other - what you would conclude now? The main messages for your
synastry between you and Rupert (i.e. Oscar Wilde’s spirit) are in those three conjunctions.
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VICTOR: Hello Smiljana. These are
indeed remarkable connections. Whether
Oscar’s ’spirit’ is denoted cannot be
certain because it is Everett’s chart that
it is shown, so you could say that my
draconic and his natal charts suggest a
similarity of interests and emotional
responses. Did you know that Wilde’s
natal Sun is at 22 Libra partile conjunct
my draco Venus? – now that’s spooky!
Certainly draconic astrology speaks (to
me at least) of soulful intent and
purposes: my draco chart describes
family commitments which put me at
odds with personal ambitions. The Wilde
Sun/Victor draco Venus conjunction I
think tells of my fascination with Wilde
and his sensibility, which draws in
Everett with his natal Sun/AC in Libra. What a cosy menage a trois. But no ’dining with panthers’ for me – which
led to Wilde’s downfall. Everett too has dodged the panthers and survived if not thrived.
IAM: On the other hand, if we compare Rupert’s draconic and your natal we can see his draconic Moon exactly
on your natal Pluto, all around the royal Regulus fixed star (’Watcher in the North’), i.e his draconic Moon
’moves’ your natal axis Asc/Desc... What you would say now?
VICTOR: This I think has a lot to do
with the ’dark’ side – I have always been
drawn to scandal, exotic sexuality (at
least as a psychology), the act of
’plummeting’, which in real life can be
the prelude to a fall. In another sense,
the Moon-Pluto opposition is true to the
idea of transformation – and in
Aquarius, the transformation is a lot to
do with personal freedom, or liberating
notions. If we accept that the AC is our
face to the world, one might say that I
am drawn to the ’pose’ of challenge,
danger
or
the
processes
of
transformation. Other chart details might
tell another story. Everett’s life story has
been all about faux-’falls’ – he’s got out
of more fixes than Penelope Pitstop. And now look at him! Master of movies. He’s bound to win many movie
awards for his Wilde.
I suppose a past-life astrologer might see a connection between Everett and myself: which begs the question –
who played Bosie and who Wilde?! (Or was I Bosie’s awful father?) What we can agree is that, past or present,
there is a shared pronounced capacity to be changed by themes of ’liberation’ – and in Everett’s life I see these
things, not just in his fixation on Wilde. I have read Everett’s books: a more maverick person it will be hard to
find. He simply does things his own way.
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It’s interesting that in this chart, my
AC becomes notably Aquarian in
that it is in the 11th too. We are
thinking of energies likely to make
me ’surface’ and engage with the
world, at the very least.
Regulus’ involvement here is
interesting if only because we are
now talking about a ’king’ – Wilde.
When the society palmist Cheiro
read Wilde’s hands (from behind a
curtain), he described the left as
that of a king, the right as so
different from the left that ruin was foretold. Poor Wilde was said to have been shaken by this hideous reading.
Bloody fortune-tellers. In Everett I see a shared fascination with doomed glory that wins in death. Wilde is the
victorious prophet of the modern age. When Pluto is involved, one must expect ultimate tests.
IAM: On 23 June, 2018, 3:45 pm (Reading, England) you gave your talk at the 60th AA Conference. I drew up
the chart for that moment, and I found Asc on 29 Libra! Every 29 of every sign is such a special degree: it speaks
about karmic meetings, about some endings as well as about new beginnings... If we take the fact that you have
Neptune (the ruler of your intercepted Pisces in your 1st house, the ruler of your Moon) at 0 Scorpio, and that
Uranus is now ’shaking’ your Neptune – did you present secrets in your talk? Your natal Neptune is in square
with Uranus (the ruler of your Aquarius rising), and it is in your 8th house (I love 8th house, cause it brings
transformation). At the same time, your progressed Sun is at 0 Leo, so a fixed t-square over 1 Taurus-0 Leo-0
Scorpio – is in the air...
VICTOR: Well, the talk itself unveiled a ’secret’ – the top six best essays ever published in The Astrological
Journal since 1959, its founding year. People tried all sorts of tricks to get me to reveal the list before I announced
it. The attempted briberies! The ghosts of the dead astro-masters gave me no peace in their lobbying. But I was
resolute and principled, and of course I am incorruptible. Especially to spooks.
My natal Uranus-Neptune square is
indeed much aggravated at the
moment: Tr Nep is on my Moon, tr
Mars (in 12th) is hovering about
opposite my Uranus, and of course Tr
Uranus is now opposing natal Neptune
on the axis of value and values
(Placidus). Is it any wonder I am
jittery? If you synthesise these aspects
then I would suggest that life is
flushing me out, bringing me out into
the open in various different ways –
and my debut conference talk was one
way of doing this. Added to which, progressed Sun has just ingressed Leo: so ’liveliness’ is a theme of all this –
some might say, storminess. I would prefer to think that there’s much busyness and much truer self-expression.
Plainly I have hidden foes.
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The overall themes from the t-square are of transformation, greater self-expression, tied with income changes and
greater self-assertiveness. The fixity suggests less flightiness or more rootedness, perhaps in what I think. Or put
another way, I’m getting older. Wiser?
IAM: The ruler of 29 Libra rising is Venus at the top, at MC, in strong oppositon with Mars 9 Aquarius which
turned retrograde only a few days after conference. Do you think that your talk will made a ’mess’ (opposition) in
the astrological world? You are talking about the best essays in AJ history, right?
VICTOR: I don’t know about a ’mess’ but certainly at least one Venusian appeared upset by my talk if judging by
the sour, bitter, twisted, gargoyle countenance! It amazes me the number of people who think they are up there
with John Dee and co and are the first to tell you. To your face. In general, the talk was bound to trigger different
emotions because each astrologer will have their favoured masters and mentors. Venus-Mars oppositions can also
reflect tension between what one wants to say or do and the need for diplomacy, and whether I got that right only
time will tell. I am sure a few people left the talk wondering why I am still editor of The Astrological Journal.
IAM: As your draco Moon squares Asc 29 Libra (the moment when your talk starts), this means that your soul
has a strong need (square) to say something which it did not do it in past incarnation/s. I am sure you will open
some ’Pandora’s Box’, and this occurs in the Via Combusta... The Moon/Jupiter conjunction in Scorpio is
squaring Venus/Mars oppostion and at the same time axis IC/MC – I would say your presentation will include a
huge number of people (Moon/Jupiter)? And, Scorpio can bring to the surfice something hitherto ’underground’?
VICTOR: These are quite challenging aspects, but then it would be odd if tension and high energy were not
reflected in a chart. I can only say that I expected about three people to attend my talk and about 35 to 40 turned
up. And I was scheduled against Frank Clifford! He got a 100 people. He’s a star, I’m the dwarf planet (at the
moment).
I was aware of curiosity about my talk – many people have asked me since for the handout listing references to
the essays in the AA archive. The Via Combusta is not regarded as a happy place (though I am not persuaded by
its traditional meaning – there’s too much of this fatalistic horror stuff in old systems) – if the talk gets people
interested in the AA archive and the contributions of so many wonderful astrologers, then my job is done.
IAM: If we take a look on the draconic chart for the moment when your talk starts, we can see draconic Sun at 25
Aquarius, very close to your natal rising – I am more than sure that the spirit of some astrologer from past will
speak through you! What do you think? Also, draconic Saturn will be at 29 Leo, exactly on your natal Pluto (ruler
of your natal 8th-the way you die in past life, e.i. your death in past life).
VICTOR: I have no knowledge of my past lives (if any), no memory; nor am I prepared to give the matter the
benefit of the doubt. I simply don’t know. Draco Sun was certainly in the right place for an exhibition of selfexpression, disconnected from any alliances or interests (Aquarius); just focused on telling something as I see it. I
see the draco Saturn conjunct natal Pluto aspect as perhaps denoting the archival nature of my talk: a delving into
the past. Placidus radix Pluto is bang on my Descendant so ’other people’ applies.
IAM: To see what kind of influence your talk has in the future, I drew up the 12th Harmonic chart for the moment
your talk started, and there I find the Moon at 4 Leo, conjunct your natal Uranus at 3 Leo. I am now more than
sure you are bringing some kind of ’storm’. What do you think?
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VICTOR: I view this chart as marking a new direction (Moon on Uranus, trine Pluto) strengthened by first decan
positions. The 12th harmonic chart tells of past lives, karmic duties, hidden impulses: the chart could explain my
compulsive outspokenness, a need to stay independent – and this is reflected in the position of Saturn in the 3rd in
Gemini (all that writing and talking) opposite all sorts in the 9th: plainly I won’t be confused with functioning
democrats! So, yes, storminess is certainly one theme. I am a stirrer, always was. I stir then waft away. I don’t
plan this, I just do it.
By the way, with Pisces rising and Neptune in the 7th (my audience, perhaps), you may be amused to learn that I
started the talk with a short music video of Saint-Saëns’ Aquarium (featuring various fish swimming about) from
his suite The Carnival of the Animals. It’s the most ’Neptunian’ of movements, and is the theme music of the
Cannes Film Festival. It was a pleasing microcosm of the event, I felt.
IAM: You have been our guest several times but we never consulted the Tarot oracle! I think it’s time, finally. So,
I am pulling one Tarot card regarding your talk at the AA conference to get some information of what it will bring
to the astro world. I got a wonderful card, Six of Wands, the Victory card: it brings public reognition, awards, so
interesting, because your name is Victor! What you would say to this?
VICTOR: This news delights my ego no end, but as a Moon Pisces I know better than to wallow in Tarot sea
salts. My victory is that I did the talk and didn’t collapse on the way. Anything else must be regarded as a bonus.
Thank you for your fascinating questions, Smiljana. And good luck with the print edition of Infinity.
IAM: Thank you!
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Association. He is also media officer of the Association of Professional Astrologers
International. Based in the UK, he trained to be a barrister before becoming a magazine
feature writer, and then an editor on a number of publications including magazines,
newspapers and electronic media. He has two awards from the Periodical Publishers’
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www.victorolliver.com

www.astrologicalassociation.com
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Panic again in the European Union – what’s cooking
in Italy?

ITALEXIT?
Smiljana Gavrančić

Will New Populist Italian Government Unsettle Eurozone and the Whole
European Union?
The new, Italian, Government is to be formed, but there is fear because of its program of rejection of “belt
tightening” and investment into economic growth at the price of increasing the already huge public debt and
budget deficit. If not otherwise decided by Italian President Sergio Mattarella, the Government – formed by the
Five Star Movement and Northern League who ask for, among other things, banishing of half a million illegal
immigrants from Italy – should also work hard on “urgent abolishing of sanctions against Russia”.
As stated in the program of the future Italian Government, Russia is important “economic and trade partner of
Italy” and it is necessary to restore the full cooperation with Russian President Putin, for the Moscow is the
“strategic partner” of Rome and Europe in world’s focal points like Syria and Libya.
EU institutions are already preparing defense against sanctions announced by the American President Donald
Trump because of the gas pipeline South Stream 2.
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Everything is indicating that Trump is determined to punish EU and its companies also for rejecting American
strict policy towards Iran. See my article Persian Empire and Transition from 29º Librato 0º Scorpio – The Oil
Empire.
These events in the Union and especially
this new strained relationship of EU and
USA, as well as huge changes on the
world’s political scene are perceived by the
European Union commentators and
European diplomats as the sign of deeper
division within EU that might lead to some
rearrangement of strategic relationships
between at least key Union members and
Russia.
As a confirmation of that, the gas pipeline
South Stream 2 and the validity of the
agreement of the West, Russia and China
with Iran on preventing nuclear weapons development were supported by the Russian head of state Vladimir
Putin and the German Chancellor Angela Merkel at their meeting in Sochi on Friday.
The Head of White House threatens to retaliate to European companies if they not abandon business in Iran, for
Washington decided to impose strict sanctions against Iran because of its perception of Iran breaching the Treaty
on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons that was concluded with Germany, France, Great Britain, China and
USA.
Chancellor Merkel and President Putin determinedly supported that treaty in Sochi for they find it satisfying and
they believe Tehran respects it.
Trump literally blackmailed Germany and the whole EU by his request to abandon the South Stream 2, the
construction of which was agreed on in Sochi by the German Chancellor Merkel and the Russian President Putin,
although extremely anti-Russian block within EU – Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Sweden and Denmark, but
most of all the Washington – strongly oppose it.
Trump believes that the South Stream 2, which is worth 11 billion euros, will only increase EU dependence on
Russian gas import and he offers, instead, for Europe to turn to buying the more expensive American shale gas.
Washington and its allays within European Union find it as a huge disadvantage that the South Stream 2
completely takes Ukraine out of the game – Ukraine was until now the key transit country for supplying Russian
gas to Europe that earned around 350 million euros annually from that.
Now that is, at least partly, removed as the reason against the gas pipeline for it seems that Angela Merkel
managed to talk Putin into having the gas supply partly going through Ukraine even after the South Stream 2
becomes operational in 2019, when the Russian company Gazprom planned to shut down the gas supply through
Ukrainian obsolete pipeline and plants that require huge investments Gazprom is not ready to make.
According to Wall Street Journal, President Trump recently blackmailed Chancellor Merkel in Washington – if
they do not abandon the South Stream 2, USA shall not abandon imposing high customs on importing European
aluminum and steel, including high additional costs of placement of German cars at the American market.
Within the EU, all eyes are on tomorrow and Rome, when President Mattarella will decide if the Five Star
Movement and the Northern League will be approved to constitute new government.
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So far, they openly expressed their opposition not only towards further EU integration, but planned in their draft
program for Italy, the third economy within the Eurozone, to exit that same zone if citizens decide so in a
referendum.
French Minister of the Economy Bruno Le Maire has pretty dramatically warned today that “if the new Italian
government takes the risk of not respecting its commitments on debt and the deficit, but also the clean-up of the
banks, the financial stability of the Eurozone will be threatened.“
Italian and EU analysts explain that this turning point in Italy was reached because citizens voted for two populist
parties that emphasized they would do anything to break the existing system of totally corrupted and
bureaucratized parties that are not able to steer the country and people clear from permanent crisis, including
preventing the flood of illegal immigrants.
In December 2017, the public opinion survey showed that only 10% of Italians have confidence in political
parties, so many voted for Five Star Movement and the Northern League out of protest and “because those could
not lie to us so far”, and also because they strongly criticize “Brussel bureaucracy” that imposes “belt tightening”
while bank and the rich ones become even richer.
Especially worrisome for EU institutions, governments and politicians, who believe it is the time now to
economically and financially strengthen Eurozone, is the fact that new Italian government will have support from
similar forces and parties in other EU countries because of its “anti-European views”.
Also, it may worsen already visible north-south division, i.e. the gap between the rich and the poor members of
the European club.

ItalExit?
However, European Union is facing changes after
Brexit in UK - MC is at 3º Taurus and Uranus will
soon transit it and will certainly change its
reputation. Then, the Sun, as the ruler of Asc is at
8º Scorpio 32' (which is also Asc of USA,
"Horoscopes of USA and Canada" Mark Penfield)
and on May 31, 2020 there will be the first
opposition of Uranus and the Sun of EU, which is
very clear sign of unavoidable changes. It remains
to be seen if the existing Union shall transform in
order to survive or if the Uranus shall cause the stress. But, Italy is also facing changes, and very soon… Italy’s
Pluto at 9º Leo (the ruler of Asc in Scorpio) squares the Sun of European Union (the ruler of EU’s Asc in Leo) at
8º Scorpio, which is clear depiction of Italy being the one to influence the transformation of EU. Later in the text
it will be clear why the Grand Fixed Cross across 9º Taurus-Leo-Scorpio-Aquarius is important!
In Italy’s horoscope (the source being "The Book of World Horoscopes", Nicholas Campion) there is the Moon
(Italian people) at 4º Scorpio, which is already the sign that next year (May 29, 2019), when Uranus will make
opposition – Italy will see huge changes, or more precisely, Italian people will want to be free. During October
and November 2019 the Uranus shall be in retrograde motion and will make opposition once more with the Italy’s
Moon! And then again, for the last time, in March 2020!
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What caught my eye is the draconic Venus (finances, economics, but also relations with others, i.e. diplomacy) of
Italy, which is exactly at 0º Taurus 14', as well as the draconic Saturn (the state, bureaucracy) at 2º Taurus 33'. Is
Italy on the road to great changes in the field of economy? It seems so… The first transit of Uranus over draconic
Venus (economy) of Italy happened yesterday, on May 20, 2018, when leaders of the Five Star Movement
(Movimento 5 Stelle) and the Northern League agreed on the government. Change is in the air already. Then, on
November 1, 2018, in its retrograde motion, Uranus will again cross 0º Taurus 14' (draconic Venus of Italy). It
will happen one more time on March 11/12, 2019. Regarding draconic Saturn of Italy, it is positioned at 2º Taurus
33' and the first transit of Uranus is going to happen on August 3, 2018, couple of days before Uranus starts its
retrograde motion at 2º Taurus 34' (August 8, 2018).
Now, there is a lunar eclipse to be added – on July 27, 2018, at 4º Aquarius, which "opens" the Moon (Italian
people) at 4º Scorpio in 12th house (people who were silent may speak now). I have to add that the Moon is
dispositor of natal Venus and Saturn in the chart of Italy in 8th house (credits, loans from others). But, before the
eclipse at 4º Aquarius, on July 13, 2018 there is a solar eclipse at 20º Cancer, exactly at the conjunction of Venus
and Saturn in Italy’s chart – another sign that a “hot” summer is coming in Italy, at least as the economy is
concerned. Let us briefly go back to draconic Saturn of Italy that is positioned at 2º Taurus 33'. The first transit of
Uranus will happen at the beginning of August, than the second shortly after, around August 14, 2018 in
retrograde motion and the last third on April 23/24, 2019!
Italy has Scorpio Asc, so I cannot neglect Pluto (the other, modern ruler of Scorpio) at 9º Leo 58' for in this year
the Mars shall start its retrograde motion from the degree across the Zodiac – from 9º Aquarius, on June 27, 2018.
Mars will again oppose the Pluto on October 10, 2018, the day of Italy’s lunar return, for at that moment Italy’s
Moon shall be at 3º Scorpio, very close to 4º Scorpio (which is natal position of the Moon in the chart of Italy). At
that moment the Venus (finances) will be retrograde. Transit Venus will cross Italy’s Moon several times during
autumn 2018 – on September 16/17, 2018, in its direct movement, then on October 24/25, 2018 in retrograde
movement and once more on December 9/10, 2018 in direct movement again.
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Why is Pluto at 9º Leo 58' in Italy’s chart important? On January 1, 1999, when euro replaced national currencies
of EU member states (Italy was a signatory of Treaty of Rome, i.e. the founder of today’s EU), the progressed
Sun (country’s reputation) of Italy was at 9º Leo 20', but secondary progressed Mercury (ruler of MC – country’s
reputation, government) was also there. That Mercury was retrograde, which was the sign of possible problems to
come… Interestingly, Italy now has secondary progressed Mercury again at 9º Leo 27', but this time Mercury is
in direct motion – obviously it is the time for change… I will just add that the secondary progressed Moon of Italy
is now at 18º Gemini 36', just about to cross the natal Sun of Italy at 19º Gemini 09', which will happen in June
2018 – depiction of new beginning for a country, just like it represents the new beginning on a personal level.

More interesting facts: Mercury and Venus in the chart of Italy are “out-of-bounds”, which gives them special
“sensitivity” to transits, as well as to their own movement in progressions, Solar Arc directions, etc. If a country
has out-of-bounds Venus, its economy might be exposed to a huge risk. Since Mercury is the ruler of MC,
describing the country’s reputation, it is clear why Italian government went through many atypical situations
(from Silvio Berlusconi and his affairs… ).
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It is important to emphasize that both rulers of Asc, Mars and Pluto, are in Leo – Mars at 24º Leo 35' and Pluto at
9º Leo 58', their midpoint at approximately 17º Leo, i.e. very close to 18º Leo, the point where the solar eclipse
will happen on August 11, 2018. Asc of Eu is also at 18º Leo, depicting the Brussels as the central point. Finally,
in the next years Uranus shall square Pluto at 9º Leo 58' – in June 2020, October 2020 (in retrograde motion) and
April 2021.
Important moment for Italian economy will be the opposition of Saturn with Italy’s Venus and Saturn – on
December 28, 2019 there will be an exact opposition of transit Saturn with the Venus (economy, relations with
the world) across 21º Capricorn 02'/21º Cancer 02'. Soon after, on January 17, 2020 there will be the first and
only opposition of transit Saturn with natal Saturn, and it shall represent the review in time for Italian system and
government.
Both lunar eclipse next summer, on July 16, 2019 at 24º Capricorn and lunar eclipse at 20º Cancer on January 10,
2020 shall call out the Venus and Saturn of Italy. Only two days later the long await conjunction of Saturn and
Pluto will happen at 22º Capricorn, directly calling out Venus/Saturn midpoint of Italy. Finally, the transit of
Jupiter through the sign of Capricorn in 2020 and opposition with Venus and Saturn of Italy in 8th house (loans,
money from others) may bring problems, for in the chart of Italy the Jupiter is in Libra in square with the
mentioned planets in Cancer, bringing unrealized expectations.
The position of Solar Arc Venus at 29º Virgo 48' clearly indicates that Italy is on the verge of economic change –
when it touches 0º Libra it will also make opposition with Chiron in Aries – sign of challenging times ahead.
When 19 years ago lunar eclipse at 4º Aquarius called out the Moon of Italy at 4° Scorpio (on July 28, 1999), it
was in the year when Italy was preparing for the use of new currency – euro (January 1, 2000). Square between 4º
Aquarius and 4º Scorpio was the sign that things might stop halfway. Besides representing the people of Italy, the
Moon is also the dispositor of the Venus (economy, diplomacy) and the Saturn (system, bureaucracy, state) in
Italy’s chart, for both planets are in Cancer (and Moon is ruling Cancer). But, the Moon also carries the Mercury
at 1º Cancer, and Mercury is the ruler of MC (country’s reputation, government) and 8th house (credits, loans,
debts).
Beppe Grillo, actor, blogger, comedian, political
activist, co-founder of the Five Star Movement
has the Asc/Desc axis in his draconic horoscope
at 29º Aries 14'/29º Libra 14' and big life changes
have started for him. The Uranus activated this
axis during April and May 2018, it will do it
again in retrograde motion in November 2018 and
for the last time in direct motion in February
2019. It is interesting that this man was born just
before the full moon (his Moon is at 27º
Capricorn 13', while his Sun is at 28º Cancer 09')
which was activated by Uranus not long ago, and
his natal Sun shall be activated again by retrograde Uranus at the end of 2018 and the beginning of 2019, for
Uranus will turn direct at 28º Aries. People born at Full Moon have strong need to release suppressed contents,
for they are always in some sort of culmination phase, awaiting their own “explosion”. Also, his Moon is out-ofbounds, giving him over-emphasized expression of emotions, even with the Moon in the sign of its exile, in
Capricorn. That would represent his dramatization of emotions.
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His chart is very interesting, with secondary Asc/Desc axis presently at 9º Leo51'/9º Aquarius 51', activating the
mentioned Pluto of Italy and present progressed Mercury, but also the progressed Mercury from 1999 when euro
became the official currency of EU. Things will turn interesting when Mars make a turn and start its retrograde
motion from 9° Aquarius this year, the summer 2018 bringing lots of events and then October 2018 when Mars in
direct motion crosses 9º Aquarius and calls out 9º Leo. Finally, Italy has Asc/Desc axis across 19º Scorpio/19º
Taurus, which is presently the nodal axis of planet Mars (North Node at 19º Taurus, South Node at 19º Scorpio).
Whatever may be, but energy of Mars is very important for Italy. Couple of years ago I mapped Italy at axis of
Moon’s exaltation and fall (3º Taurus/3º Scorpio) and emphasized that Mars is strong in Scorpio but weak in
Taurus, remembering the historical event " kidnapping of Sabine women ". Take a look at my article "Eternal
City of Rome and 3º Taurus".
Matteo Salvini (9th March 1973 Milan, Italy, time of
birth: unknown), the leader of North League presently
has progressed Sun at 3º Taurus, which means that
during 2019 transit Uranus shall call out at the same
time the Moon of Italy at 4º Scorpio and Solar Arc
Sun of this young leader, which will be at 4º Taurus!
All this shall bring immense changes to Italy.
I also need to mention that the lunar nodes axis has
recently crossed 9º Aquarius/9º Leo (North
Node/South Node) and that year 1999 was important
for Italy just like this 2018. Then, Italy was preparing
for euro, and now new government announces the possible exiting of Eurozone. Secondary Moon of Beppe Grillo
is presently at 10º Leo, just having crossed 9º Leo (end of April/beginning of May 2018). But, at the end of 2018
and during 2019 his Solar Arc Asc will be at 18º Leo, i.e. at Asc of the very European Union, so his contact with
it is very certain.
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Five Star Movement was founded on
October 4, 2009. Since the time is
unknown, and since it is an organization,
ideal solution is to take the noon as the
time of founding. When I transferred that
chart into draconic system, I just smiled draconic Asc/Desc axis is at 9º
Aquarius/9º
Leo,
confirming
all
previously said about importance of
Mars transit through Aquarius during
summer 2018 and its turn to direct
motion at 9º Aquarius.
Recent Full Moon at 9º Scorpio (April 30, 2018) was certainly significant, since negotiations between leaders of
Five Star Movement and North League just ended with agreement on May 20, 2018, but I have to repeat that very
important moment shall be on June 27, 2018 when Mars starts its retrograde motion and another crossing over 9º
Aquarius (in direct motion), at the beginning of October 2018.

If I tell you now that the lunar eclipse of July 28, 1999 at 4º Aquarius (repeating this year after 19 years, on July
27) had transit Mars at 9º Scorpio, than it is completely clear that astrology confirms repeating of cycles. The last
Full Moon (April 30, 2018) happened exactly at 9º Scorpio, squaring Italy's Pluto at 9º Leo! Also, lunar eclipse at
4º Aquarius this year shall have transit retrograde Mars at 3º Aquarius 58' (almost at 4º), calling the Moon of Italy
at 4° Scorpio through the square!
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Smiljana Gavrančić studied astrology at the Institute for Astrological Research and
Education in Belgrade (Serbia), graduating in October 2010, after studying International
Law at Belgrade University. In March 2011 she became ISAR CAP. Her speciality is
mundane astrology, and she is practices karmic/hermetic astrology, astrology of
degrees/archetypes (mythology, fixed stars) and synastry. Her writings have appeared in
The Astrological Journal, on The Mountain Astrologer blog, ISAR’s International
Astrologer, NCGR Geocosmic Journal. Astrodienst (astro.com) republished her work, too.
Smiljana is the editor, founder and owner of IAM – Infinity Astrological Magazine
which is the part of Alexandria iBase Project and Astrodienst. She was a speaker at
conferences and workshops in Serbia, Brazil, United Kingdom ( 48th AA Conference
Cambridge 2016 and The Astrological Lodge of London), Greece. In January 2018 she
founded her Astro Center IAM INΦINITY - Αθήνα Center. Smiljana blogs in Serbian
and English at: www.astrologsmiljanagavrancic.blogspot.com
You can find out more about IAM at www.infinityastrologicalmagazine.com
Smiljana was one of the very few astrologers worldwide who correctly predicted Trump would be the 45th President of the
USA. She gave that prediction on 7th September 2015 (one year before election).
Contact: smiljana.gavrancic@gmail.com
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Staring at our fears
2018 July and August Eclipses
Rod Chang

This year we have 3 Solar Eclipses, one in February, one in July and last one August, two Lunar Eclipses one in
January and another one in July. In this article I will focus on the influence of July and August Eclipses.
13th of July
2:47 UT Solar Eclipse at 20º Cancer
11th of August 9:57 UT Solar Eclipse at 18º Leo
27th of July 20:20 UT Lunar Eclipse at 4º Leo-Aquarius
It is not strange that we have two solar eclipses one after another, This is because the eclipses have 18 years
cycles and every 54 year you can expect eclipse occurred in similar time at same place, ancient astrologer call this
Saros cycles. Every Saros cycle last nearly 1300 years, but when an old Saros comes to the end another new cycle
will start with 28 days apart and this will cause two solar eclipses happening in one month time like this year, and
when this happen we usually can expect one Partial Solar eclipses happen near South Pole and another one near
North Pole area or reverse. If you are interested about Solar Eclipses and how to interpret different Eclipses
according their Saros Cycle, I recommend Dr.Bernadette Brady’s “The eagle and the lark”, this book will give
you a clear idea about Saros cycle and Eclipses.
When astrologers consider the influence of Eclipses ( Solar and Lunar ), we will look at the Sings of Sun and
Moon, the element of signs of Sun and Moon, Sun and Moon aspects, we also consider Moon Nodes’ sign and
aspect of Moon nodes, especially those planets conjunct Moon Nodes. We also consider which house Sun Moon
and Node are located according the location.

Signs and Elements of 2018 summer eclipses
Solar Eclipse on the 13th of July will occurred at 20º Cancer, this suggest important events around Caring,
Nurturing, Parenting, Family and Foods. Cancer is water sign, it is about Ocean, Seafaring, Shipwreck, Drown,
Water pollution and nature disaster related to water for example flooding and tsunami.
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Solar Eclipse 11th of August locate at 18º Leo, and 27th of July Lunar Eclipse at 4º Leo-Aquarius, the themes are
famous people, head of countries, entreatment and creativities, as fire sign we will expect to see Heatwave,
Explosion, War, Massacre, Mass shooting. As Moon located at Aquarius for Lunar Eclipse, the Aquarius theme
are about Revolution, Rebelling, Technology and air element indicate Storm, Typhoon, Social-Political
movements and Political dispute. The influence of Solar Eclipses will have one year effect and Lunar Eclipse will
only last for 6 months. Also we can expect important events happening when planets trigger the eclipse point 20º
Cardinal signs, 18º Fixed signs and 4º Fixed signs.

Nodal Axis
Moon nodes play an important role in Eclipses, it is because of New Moon occurred near Moon Node Solar
Eclipse happened, and when a Full Moon happened near Nodal axis will become Lunar Eclipse. That’s why we
consider the influence of Nodal axis, at this time we have north node in Leo and South Node in Aquarius, as we
already discus the influence of these tow signs, now we will focus on the Planets conjunct node in the Eclipse
chart.
If we look all the three Eclipse charts we will notice they all have Mars conjunct south node and retrograde in
Aquarius, this suggest the active energy toward social movements and political movements, especial those things
people think they are used to it, such as customs, tradition, people are angry about those malpractices has been
ignore for longtime. However a retrograde Mars hold these anger back and maybe delay the action also easily
cause frustration and increase anger toward inside. Even Mars is retrograde but we should still expect important
violences events happened under Eclipses influence.
We also have Uranus square Nodal axis during this time, the sudden change, rebelling, revolution, demonstration
and political reforms, social and economical reforms, electricity problem and technologies problem will be
important theme during this period. It looks like we maybe experience a very unpleasant and upheaval time, also
don’t expect the crisis and difficulty can solve quickly and easily, as eclipses and those planets form major aspect
to Sun Moon are all on fixed sings, the battle will last longer then you think. In positive way, we can also use this
powerful energy bring by Uranus to change the things we want to change.

Solar Eclipse in July
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Pluto exact opposite Sun and Moon suggest powerful impact, such as power struggles in politic , international
conflicts, refugees, people with struggle in life death situation, hostage, mafia , financial markets crash are very
likely to happen within one years time. The difficult situation and crisis calling us to focus and reform those
malpractices we ignore for longtime, fortunately Neptune and Jupiter also form a water grand trine, this suggest
with kindness and empathy we can handle these crisis together and take it as a chance to remove those things we
no longer need. With the Saturn Uranus and Venus form an earth grand trine we are able to make change slowly
and carefully.
If you have any planet or Ascendent and MC on 20º Cardinal signs, you probably already notice those threatens in
your life, but Solar Eclipse in July will make you notice that you can no longer avoid this crisis, by understanding
the reason why you are fear and what cause your resentment, you can accept those things you call fate but still
give hope of what you can do for get your life better, don’t forget there is water grand trine help us to accept what
happened around us and earth grand trine to help us to change difficult situation slowly.

Solar Eclipse in August

Neptune and Pluto form a Yod with Sun and Moon, the Pluto themes of crisis are repeat in August Eclipses, with
Neptune and quincunx aspect indicate we are trying to adopt situation, but feel confused and restless. Jupiter and
Saturn also both aspect New Moon this suggest we are trying to balance between idea and reality, freedom and
security, adventure and stable. Eclipses in Leo suggest that country Leaders and leader of organisations are under
the pressure of handling urgent crisis and balance between developing and protecting.
If you have any planet or Ascendent, M.C near 18º Fixed signs you are more likely trying to balance your life, in
one way to make your dreams come true in another way try not to put your life in risk, at same time you are more
likely to aware your fear and trying to deal with it restlessly, a profession consulting and therapy maybe can give
you some supports.
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Lunar Eclipse in July

Total Lunar Eclipse in July bring an urge to change our way of living, as Sun and Moon form a T-square with
Uranus, we are more likely to see experience some shocking events, sudden change , cut of relationship, fall out
of Alliance, big political U-turn, and Economic crisis, Mars conjunct the Moon, suggest people are angry of
current situation and willing to tack the action, as Mars Sun Moon all in Fixed signs suggest these conflicts are
last long and dead lock as no one want to give in.
If you have any planets or Ascendent, M.C on 4º fixed signs, you are more likely to experience this shocking and
sudden change situation, more likely in relationships (personal, social or professional), it is not very pleasant as
fixed sings does not like to change, my suggestion is trying to think about what you want to change if you have
chance to do it, or to think about what kind new life you would like to have, if you have chance to do it, then
maybe when old life pattern no longer works, it is the right time to go to fulfil your dreams.

Astro Map
Astromaps of Eclipse give us idea about where around the world are more like affect by this three Eclipses if
there is planet lines pass the area.
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13th of July

2:47 UT Solar Eclipse at 20º Cancer

11th of August 9:57 UT Solar Eclipse at 18º Leo

27th of July

20:20 UT Lunar Eclipse at 4º Leo-Aquarius
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Rod Chang has studied astrology for over twenty years, both through self-study
and through the LSA and the Faculty of Astrological Studies. His favourite
aspects are mundane astrology and a humanistic approach to astrology. He has
written a number of books on astrology in Chinese and has taught it in
Mandarin for around ten years. He is co-founder of the Academy of Astrology
with Jupiter Lai, which aims to promote Western Astrology to Chinese
speakers. Rod is also working closely with other Asian astrologers in Japan,
South Korea, Malaysia, China and Hong Kong in order to establish an Asian
astrology network.
www.rodmagic.pixnet.net/blog
www.academyofastrology.co.uk
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IAM has reached the point of self-materialisation. Issue#20 will be our last digital song
and from issue#21 a new ride begins. Infinity Astrological Magazine (IAM) will be
available in printed form from September 2018 and onwards. You will now be able to
buy individual hard copy issues (an annual subscription will be available from January
2019) or a digital edition for half the price and thus show your love and appreciation for
all the hard work and effort we put in every issue of this magazine. All previous issues
will remain online and access-free for all of you. Some necessary changes will take place
due to the new process but the spirit, the vibe and the sensation of IAM will never
change.
Wanna have some more?
www.infinityastrologicalmagazine.com
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Lunar Eclipse at 4º Aquarius on July 27, 2018
North Korea and The United States
Having in mind the lunar eclipse at 4° Aquarius on July 28, 1999
Smiljana Gavrančić

North Korea is the most isolated country, and I shall add, maybe the most mysterious country in the world.
North Korea has the Ascendant at 25º Scorpio 45’, very close to 26º, which automatically activates the fixed star
Algol (from Perseus constellation) and also the very Grand Fixed Cross across 26° of fixed signs that was called
upon in May 2018 by Uranus entering the sign of Taurus.Time ahead indicates the start of a story in which
everybody has their own idea of justice, and maybe prepares to even use the energy in the name of that justice,
just like Perseus did when he committed a murder of the monster Medusa as led by his own justice.

12th June, 2018 – Summit in Singapore
Trump/Kim Summit in Singapore on 12th June, 2018 (9:00am, Singapore time) had the Moon at 26° Taurus
(Algol), and Ascendent at 18° Cancer, which is the place of Sun/Mercury midpoint in the chart of USA (and
which I've found as very special degree regarding Kennedy's family for example – The Kennedy Family and 18
Cancer). When we see 1+8 we can suspect that here the life and death are together somehow, and here we have to
transform energy and to "break" some patterns.
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However, this summit will have its challenges in the time ahead, because in draconic chart (the memory of soul
on this meeting) the Moon is at 19° Capricorn 38', and there will be several crossings of Pluto over draco Moonfirst one, just around the Lunar eclipse on 28th July, 2018 (which is very important for the relationships between
USA and North Korea, because, exactly 19 years ago, there was a meeting between the American Secretary
Madeleine Albright and North Korea's leader, and than we had the same lunar eclipse at 4° Aquarius, just like we
are going to have on 28th July, 2018). Again, just around 1st December 2018, there will be again Pluto's crossing
over the draco Moon 19° Capricorn 38'.

Composite chart of USA and North Korea has the Moon at 20° Capricorn23', which is fitting so much with the
draconic Moon of Summit in Singapore. Pluto's crossing over the Moon is always some kind of opportunity to
clean our heart/s, our water/s, our emotions -from the pain, and to continue to move forward with totally new,
fresh "blood". Will they make it?
In both cases, eclipse on 28th July, 2018 and time around 1st December 2018 - Mercury (contratcs) will be
retorgrade, and they met on 12th June 2018 when Mercury is out-of-bounds!
With Algol, as you know, we always have some conflicts, one side sees justice on its way, the other side sees
justice on its way, too, however, Algol "moves" the Moon of USA at 25° Aquarius, and axis Asc/Desc of North
Korea (26° Scorpio/26° Taurus). Just to remind you, Trump has MC around Algol, plus his natal Mars at 26° Leo
is squaring Algol (26° Taurus) too, so it seams that Trump is going to "fight"... Above this all is their karmic,
unfinished bussines from past incarnation/s, so they both have strong inner need to continue with things they did
not finish in past lives... In other hand, Venus (diplomacy) in the horoscope of North Korea is at 1 Leo, and
Uranus will hit her even three times- June/July 2018, than in retrograde motion again in September 2018, and one
more time, during April 2019! So, North Korea is ready for changes and to be much more open in relationships
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with others (Venus is ruler of 7th house in the horoscope of North Korea – house of relationships with other
countries).

Army and...
The ruler of the Ascendant of North
Korea is Mars, positioned in the sign
of his domicile, at 4º Scorpio 20’,
very close to the degree of the
Moon’s fall (3º Scorpio), but also
close to the degree of Pluto’s
exaltation (3º Scorpio), which is
certainly the depiction of huge
energy, strong army, but also of very
jeopardized human lives – between
150,000 and 200,000 of North
Koreans live in camps surrounded by
electric fences (according to Human
Rights Watch data). The worst camps
are populated by those who have committed political crimes – in such cases the whole family of the perpetrator is
sent to a camp. As many as 40% of prisoners die of hunger or hard labor (according to Amnesty International).
All this is a depiction of the degree of the Moon’s fall (life, family). North Korean army is one of the largest in
the world. It has around 1.2 million active soldiers (plus 6 million reserve), meaning that one in 5 men aged 17-54
is full time soldier (while, for example, South Korea has only 680,000 soldiers) – which corresponds to the
depiction of the degree of Pluto’s exaltation at 3º Scorpio. According to the report from South Korea’s
government, North Korea spends one third of its national product on the army. North Korea officially ceased to
be communist country in 2009. The new official state ideology is called “Juche” (self-reliance, army the most
important).
Nevertheless, since that Mars is
at the cusp of 12th house (the
house of secrets), there is a
great secret about this country.
In 12th house we hide things,
and the conjunction of Mars
and the South Node would be a
depiction of a very powerful
weapon
that
“lives”
underground in this country,
which could cause problems
for North Korea in diplomatic
relations with the world. That
is a known fact. So, that Mars
is square with Venus (the ruler
of 7 – diplomatic relations) at
1º Leo 34’ at the cusp of 9th
house (abroad). There is a
network of tunnels many
meters below and around all
residences of the highest North
Korean military, party and state
officials, including Kim Jong
Un. So far, no foreign intelligence service has managed to have a spy at the medium level, not to mention the
highest state or military level, so there is no reliable information either on the whereabouts of Kim Jong Un and
his retinue, nor on their mutual relationships. Simply, that most mysterious and the most closed-off country in the
world is a puzzle for intelligence services of USA, South Korea, Japan and even China.
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The South Node is “swallowing” us; there lives the story from the life before the last one. South Node has the
symbolism of the 11th house, the sign of Aquarius. Uranus is its modern ruler, so this would be the same as having
Mars close to the degree of Pluto’s exaltation (in North Korea’s chart) in conjunction with Uranus. Isn’t this a
depiction of powerful rockets with huge destructive power (Mars-Pluto-Uranus combination)?! Does the world
know the truth about military power of North Korea – Mars in Scorpio (ruler of North Korea’s Ascendant) “does
not like” the Venus (Venus is the ruler of 7 – diplomatic relations) and it is in the 12th house (secret) at the South
Node? Being the ruler of Ascendant of North Korea, Mars also represents its capital, Pyongyang, and it “pulls”
the Venus (all standing across from Pyongyang – meaning, the world) into exile (Venus is in exile in Scorpio).
The square definitely speaks of the dispute with the rest of the world, but also of broken relationships, for the
square always “breaks” things apart halfway through. Today, North Korea is under sanctions of the almost all
other countries, very much isolated. There is no Internet in North Korea apart from its closed state network, so
only few a people know what is really going on in the rest of the world. The government has strict control over
TV and radio programs, and limited access to the “real” Internet is given to only a few people in the government.
Power supply is being disconnected during the night, and during the day people have electricity for only couple of
hours; actually, North Korea “lives” in the dark (Asc. ruler, Mars, is in 12 th house). Marijuana is legal in North
Korea and it is not even classified as a drug (Asc. ruler in 12th house, and especially here Mars is at the South
Node – depiction of the state “swimming” in vices, drugs…).

When Korea had become the part of the Empire of Japan after annexation on October 1, 1910, the tertiary Moon
of Japan (the fastest moving body that maps the event on the level of 2 days), was exactly at 3º Aquarius 42’, in
conjunction with natal Moon of Vladimir Lenin (3º Aquarius 24’).
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Why do I mention Lenin?
In August 1948, with the USA support, the Republic of Korea was founded in the southern part of Korean
Peninsula, and in September of the same year, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea was founded in the
northern part, supported by the Soviet Union (USSR). The creator of the USSR was Vladimir Lenin, and the
progressive Moon of USSR was at 3° Taurus 34’ on that September 10, 1948, just finished crossing the natal Sun
of Vladimir Lenin at 2º Taurus 24’, while the progressive Sun of USSR was at 4º Aquarius, the exact same spot at
which the lunar eclipse shall be on July 27, 2018 (more about this further in the text).

Harry Truman?
The position of the natal Moon of then American President Harry S. Truman is also interesting – it is at 5°
Scorpio, very close to 3° and 4° Scorpio! But, even more important is the position of his Solar Arc Mercury (the
ruler of his 9th house – abroad, and positioned in his 8th house – disputes) at 2º Leo 54’ (almost at 3º Leo) in
conjunction with Solar Arc Chiron (wound) at 4º Leo!
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"38th parallel" – Korean War 1950
The Korean War started in June 1950. The cause was the so-called “38th parallel” dividing North Korea from
South Korea. The secondary Venus (the ruler of 7 – diplomatic relations) of South Korea was at 3º Leo, squaring
3º Scorpio (the degree of Pluto’s exaltation and Moon’s fall), but also in 1951 (while the war was still continuing)
it squared 4º Scorpio (Mars of North Korea).
If we take a look at the chart of North Korea, besides the significance of 4º Scorpio (with Mars as Asc ruler), I
must add that at 3º Scorpio 41’ (very close to 4° Scorpio), which is the degree of Moon’s fall and Pluto’s
exaltation, there is a Sun-Jupiter midpoint of North Korea! The Sun represents rulers in the country, and Jupiter
represents illegal activities, breach of moral norms and laws. Its position inside the sign of Scorpio certainly
speaks in favor of “suspicious activities.”

Lunar Eclipse on July 27, 2018
During 2018, there will be a lunar eclipse at 4º Aquarius 45’ (on July 27), which will activate Mars at 4º Scorpio
of North Korea! But, I must add one very interesting fact here: Donald Trump (present President of United States)
and North Korea have in Davison chart the Sun at 4º Leo, and in Composite chart at 5º Leo 07’, which “fits in”
the Grand Fixed Cross across 4º that I have already mentioned in this text! It is also interesting that North Korea
has Asc/Desc axis across 4º Aquarius/4º Leo in Antiscia. Also, the prenatal lunar eclipse of North Korea was at 3º
Scorpio 17’ (close to Mars and South Node of North Korea) – isn’t this Mars in the chart of North Korea very
important us to become aware of “lives” within that Mars. On the other hand, Trump has midpoint of Venus
(diplomatic relations) and Pluto (disputes) at 2º Leo 53’, very close to 3º Leo, activating the mentioned Grand
Fixed Cross.
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American Secretary Madeleine Albright visiting North Korea in 1999
When Uranus will be entering Taurus on May 15, 2018, the Solar Arc axis Asc/Desc of North Korea will be
across 4º Aquarius/4º Leo, while its secondary Moon at the time of lunar eclipse at 4º Aquarius (July 2018) will
be crossing Trump’s natal Sun at 22º Gemini. It is a known fact that Trump was born on the day of lunar eclipse
at 23º Sagittarius, so this will be a very important moment for diplomatic relationship of these two countries,
which the July eclipse shall keep “opened”! The last time there was eclipse at 4º Aquarius (also lunar eclipse) was
on July 28, 1999. Then, the President of USA was Bill Clinton.
The launch of the projectile “taepodong 2” for testing in
1998 was “the first and the last”, as then President of North
Korea Kim Jong Il said to American Secretary Madeleine
Albright, who visited Pyongyang in October 1999 (after
lunar eclipse at 4° Aquarius). That testing over Japan shook
Eastern Asia and caused fear that North Korea is capable of
hitting targets outside its borders. Pyongyang insisted that
the testing was performed in order to launch the domestic
satellite. Albright attended the celebration of 55 years of
Korean Workers’ Party, at which the video of projectile
launch was shown. The celebration was held at the stadium
in Pyongyang, with participation of 100,000 performers. A high official of State Department said then that there
was improvement in the idea of Washington assisting North Korea to develop the capability of satellite launching
in return for the communist state canceling its problematic program of missile testing.
It is interesting that Madeleine Albright has the Sun at 24º Taurus (MC of Trump, which is also the position of
Uranus in draconic chart of North Korea, but also the position of the transiting Sun on May 15, 2018 – Uranus’
entering Taurus, which will also be Albright’s 81st birthday. She was born with Uranus in Taurus on May 15,
1937, and she is to face a Uranus’ return.
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In 1994, the President Bill Clinton seriously prepared for attacking the nuclear reactor in Yongbyon, but he finally
concluded it would cause the conflict not seen since the last Korean war, and that the Vietnam War was only the
conflict of low intensity compared to what might happen in North Korea. Regarding moral virtues and flaws of
North Korean Army, this is as unknown as anything else in that country.

Donald Trump
I like to take a look at draconic chart, especially since this is
the story of Mars at South Node. Draconic chart describes
which soul’s memories of previous lives live inside an
individual, but also in the state. Draconic chart help us
understand why some country is “calling” or “pulling” us…
It is very interesting that in the Draconic Chart of North
Korea, Uranus is positioned exactly at 24º Taurus (it is also
Trump’s MC, but the position of the Sun for the moment of
Uranus’ entering Taurus in May 2018, while the transit
Moon will be in conjunction with Algol – 26º Taurus.
Furthermore, in Draconic Chart Trump has Venus at 4º
Taurus, which directly (through opposition) “calls upon”
Mars at 4º Scorpio of North Korea. Transiting Uranus
coming to 4° Taurus and activating this opposition shall be very important moment, and that will happen on May
25, 2019. Finally, the Moon in Draconic chart of North Korea is at 9º Scorpio, in conjunction with Asc of USA at
8º Scorpio (those of you familiar with my mundane work already know that I use 8° Scorpio as Asc of USA).
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North Korea’s Leaders
The father of the nation, Kim II Sung, or the Eternal President, died in 1994, and his son Kim Jong Il, the Eternal
Secretary General, became the ruler, who was succeeded by his son Kim Jong Un in 2011. Kim Il Sung, the
founder of North Korea, had in his chart Uranus at 3° Aquarius 14’, squaring the Pluto’s exaltation degree (and
Moon’s fall degree) – 3º Scorpio! When he died, on July 8, 1994, the progressive Sun (ruler) of North Korea was
at 2º Scorpio 21’ – very close to 3º Scorpio (here the life “falls”). He was succeeded by his son Kim Jong Il, who
has Pluto at 3º Leo. He ruled until December 17, 2011, when he died, exactly 7 days after lunar eclipse on
December 10, 2011, which was at 18º Gemini (squaring the Sun – ruler at 17º Virgo in 10th house – government).
Secondary progressed Mercury of North Korea (the ruler of natal Sun – ruler, from Virgo in 10 – government)
was at 3º Scorpio 15’ (here the life “falls”)! The present leader, Kim Jong Un, has Saturn at 3º Scorpio in his natal
chart.

Saturn/Pluto 2020
North Korea is the country founded at the time of Saturn and Pluto conjunction in Leo, depicting the country of
strong dictatorship that shall go through many transformations. The time ahead will be interesting to see,
especially 2020, when those two planets will touch again at 22º Capricorn (January 2020). Uranus will be
retrograde then, at 2° Taurus 39’, leaving behind crossing over 4° and 3° Taurus, while the secondary Moon of
North Korea will be crossing 13° Cancer during January 2020, which is the position of the Sun (ruler) in the chart
of United States, while the Solar Arc Moon of North Korea will be at 26º Aquarius, which is the position of the
Moon in the chart of USA, and which at the same time activates Asc/Desc axis of North Korea (26º Scorpio/26º
Taurus) and the story of Algol. But, that will be the time of inauguration of the new president of USA (January
20, 2020), and possibly some brand new time for both USA and the rest of the world. Also, tertiary progressions
of North Korea for January 20, 2020 (inauguration of new American president) depict 3º Scorpio 53 (almost 4º)
through the position of tertiary Moon, while the tertiary Asc /Desc axis of this country lies across 4º Leo/4º
Aquarius, which is the axis of lunar eclipse on July 28, 2018, under which influence on the mundane level we will
also be during 2020.

2017 Jupiter on the Mars of North Korea?

- On October 30, 2017, the Jupiter crossed Mars and South Node of North Korea and open a new 12-year cycle
ahead. Saturn will have a trine with Uranus, an applying one. Jupiter always increases things, so this might depict
the accumulation of weapons? But, this also signifies accumulation of benefits for the ruler, because in the chart
of North Korea at 3° Scorpio there is a midpoint of the Sun (ruler) and Jupiter (benefits).
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- On November 15, 2005 Jupiter was also at Mars and South Node of North Korea, 12 years ago, which is the
cycle of Jupiter. During that time, on December 17, 2011, Kim Jong Il died.
- On December 1, 1993 Jupiter was also at Mars and South Node of North Korea, 24 years ago, representing two
cycles of Jupiter. During the interval between December 1, 1993 and November 15, 2005 – the founder of North
Korea, Kim Il Sung died on July 8, 1994, and during October 1999 there was a historic visit of Albright to
Pyongyang.
Actually, the first crossing of Jupiter over Mars and South Node of North Korea happened on September 30,
1958, only 10 years after the state was founded. During the interval between September 30, 1958 and January 18,
1970 (second crossing of Jupiter over Mars and South Node of North Korea) Kim Il Sung was the prime minister
of the country. During the interval between January 18, 1970 (the second Jupiter crossing) and December 21,
1981 (the third Jupiter crossing) Kim Il Sung became the President of North Korea. He remained the President
from December 21, 1981 until December 1, 1993 (the fourth Jupiter crossing). Before the end of the third Jupiter
crossing over Mars of North Korea, – in October 1980, at the 6th Congress of Communist Party, Kim Il Sung
appointed his son, Kim Jong Il as his successor.
I would say that Jupiter’s crossings over Mars and South Node bring accumulation of power for the ruling Kim
dynasty, besides certainly bringing accumulation of secret weapons.

3º Scorpio = South Node
South Node speaks of the change that must happen, sooner or later. The nature of the degree we associate South
Node with is actually 3º Scorpio, the spot of Pluto’s exaltation, for here it is necessary to somehow “bury”
oneself, in order to be born as a new self… On the other hand, at 3º Taurus (spot of Moon’s exaltation – life)
there is the place associated with North Node. It seems that North Korea should be working on the axis 3°
Taurus/3° Scorpio, as well as other countries that come in contact with it. To be emotionally “light” and to get rid
of emotions (which are only the memories of ancestors within us, depicted by the South Node and Mars in the
chart of North Korea – here someone fought and used the energy for negative purposes at some time).
What is possibly good in this story is that Trump’s Solar Arc Mars (dispute) has just finished its crossing over 4º
Scorpio 59’, and that it will soon cross over the Mars of North Korea. But at the end of 2018 and the beginning of
2019, it comes close to crossing South Node at 6º Scorpio, which might be challenging, after the July eclipse in
2018, when tertiary Moon of Trump (on July 27, 2018) will be at 4º Aries, creating quincunx with the Mars of
North Korea. But, this will be a challenge; this will require that American President make a change within himself
in order not to put American people in conflict with North Korea. Taught by experience of 1999 lunar eclipse and
Clinton’s giving up on military intervention in North Korea, let’s hope the same trend will be repeating with
Donald Trump, too.

The last rocket test on July 28, 2017
And in the end, isn’t it interesting that North Korea performed its last rocket test on July 28, 2017? Why? Well,
on July 28, 1999 there was the last lunar eclipse at 4º Aquarius, and it will happen again on July 27, 2018. At the
moment of the eclipse, transit Mars (energy) will be retrograde and positioned at 3º Aquarius 58’, squaring natal
Mars of North Korea at 4º Scorpio. Retrograde Mars “calls for” refraining from energy use, which might be
a huge challenge for United States and North Korea!
Cycles are repeated, and each new cycle represents the test for the humankind, for how much have we became
aware of during that time? Only time will show, but since it is about the deeply unconscious planet, Mars in
Scorpio at South Node in 12th house, the lesson is a hard one, requires hibernation regarding energy, and requires
“energy silence.”
We must not forget that Russian President Vladimir Putin has Asc at 3º Scorpio, while China, the country that
may, besides Russia, use its right to veto potential attack on North Korea at UN Security Council, has the cusp of
11th house (parliament) at 4º Scorpio, and Jupiter (the ruler of Asc in Sagittarius) at 6º Scorpio, at the South Node
of North Korea, so the connection of those two countries is undoubtedly strong…
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This article was first published in Isar International Journal (December 2017) and I have updated it on 12th
June, 2018, after Summit in Singapore

Chart sources:
-

The World of Book Horoscopes; Nicholas Campion
Horoscopes of America and Canada; Mark Penfield
www.astro.com
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Transiting Uranus in Taurus and Aries;
Direct and Retrograde 2018/2019
Sarah Cochrane
This year Uranus entered Taurus and there are further major transiting events when Uranus turns retrograde, reenters Aries, turns direct and enters Taurus again. Transiting Uranus entered Taurus at 3.23 pm GMT 15th May
2018. This heralded a new stage where innovative concepts and progress can be put into practice. Caution is
placed on revolutionary ideas to make sure the necessary resources are in place to make them happen.
Uranus is conjunction Mercury to stimulate radical ideas and break rigid theories that need to be updated. Uranus
semi-sextile Chiron in Aries offers healing from recent upsets. There is a fighting spirit that supports the ability to
recover from the effect of mental, physical or emotional wounds. The scars remain but strength can be gained.
The planetary ruler of Aries is Mars which is just on the edge of Capricorn and about to enter Aquarius. This
indicates a change from conventional to unconventional action. Those who have traditionally been in a position of
power may find it is taken from them in ways they did not expect.
Uranus semi-square Neptune is confusing and sudden delusions are encountered. Neptune rules Pisces and as this
is the sign where Neptune is located, underhand tactics could be used by those who want to cause disruption.
Venus is the planetary ruler of Taurus and Venus is in Gemini and conjunction Pallas. This provides a focus on
discussion and a push for justice for women’s rights. There is plenty of communication on what can be done to
gain equality for women and it’s made very clear there is no going back to the way things were.

Uranus enters Taurus chart.
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At 12.26 pm GMT 7th August 2018 transiting Uranus in Taurus is stationary retrograde. Restrictions and setbacks
affect efforts to enable reform and technological advances. Acts of rebellion can cause disruption and instability.
Freedom of movement is inhibited by those in power who are resistant to change. Also finances and financial
institutions will have to revise experimental schemes to increase monetary revenue.
Mars square Uranus increases frustration with the challenges that are caused by restraint, and anger could be a
product of restlessness if change doesn’t appear to be progressing quickly enough. Retrograde Uranus is square
the North Node in Leo. It will take a lot of courage to show defiance. If it’s expressed, space can be created for
progress that won’t be apparent at the time the transit occurs, but it will lay the foundations for progress in the
future. Venus in Libra inconjunct retrograde Uranus tests the ability to calm unease when there are unexpected
setbacks that need to be calmly resolved. Venus rules Libra as well as Taurus, so its influence is especially strong
here.
Retrograde Saturn in Capricorn is trine Uranus and Saturn is Capricorn’s planetary ruler, so the influence of
retrograde Saturn is reinforced. Fortunately as it’s in trine aspect it’s helpful and not obstructive. Stability is
created between the old and the new. The urge to overthrow outdated rules is held back to consider what could be
lost before implementing modernisation.
The Moon in Gemini is just about in semi-square with Uranus. Stress is created by allowing emotion to overcome
logic when there is a need to say what you feel when the result of doing so is unpredictable.
Chiron has now turned retrograde and pushes forward a re-assessment of how you have been wounded in the past
and how those experiences are used in the long term.
Chart showing Uranus in Taurus just before it turns retrograde.
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Retrograde Uranus re-enters Aries 6.56 pm GMT 6th November 2018. This enhances the urge to shake up any
form of stagnation or over-attachment to the past. It’s possible for action to be taken to react against the confines
of tradition, or to be pioneering. Be prepared to keep up the momentum to avoid sliding back to where you
started.
Neptune has now turned retrograde and is semi-square retrograde Uranus. It’s best to be aware of how you could
be led down the wrong path where the outcome will be a source of stress and not what you anticipated.
Retrograde Chiron is still semi-sextile retrograde Uranus but now it has re-entered Pisces. The emphasis is on
emotional wounds and how you can take the initiative through unconventional means to resolve and find a way to
live with them. Ceres is opposition retrograde Uranus highlights the importance of maintaining and valuing
freedom and giving up free time to nurture those who are cared for, such as children or other vulnerable members
of the family. Retrograde Uranus is inconjunct Pallas in Libra. An unsettling time with setbacks that could not be
forecast will test the capability of those who are willing to fight for causes they believe in. The actions of
aggressors have the capability to be shocking and the stress that is caused has the purpose of diminishing a
balanced response from those who are protesting for a just cause. Juno is semi-sextile retrograde Uranus to offer
support in long term commitments such as a relationship in the face of erratic and disruptive events.
The North Node square retrograde Uranus brings forth challenging circumstances that require as much courage
and energy as can be mustered to deal with each obstacle when they arise. It may not feel like it, but this is vital
for evolving in the right direction.

Chart showing retrograde Uranus about to re-enter Aries
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Uranus in Aries turns direct at 6.38 pm GMT 6th January 2019 to raise enough energy and courage to get back on
track by clearing obstructions that put reform to one side to be implemented when the time is right.
Venus is inconjunct Uranus to stimulate impatience with not getting what is desired, especially in finances or
relationship. Action could be taken with little consideration for the consequences. Uranus is square with the North
Node but now the North Node is in Cancer. Great tenacity is needed to cope with spontaneous difficulties that
increase feelings of insecurity that are an unavoidable part of progress. Neptune has now turned direct but it’s still
semi-square Uranus, so the cloud of uncertainty may have lifted but it hasn’t completely disappeared yet.

Uranus in Aries turns direct chart.

Finally Uranus returns to Taurus at 8.35 am GMT 6th March 2019 to break new ground. As Taurus is a feminine
sign don’t be astonished if women are at the forefront of protests for change that is focused on the environment
and human rights.
Uranus is semi-sextile retrograde Mercury in Pisces stimulates the imagination and eccentric theories. Pallas is
now retrograde and opposition Uranus. Commitment to fighting for causes may decline for a while to spend time
on revolutionary change to eliminate the restrictions of tradition, so it’s not a complete deviation from what was
intended when Pallas was direct.
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Chart for Uranus entering Taurus for a second time in 2018

This is a quick guide for how transiting Uranus has an influence on a personal level according to how it connects
with the inner planets in your natal chart.

TRANSITING URANUS AND NATAL INNER PLANETS
Transiting Uranus contact natal Sun
A time of unexpected change that affects your overall view on life. A conjunction raises the intensity and a sextile
or trine means this is for your benefit. A square supplies shocking personal challenges and the opposition
encourages eccentric behaviour.
Transiting Uranus contact natal Moon
Emotional reactions are unpredictable and at worst emotionally charged outbursts arise with little warning with
the square and opposition. The conjunction has an erratic effect on your emotional state, which inconsistently
rises and falls. If the natal Moon is sextile or trine Uranus there is a sense of security from feeling your life will
change for the better.
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Transiting Uranus contact natal Mercury
Sudden brilliant ideas appear when least expected and new options for communication through the use of
technology could become available if your natal Mercury is conjunction, sextile or trine Uranus. With the square
you may be prone to anxiety and the opposition stirs up mental restlessness.
Transiting Uranus contact natal Venus
Experimentation becomes appealing in relationships and it may not end well if your natal Venus is square or
opposition Uranus; there is a possibility of a sudden break up if the relationship has become mundane. Pleasant
surprises in relationships can happen when natal Venus is sextile or trine Uranus. For those who are single, a
potential partner may appear out of the blue, especially if your Venus is conjunct Uranus. In relationships the
conjunction can go either way, good or to put it lightly not so good, to have shocking consequences.
Transiting Mars contact natal Mars
The conjunction is not subtle, it fuels restlessness and assertiveness to fight against the restrictions of rules that
you are no longer willing to live by. Energy is directed in a positive direction to encourage defiance with the
intention of making changes with good intentions. The square and opposition create turbulence that can feel that
you are fighting a constant battle with unforeseen twists and turns.

Sarah Cochrane practices Western Astrology and is based in the UK. She regularly
shares her interpretations for transits on the blog page at www.sarahsastrology.com
and via social media. Sarah is also a regular contributor to The Astrological Journal.
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Uranus in Taurus - True Predictions
Jessica Adams
Uranus is the revolution and Taurus is the money. Uranus is the rebellion
and Taurus is the taxation. Uranus is the radical change and Taurus is the
banks. Uranus is the reform and Taurus is the super-rich. Taurus is also
the super-poor, too.
For you and I, on a more personal level, Uranus in Taurus is the shock,
the relief and the release of being snapped out of a situation you never
realised trapped you so much. And Taurus is banks and it’s taxes. It’s
our global economy. And the wave of change that astrology predicted is
already crashing around us.

One of the reasons I really like astrology is that it shows us the big picture. So how are those predictions you read
here, shaping up? We’re now almost two weeks into this cycle, which runs for seven years. What we are seeing
here is fascinating. Although, if you’re into money laundering, perhaps (or your rich friends are) just – a
horrendous shock.
On 15th April 2018 you read
On Monday 14th, Tuesday 15th, Wednesday 16th May the world will enter Global Financial Crisis 2.
So what was it? And where is it? Well, the Royal Wedding between Meghan Markle and Prince Harry was a great
distraction, but actually, the beginning of the end was this. The Queen gave her royal assent to the Sanctions and
Anti-Money Laundering Bill. This is how major websites and newspapers saw it – her face on the bills, those
notes on a washing line.
This is going to take seven years as Uranus trawls through Taurus, but that washing machine is going to thump
across the floor.
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This Goes On For a While. Welcome, Uranus in Taurus!
This goes on for years. We’re not even across the first stage by March 2019. Yet – the first shock has been felt.
Welcome, Uranus in Taurus!
What you read here –
“Uranus in Taurus vanishes from 6th November 2018 but he returns to the money sign, on March 7th 2019.
Anything or anybody people assumed had ‘gone away’ has not. In fact, the FTSE will show dramas in March
2019. Why? Uranus suddenly jumps to 0 Taurus and begins to move closer to that 0-1 pattern.”
Here is another prediction from 9th May 2018 you saw here.
“If you are tracking storms affecting the banks or your credit card, watch the days when we see astro-weather at
29 and 0 degrees. So we’re looking at Sunday 13th May, Tuesday 15th May, Wednesday 16th May. Allowing for
world time zone changes, we could predict – unpredictable storms for the global financial industry, May 12th
through 17th 2018 which start a revolution which will not be over until April 2026. That is how long it takes for
the planet Uranus to complete his cycle in Taurus.”
Here we go. This is from the United Kingdom government website. Good old Gov.UK (with Her Majesty the
Queen’s crown in the logo). Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act receives Royal Assent. Dated 24th
May, just nine days after Uranus arrives. Meanwhile in Australia, the banks are also in trouble. A down-under
enquiry which turns worlds upside-down?
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The Darkness of a World Financial System Exposed
Just to make sure we’re across the astrology here, you also may have seen this forecast about our Uranus in
Taurus weather.
“To say it is going to be ‘enlightening’ to experience Uranus in Taurus 2018-2026 is an understatement, though.
We will find that enquiries into corruption at the very top of politics and business, exposes the darkness of a
world financial system which simply cannot be permitted to continue.”
Storms, Financial Storms, Stormy Weather, Trump Russia and Stormy Daniels
Astrology can be strangely literal. Uranus has ruled electrical storms in astrology – shocks – for a couple of
centuries. It really goes back to 1781, the year he was found, and the fact that Galvani found what he called
animal electricity in the same year. That, and the fact that Uranus 2000 years ago was the father to two kinds of
lighting.
In the sign of Taurus, at 0 degrees (his first step) Uranus with all his shocks and lightning bolts, triggers anything
also at 0 Taurus and 0 Scorpio too. The finance signs.
The personal birth charts of Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Charles cut across the 0 Scorpio-Taurus
axis of the zodiac. Prince Harry’s personal birth chart is just one degree away from that axis.
This is what you read on 9th May.
“I am posting this on Tuesday 8th May, and the Royal Wedding is scheduled for Saturday 19th May. Venus will
sextile Uranus at 6.30pm in London at exactly 0 degrees. Stormy weather, stormy wedding. Uranus at 0 Taurus is
sending a big message to us in May. And it’s about very, very rich people and very expensive weddings. It’s also
about charity, at the other end of the scale. And it’s about taxation and tourism revenue. Values.”
Nobody could have foreseen that the bride’s father, poor Thomas Markle, was reduced to having to accept money
from the paparazzi, posing for sad photographs of himself gazing at tourist guides to Britain. He was trapped.
Then, he apparently had heart problems that made him miss his own daughter’s wedding.
Taurus. Values.
And, I’m not talking about the bride’s father. I’m talking about everybody else.
Still, the London Stock Exchange did really well around then, closing on a record high. Burberry’s shares rose
and perhaps the vote of cheery confidence was down to the bride’s mother being photographed with a Burberry’s
suit bag at the airport.
See what I mean about Taurus? And yes, Burberry’s does hold a warrant from The Queen and Prince Charles.
Sometimes the astrology yells through the noise.

Watching Italy and the Euro – Breaking News in May 2018
Another old prediction, but this time about the Euro, so we can track how Uranus in Taurus is also affecting
Europe, around two weeks into the cycle.
“Born with Neptune in Aquarius in the Eleventh House of groups, the Euro is a confused and confusing currency
(Neptune) which floats (also Neptune) without any borders (Neptune again) across Europe. So what happens
when Uranus at 1 Taurus squares Neptune at 1 Aquarius, pulling in Ceres at 0 Gemini (Worldwide Web) at the
same time?
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Well, we get pretty close on the square from Uranus at 0 Taurus to Mars at 0 Aquarius and that takes place on
Wednesday 16th May at 8.03am, London time. This is a huge challenge to the Euro. A huge shock. We will see
major questions about borders at this time, too.”
Well it’s now Monday May 28th in Rome and CNN just told us that Italy’s new election could become a vote on
the future of the Euro. That came from nowhere. Uranus in Taurus.

Taurus the Bull, Bull Markets, Bullion and Other Bull-Like Substances
A refresher. Taurus rules corporate donors, charities, something for nothing, discounts, payola, contra, money
laundering, the public company registers amendment to the UK’s Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Bill. It
rules suspect money in Russia – a fortune, created in darkness.
Taurus also rules the release of tax returns, the non-release of tax returns, legal tax-avoidance and criminal taxavoidance. It rules the British Virgin Islands. It’s about Brexit. It’s also about Magnitsky powers. Magnitsky
who? He was a whistleblower who died in Moscow, while in custody, in 2009 and his name is now immortalised
with the new anti-money laundering bill, which just had royal assent from Her Majesty even before Uranus had
spent two weeks in Taurus. And she’s a Taurus.
The offshore machinations of the world’s wealthiest individuals and corporations are in the cross-hairs now.
Uranus is radical.
If Great Britain’s 14 overseas territories do not introduce public registers of company owners by December 2020,
they will be ordered to do so by the crown. Watch the crown dependencies too. Guernsey. Jersey. The Isle of
Man. Royal assent was given on 24th May and Uranus switched signs for the first time since Her Majesty was a
child, on 15th May.
That’s an awful lot of rock’n’roll in the heavens for just under two weeks of a cycle most of us have never been
through!
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The National Crime Agency assesses that £90 billion of international criminal money is laundered through
UK banks, including their subsidiaries, each year.
Will it be a Wild and Stormy Daniels? Keep tracking the lightning bolts over the White House. This is going to
take a while.

Jessica Adams is the author of Essential Astrology for Women (Harper
Collins) and her weekly horoscopes appear in Cosmopolitan. The SmithWaite Centennial Deck by Pamela Colman Smith is available from The
Book Depository online. Visit jessicaadams.com.
www.jessicaadams.com
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When Sun-Uranus meets Sun-Uranus
Mandi Lockley

Sun Conjunct Venus in Aquarius Trine Pluto in Libra and Square Uranus in Scorpio, aptly describes Amal
Clooney’s profession as a barrister and activist specialising in human rights law. It also describes the nonconformist, the reformer and the need to live a just and honest life.
Amal’s husband, actor/producer/director George Clooney, also has Sun Square Uranus; Sun in Taurus Conjunct
Mercury and Uranus in Leo.
For both of them, Sun Square Uranus highlights the need for freedom to pursue their personal goals. It’s probably
as well that they married later in life, when Clooney was 53 and Amal 37. Those with strong Uranus aspects to
their personal planets often find that long lasting partnerships arrive later in life, when they can better understand
and assert their uniqueness and have developed a lifestyle to suit their need for independence. When George
recently received a lifetime acheivement award from the American Film Institute, Amal confessed, “I met George
when I was 35 and beginning to become quite resigned to the idea that I was going to be a spinster.”1
It wasn’t George’s first time down the aisle, he had a short first marriage in the late 1980s. However, Sun Square
Uranus is a classic commitment phobe aspect and Clooney’s ‘bachelor’ status became iconic when he made bets
that he wouldn’t marry again. It’s not known whether he coughed up the $100,000 he allegedly owed to the likes
of Michelle Pfeiffer and Nicole Kidman when he married Amal, losing his bet.
Because Amal has all the beauty and glamour of a Hollywood startlet, it’s easy to forget that this is an
unconventional pairing. Oxford educated barristers don’t tend to marry triple A list celebrities and big name
movie stars mostly pair with those from within their Hollywood clique. However, for this Sun-Uranus pair,
coming from different worlds may have been part of the attraction. She’s British-born of Lebanese descent and
has been tipped for a future seat in the British House of Lords and he’s carved his career in the escapist world of
the silver screen.
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And what was also refreshingly unconventional (and a lovely reflection of Amal’s Sun-Venus Square Uranus)
was that on social media people were not asking how Amal managed to bag Hollywood’s most eligible bachelor,
but how Clooney managed to convince this independent, educated, accomplished woman to be his wife.
Like Amal, Clooney is also known for his humanitarian work and political activism - he has Jupiter (his MC
ruler) in early Aquarius Conjunct Moon and Saturn in late Capricorn across the 11 th and 12th Houses. These are
Conjunct Amal’s Mercury at 28 Capricorn, denoting a strong urge to connect and share a common sense of
purpose, to deal with serious issues.
George’s chart dominance in Earth (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Saturn, Pluto, North Node) with a decent blast of Fire,
brings spirited and optimistic pragmatism to Amal’s idealistic chart, dominated by planets in Air (Sun, Venus,
Jupiter, Pluto, North Node) and Moon in Sagittarius, likely Conjunct her Neptune and George’s MC in justiceoriented Sagittarius. After they married, they set up The Clooney Foundation for Justice, “fighting for the rights
of individuals unfairly targeted by oppressive governments.”2 Their Foundation, supporting the civil rights of the
underdog, is also an apt expression of Sun Square Uranus.
As a couple, it seems the Sun shines out of them. Indeed, see how they shone recently at the wedding of Prince
Harry and Meghan Markle, with George’s megawatt smile (still deserving of the nickname ‘Gorgeous George’)
and Amal’s dress and hat the colour of high summer sunshine. As well as the attraction of Sun Square Sun by
synastry, Amal’s Neptune (and Moon in a noon chart – we don’t have a birth time) on George’s MC, adds to the
idea of the glamorous fairy tale romance for a public hungry for idealised happy endings.
Together, their charts form a powerful Fixed Grand Cross consisting of George’s Sun and Mercury in Taurus and
Uranus in Leo and Amal’s Uranus in Scorpio and Sun and Venus in Aquarius.
The four fixed signs are about attachment and desire, loyalty, commitment and resistance to change. Where
Taurus is about physical security and sensuality, Scorpio is about deeper emotional bonds and desires. When
fixed signs are dominant, secure relationships are valued, but with Uranus in the mix, it’s possible that during the
lifetime rejection has been suffered and/or that the native has been the one doing the rejecting. Leo is about the
devolopment of the ego through putting oneself at the center of things, through exuding, (at best) warmth and
generosity. However, the Leo dynamic often comes with excessive pride. Its Opposite sign, Aquarius, teaches
detachment from the ego to allow service to humanity, but there can be a stubborn belief that one’s ideas and
values are the only way and a perverse attitude of superiority, even as it proclaims equality for all.
Double Uranus in this Cross potentially brings contrariness and lack of willingness
to cooperate. If they’re a true team, on the same side, however, this couple can be a
force to be reckoned with, with an energising belief that it’s us against the world or
perhaps more likely, because of the power bestowed by their fame and wealth, the
belief that it’s up to us to change the world.
This strong fixity invites them to direct their energy into causes and projects with
real conviction. It promises that, with sustained effort, ideals and ideas can be
converted into tangible action which can make a real difference in the world.
Something they can take pride in.
This Fixed Grand Cross is bound to be a strong signature for their private
relationship. It provides structure, support, stability and a desire to work at the
relationship, to hold it all together. This aspect pattern in synastry can also denote a
couple stuck in their problems, recycling the same issues again and again, persistantly. And if they do get stuck in
a Fixed Cross rut, with Uranus so prominent, it will at least be an unconventional rut.
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With security likely to be important to the couple, their choice of UK home on an island in the river Thames feels
like a perfect retreat for the Pisces Rising actor and his Mars in Cancer wife.
We would hope that their relationship allows them to fulfil the needs of their Moons. Clooney’s Moon in
Capricorn suggests he takes his emotional life seriously and needs to be respected by those he loves and love only
those he respects, particularly as it’s Conjunct Saturn. For all his charm, his love is not a love given easily or
flippantly. Amal’s Moon in Sagittarius is more adventurous, supporting her Sun-Venus Square Uranus and well
suited to her career as an international lawyer as well as to the jet-setting lifestyle that goes hand in hand with
marriage to ‘Gorgeous George’.
1

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-5819721/Amal-Clooney-pretty-pink-strapless-dress-kisses-hubbyGeorge-honored-AFI-gala.html
2

https://cfj.org/about/
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Mandi is a London based astrologer and author and former student of the London School
of Astrology. She has written for the Journal of the Astrological Association of Great
Britain as well as for numerous websites, including her own Astroair blog. She published
the e-book Saturn in Scorpio: Your Guide Through the Dark in 2012 and has also
recently been published as a fiction author. She is committed to self development –
emotionally, spiritually and intellectually – and believes in doing her best to live life
purposefully, in service to others and in harmony with the cycles of the universe. These
values are also the focus of her client work.
Visit her at www.mandilockley.blogspot.co.uk
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Fun and Frolics, or a Relationship?
Exploring the Difference between
the Fifth and Seventh Houses of the Chart

With Margaret Gray and Armand Diaz
founders and co-owners of www.RelationshipsandAstrology.com
A – We’ve talked about the seventh house and that’s the house of relationships, but that’s really the house of
established relationships, whereas the fifth house is the house of romance, fun and excitement. It’s the beginning
stages of relationships and whilst I think some of the same things apply to the fifth house as to the seventh house,
there are also some differences.
M – Yes, it’s much more what I would call a lightweight house and all relationships of course start as something
lightweight. We don’t meet someone and immediately plunge into getting married with them the next day, or
living with them, or at least - most of us don’t! So really the fifth house is when we meet someone and we are
really attracted to them and want to start dating them, so I guess that the fifth house is what I would call light
dating really.
A – I don’t know, I think you could maybe include the romantic side of things as well. There is that nice phase
when you are really excited and thinking about the person all the time, but you haven’t really established a
relationship yet. That’s also the fifth house.
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M – Yes I suppose it’s the house of play. I remember Liz Greene talking about it as the house of children and play
and how it’s the house of the Sun, if you relate houses to planets. Children play a lot and they ‘make believe,’ so
they imagine what it would be like to be an astronaut, or a judge or whatever they would like to be and that’s
what the fifth house is about. The stage you are talking about, is where we are imagining in our minds what it
would be like to be with someone we met. We are basically imagining the best possible version of being with
someone we are attracted to. So it’s fantasyland really, because I don’t really attribute the fifth to when an actual
relationship starts. For me when a relationship starts, I move it into the seventh house, so the dating, the ‘getting
to know you’ and checking each other out, is the fifth house.
A – It’s important to look at the sign that’s on the house cusp. Certainly what you’re describing is very much
Gemini – that would be a house cusp where it would be a very playful dating kind of thing. Capricorn is perhaps
going to be less so.
M – Well Capricorn really has to work at everything doesn’t it? So the dating would have to be more structured
and organized. It’s probably unlikely for someone with a fifth house Capricorn cusp to leave things to chance.
Maybe when they meet someone, they might think very clearly about it, maybe even to the point of making a list
– ‘what am I looking for, what might I find attractive.’ So they may plan dates carefully. I think something like
Gemini is much more about communication, while with Cancer on the cusp, it’s likely to be more either around
something creative or around the home, having that sense of familiarity and connection. So I think you are right,
that the house cusp matters and then of course looking at the ruler of the house cusp – where is that in the chart
and what does that describe?
A – It’s often possible to find where people find romance by looking at the position of the ruler of the fifth. If it’s
in the tenth or the sixth it’s at work, in the third, maybe folks around in the neighborhood. It depends, too, on the
person’s focus. A lot of people are looking for romance as a way of getting into the seventh house and having an
established relationship. I definitely see like people who have Saturn in the fifth house who are looking for ‘the
relationship’. They are not really looking for romance at all. The fifth house is just the way to get to the seventh
house.
M – Yes, I also think that there is another factor, culture, involved in this. Having lived in both places, when I
compare culture in the United States and Ireland, there is a big difference in the concept of dating. I think the U.S.
is particularly good at the concept of dating where individuals have not moved into a relationship yet. Whereas in
Ireland, I feel that we are much quicker to jump into that seventh house of relationships, after having gone out
maybe once or twice. Also when you think about the fifth it’s about creativity and fun. So it’s also about whether
someone sees dating as fun or as a chore or as you said – an invitation into the seventh house.
A – Yes, when you talk to people who have such an emphasis on ‘the relationship’, they want a relationship and
you almost get the idea that dating is just the way to get in there. I think that happens a lot with online dating,
which is an eleventh house thing. But you know, there are other people who just really enjoy staying in the fifth
house. It’s great to have fun, to have a bit of an adventure and so on. They are not necessarily looking to convert
to the seventh house of relationships all that quickly, if at all.
M –We haven’t talked about planets in the fifth. I always think it’s interesting how the fifth is romance, but also
children and play, and it depends on which phase of life people are in. If you think about adolescence, that’s very
much a fifth house time, when young people are beginning to experiment more with their attractions, something
that happens again at midlife. So these are key fifth house periods in life, and then there are other times in life
when the fifth house may not be so enchanting.
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A – It matters when you are looking for this to happen, although I think that has a lot to do with the individual as
well. There are people in their 80’s who are having fun for the first time in a relationship and happy to be in the
fifth house. Interestingly I have met a lot of older people who are very able to keep it casual, or at least to keep a
little bit of distance and maintain a fifth house emphasis or blend, even when they are with somebody more
regularly.
M – What do you think about the eternal puella/puer aeternus, (eternal child), who wants to play all the time in
the fifth house and never be responsible, or be accountable, by moving into the seventh or eighth house? In other
words avoiding basically that responsibility that comes with deep love and deep relationship. Do you think that
it’s linked with anything in particular in the fifth?
A – Well, you could have someone, hypothetically, who has Uranus is in the fifth and Saturn is in the seventh.
Then they may have a need for sparking up new playful relationships, on the one hand and on the other, they have
a need for seriousness and depth. Or the planets could be reversed, and the person could be looking for dating
with Saturn in the fifth solely as a way of getting into the seventh, but once in the seventh, all of a sudden things
have to get mixed up. There are a lot of variations.
I am not sure that a long-term committed romantic relationship is for everyone. There are other variations that
might work for some. We talk a lot in our weekly YouTube recordings of Love and the Planets, how taking the
pressure off one’s partner by doing other things can help. For example, how one interacts with a business partner
may take pressure away from one’s personal partner. Having a good opponent or a good therapist can also take
the pressure away from the seventh house personal partner.
M – I guess I was thinking more of people
who struggle to ever commit to
relationships and how that might link with
the fifth house? We can see it so much
with celebrities who so often appear to go
from the ‘in love state’ with one person, to
being ‘in love’ with another and another
and who never seem remain with one
person for very long. Once the ‘in love’
phase has gone with one person, there
seems to be almost an addiction to
experiencing it with somebody else. I am
wondering if that’s also the job they are in
in that performing is a fifth house job,
where it’s all about pretense and where
romance is bigger than life, so it’s all about
that fifth house phase, rather than the seventh house nitty gritty of relationship.
A –I think that for a lot of those folks it’s very difficult, as there is so much tenth house and fifth house pressure
and the seventh house is not likely to be much of a priority for them. You only have so much energy to go around
and when you give that much to your fifth house and that much to your tenth house and that much to the first and
second house, it’s hard to make the seventh a priority. I’m thinking of a relationship like Spencer Tracy and
Katherine Hepburn, which went on for decades, but they maintained their relationship only because they did it on
the down low, it was quiet and they were able to work together, and it was very atypical in its form.
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M – I think it’s also hard when a couple are very much in their seventh house relationship, and they also need to
maintain the fifth house sense of fun because that’s very important as well in order to maintain in a relationship.
It’s easy to lose the fifth house energy, particularly if a couple have a children or a mortgage, their jobs, and so
on. How to maintain that fun can be challenging and yet, for anyone with fifth house planets, if that goes out the
window it may not be so easy to maintain the seventh house aspect of a relationship as well.
A – It can be difficult with some planets in the fifth house and also when the sign on the fifth house cusp is one
that is a little more formal and conservative, as opposed to the more playful signs. You often see couples who
once they get into the seventh house relationships, they each try to maintain their own separate fifth house thing,
which is great, but is very difficult to do. If one like to go skiing and their partner doesn’t want to go skiing, then
probably after a certain amount of time there isn’t going to be anyone go skiing. It takes real determination to
maintain something separately in the fifth house when you are in a partnership.
M – It’s back to the composite fifth house to see what the relationship really needs to have fun together. That’s
crucial. Before we say anything, about that, what are your thoughts about individuals with a fifth house Sun?
A – They are in a position where they need to do what they love, what stimulates them creatively, that thing that
inspires them. To tell you the truth, (maybe because I’m a Leo) I think everyone should be doing those things
anyway. If you have a fifth house Sun you need to follow your heart, which is good advice for everyone.
M – The issue is, how do we all follow our heart and do what we enjoy and yet also compromise, which is
required when we enter the seventh house of relationships? How do we accommodate the other person, how do
we find that point of balance? It’s kind of tricky. When you think about it, we are right back to where we started –
with dating. When a couple is dating, they have just met each and are very enthusiastic about the other. They each
want to know everything about the other, and then when it shifts into the seventh house, it seems to easily move
into what you were talking about – one person giving up their passion for the other! So how do we bridge the fifth
and seventh houses, without people making major sacrifices and yet finding a way to blend together?
A – I think you need to look at the seventh house and see what’s going on there. If there is a lot of formality in the
seventh house – Saturn in the seventh house, or with Venus in a more conservative sign – the relationship has to
conform to a particular vision of what it should be. Then it can be very difficult to incorporate the fifth house. If
you have more flexibility in your relationship, more Aquarius/Uranus with the seventh house, or some of the
mutable signs, it’s easier as you are not necessarily trying to maintain a particular image of relationship.
M – If we think of some countries such as Italy, and I am half Italian of course, there has been a culture where
some men create a split between the wife and the lover. As well as being a Venus/Moon split, I’m wondering
whether there is also something about the fifth and seventh houses, where the seventh house is the spouse or
ongoing relationship while the fifth is the girlfriend/affair and the passion and the fun gets reserved for that. I
think that’s an interesting split to look at.
A – A great many cultures have in fact adopted that as a cultural standard. Of course, women had that same
seventh house duality when it comes to their partners as well, it has just not been as socially sanctioned. Even
though it has been looked down on, on the one hand men have been more able to split marriage and passion with
a lot less criticism than women. But it’s not the case that women haven’t taken the same approach.
M – I don’t think it has happened to the same extent. I was thinking of famous people like Pavarotti who left his
wife for a woman he had, had an affair with for many years. It seems to be more openly done, and it’s more
common. It is changing, and it may change even more, but it would be an interesting study to look at the fifth and
seventh house, to see if it’s about planets or houses and what is it about those houses.
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A – There is definitely a cultural side to it, that’s pretty much for certain. But I am thinking that women aren’t too
much less likely to do that split. But then again, I’m an astrologer and my clients come to me when something is
happening, so it’s a self-selected population.
M – So where do you think we are heading as a society, because of course things have changed a lot? Do you
think we are heading more towards the fifth or seventh house?
A – Probably the fifth, because there is much more of an emphasis on individual heart centered action, and
sometimes simply egotistical action, as opposed to deferring everything to partnership. To tell the truth, it may be
that we are really coming into a place where the distinction between the fifth and the seventh house is becoming a
little irrelevant. Perhaps the stable seventh house relationship is beginning to shift away from the typical model
towards something that is much more flexible, like polyamory, or multiple partners at the same time, or
sequentially. It may be all of the above, or none of the above.
M – I am thinking about all of that and putting it out there as an open question. Interesting to see where younger
generations are going, but maybe that’s the subject for another article!
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Sex Addiction – a Medical Condition?
Wendy Stacey
First published in the Astrological Journal May 2013

The planet Neptune is traditionally associated with addiction and whilst this planet travels through its own sign of
Pisces we can expect a lot of attention and interest given to the subject of addiction. Along with Jupiter travelling
through the sign of Scorpio the subject of sex will also be topical. There have always been sex scandals and sex
has always been a hot topic of conversation but when planets travel through the sign of Scorpio, like in the 1980’s
when Saturn and Pluto resided in this sign, we became aware of the sexual ills such as the global epidemic of aids
and the address to sexual abuse within society which underlined serious issues and a very sinister side to sex.
With the return of Saturn into Scorpio 2012-2014 we revisited these issues and themes and an example of this is
in the UK as we witnessed the case of the late UK media personality Jimmy Saville who sexually abused
hundreds of children over six decades. This opened the gates for more people to come forward who had been the
victims of sexual abuse. However, we also saw the major break-through with cures for the HIV virus during this
period. Currently, we have Jupiter travelling through Scorpio (Oct 2017 - Nov 2018) and again, sexual abuse and
accountability is raised and an example of this is the #MeTooCampaign which now has over 17m reported sexual
assaults.
Over recent years, the issue of sex addiction has been brought to our attention through the media as celebrities
have admitted to having such a condition. Often a controversial one, the debate on whether sex addiction is real
continues. The debate tends to be based on whether the so-called condition is merely an excuse for what is
morally unacceptable or if it is indeed a medical condition which requires treatment. If you visit the website home
page of the American Psychiatric Association and type in ‘hypersexual disorder’, ‘sex addiction’, ‘sexual
dependency’, ‘hypersexuality’ or ‘compulsive sexual behaviour’, the various names associated with the proposed
condition, you will arrive at ‘no matching records found for your search’.
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However, due to increasing number of celebrities bringing it into the public eye, the American Psychiatric
Association has announced that although there isn’t enough scientific evidence for sex addiction to be considered
an actual medical condition yet, it does support continuous research under the umbrella of ‘behavioural
addictions’. Some psychologists are arguing that sex addiction is in fact very real and should be considered a
medical disorder as seen by the ruin of people’s careers, relationships and the cause of health problems. The jury
is still out on this argument but the verdict as to whether it will be regarded as a medical condition by the
American Psychiatric Association is expected to be out later this year after more studies have been conducted.
Although there is no current diagnosis for sex addiction many health professionals have tried to define the
condition. Considered more prevalent in men than in women, often some of the signs of someone who suffers
from a sex addiction can be a feeling of lack of control over compulsion for sex, an inability to bond with a
partner, a suffering from unpleasant mood states, feelings of guilt or shame, spending a lot of time obtaining sex
even though the person is aware that the act may have financial, health or social consequences. Some health
professionals link the addiction to a biochemical abnormality or chemical changes in the brain. Medical News
Today reports that if the addiction is left untreated it may result in leaving the individual with intense feels of
guilt, little confidence and low self-esteem which may lead to severe anxiety and depression. Besides support
groups, medical treatment of the disorder is usually through anti-depressants.
When it comes to addiction the first place we would normally look at is Neptune (or Pisces and the twelfth
house). This is the planet of escapism; its placement and aspects can describe how someone might manage
despair. Anxiety is often attributed to Saturn but can also be linked to Neptune particularly in the surrendering of
control – or even the desire to lose control; feeling overwhelmed, not worried about the consequences and the
other descriptions above which mention boundary issues, mood swings and feelings of shame –can be ascribed to
Neptune. This proposed condition of course is probably more complex than we realise and would expect to
involve several areas. For example, alcoholism although symbolised astrologically by Neptune’s placement, what
it rules and aspects, we realise is far more complicated than just merely this – it involves a whole life time of
experiences, genetic factors and variables that can lead to such a condition and sex addiction may be similar.
Pluto, the sign of Scorpio and the eighth house we know are associated with sex and intimacy, Mars is the planet
of representing desires and masculinity, Venus hunger and love, Mercury interaction and thought processes, the
Sun confidence, strength and ego, the Moon security and conditioning, Saturn inhibitions and so on.
I thought it might be interesting to take look at the most renowned celebrities who claim they have a sex addiction
and see if there are any consistencies between their birth charts. Given that I am not medically qualified to make
diagnoses and certainly not attempting to infer a predisposition of the proposed condition, it is still interesting to
see what is going on in the birth charts of these people, particularly at such an early stage of understanding it.

Tiger Woods
On November 25, 2009 the newspaper National Enquirer reported an alleged affair between the famous golfer
Tiger Woods and Rachel Uchitel. The scandal continued as two days later the media reported Wood’s wife
attacking his car following an argument of his alleged affair. Over the next weeks, several women came forward
stating they had also had affairs with Woods (some for several years) and many had the evidence to prove it.
On December 11, 2009, Woods posted on his website that he apologised for his infidelity and that he would be
taking a break from professional golf. Two days later, Wood’s sponsors Accenture withdrew their sponsorship
and on January 16, 2010 Woods went into rehabilitation to seek treatment for sex addiction.
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At first glance at Wood’s chart we see Pluto rising, denoting a magnetic personality, ruled by Venus in Scorpio.
Venus’s placement although not comfortable does signify passion and a craving for intimacy – it makes no hard
aspects to any other point in the chart and sextiles the chart ruler Mercury, adding to his charm and ability to
articulate. Venus trines Saturn which would normally signify a need for boundaries within relationships. Mercury
in Capricorn in the fifth
house is opposing Saturn
in Leo; the double up
themes here on one hand
might
indicate
his
playful approach and a
disciplined mind but
might also show a risktaking attitude towards
others – one that perhaps
lives off the excitement
along with fear of being
caught.
His Chiron in Aries is
placed on the eighth
house cusp which might
indicate some wounds in intimacy, but this is trine the Moon in Sagittarius, which given his sporting acumen
(although Sagittarius is traditionally an archer – a golfer is close) has undoubtedly fought against several odds to
get where he is today. Again, this may also indicate someone who is comfortable with taking risks. One of the
main themes that stand out in Wood’s chart is his cardinal T-Square. With the Sun in Capricorn at its apex, it
squares both Jupiter and Pluto. On one hand, the Sun might signify an inflated ego, an over-confidence and
unrivalled urge to be the best – which he clearly is in the golfing field. He is ambitious, driven and disciplined and
the cardinal configuration speaks about focus and clearly his ‘spot on aim’ as one of the world’s most renowned
sportsmen is an example of this. However, this cardinal T-Square might also feel like a pressure cooker at times
and tend to over-do or over-act – pushing himself to the edge.
Another interesting configuration in Wood’s chart is the opposition of Mars at 17° Gemini in the ninth house
opposing Neptune at 12° Sagittarius in the third house. This opposition is a release to the T-Square as it provides
a sextile and trine to the Jupiter-Pluto opposition. If Mars represents masculinity and Neptune escapism, we might
see here a feeling of deflation, there may be a feeling of being lost – a difficulty in finding one’s way. Inhibitions
that relate to a feeling of impotency (in a general way) could make him feel helpless or ineffective particularly in
his most personal life.
During November 2009 when Wood’s sex addiction was brought to the world’s attention, transiting Uranus was
making a series of conjunctions to his Descendant at 24° Pisces symptomatic of an unusual scandal involving his
relationships. Transiting Saturn had only weeks before crossed over his Ascendant and made an exact opposition
to transiting Uranus at 24° Virgo and Pisces - exactly on Wood’s ASC-MC axis, perhaps indicative of the shock
and unpredictability of the situation – the shame, embarrassment and admission of guilt. Being so Capricorn,
Saturn over his Ascendant and a build up from transiting Pluto to his Sun would have undoubtedly been life
changing for him – a challenge to his identity and what he wants to be seen and known for, and perhaps a rethink
of who he is and who he wants to be.
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Michael Douglas
Douglas, an iconic actor and
renowned for his infidelity was
one of the first celebrities to have
confessed he might have a sex
addiction. Douglas has several
planets in Libra including his Sun
conjunct Neptune, Venus and the
co-chart ruler Mars. The SunNeptune conjunction sits at 2°-3°
and as the apex of a T-Square
squares the Moon in Capricorn in
the second house and Saturn in
Cancer in the eighth house. A
complex configuration the SunNeptune in Libra speaks of losing
oneself with another but the Moon
in Capricorn opposing Saturn
would tend to be firmly grounded. The Moon makes only challenging aspects, is the handle of his bucket shaped
chart and is the only planet kept private from the public. As we know the second house is tied up with self-worth,
the physical body and personal finances. The Moon in Capricorn could indicate someone who is quite hard on
himself (particularly opposing Saturn in the eighth house) and measures himself on (all) his accomplishments, net
worth and (square to Sun-Neptune in Libra) how he looks and comes across.
With high expectations placed by him and by others, the apex of Sun-Neptune might indicate a self defeat – a
submission or need to disappear. Douglas confessed his addiction as ‘Sex is just a wave that seeps over me, an
impulse that is overpowering. I’m helpless. Every time’, (Rafe McCabe: 2012). Douglas has Scorpio rising; Mars
one of the co-rulers is trine to Uranus and square to Saturn and Pluto the other co-ruler only aspect is a sextile to
Uranus. Neither of these planets contacts the luminaries or to personal planets, leaving them disconnected to
much of the chart. Mercury conjunct Jupiter in Virgo square to Uranus in Gemini gives him an explorative mind
with an intellectual edge; someone who likes to analyse and rationalise things. His unaspected Venus in Libra in
the twelfth house could be interpreted as someone who keeps their distance, perhaps quite obsessed about how
they are perceived and who is at the mercy of others to meet their needs –along with the Moon’s position and the
Sun-Neptune he might experience loneliness.
On 17 September 1992, Michael Douglas checked into an Arizona clinic to treat his ‘over-active libido’ and
alcoholism. In the previous two years, Pluto had just made a series of conjunctions to Douglas’s Ascendant at 15°
Scorpio, signifying the reality of a serious and previously hidden problem, a personal identity crisis and a
dramatic change in his public image. On the actual day, transiting Mars exactly squared his Sun-Neptune and
opposed his Moon and transiting Uranus and Neptune squared his Mars. This indicates a huge blow for Douglas,
caught up in media hype and scandal and where his marriage and life at home is threatened and under attack from
many angles.
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Other celebrities who have confessed having a sex addiction are Russell Brand and David Duchovny. We do not
have Brand’s or Duchovny’s birth time but what these two celebrities share is that they are both Sun-Neptune
types with Duchovny having Sun conjunct Neptune in Scorpio (along with Venus) being the apex of a T-Square
with Mars and Saturn. This configuration might more be about power and control and the relinquishing of it with
the Sun-Neptune at the focal point. Brand has Sun opposite Neptune in Gemini and Sagittarius. The opposition
makes harmonious aspects to a conjunction of Mars and Jupiter in Aries (and possibly the Moon).
This configuration is
best described by
Brand’s quote which
was reported in the
Huffington Post on
the 13 May 2010
‘When I was at my
most promiscuous, I
was like a charging
locomotive’. Brand
also has Venus as a
focal planet in his
chart as it squares
both Chiron and
Uranus, thus, being
the apex of a TSquare. This may
indicate disregard (or distaste or envy) for women in general and adds to his androgynous persona. Another
celebrity famous for his addictions which include sex is Charlie Sheen, who with a rather dynamic chart has a
wide conjunction between Mars and Neptune in Scorpio sextiling a stellium of Sun, Uranus and Pluto in Virgo
opposing Saturn and Chiron in Pisces and an opposition involving his Moon in Sagittarius and Jupiter in Gemini.
There are a lot of similarities between all these men, particularly with Neptune in hard aspect to the Sun or Mars
(both representing masculine principles). Venus also tends to be of focus in the charts of most of these men, with
Brand having Venus as the apex of a T-Square with Uranus and Chiron, and where an unaspected Venus in Libra
is found in both the charts of Douglas and Sheen. Besides a very wide and out of sign square to Jupiter, Duchovny
also possesses an unaspected Venus, although his in Scorpio. This might say a lot about how these men relate to
women in general and how they regard the female principle. It also indicates a focus on relationships, self worth,
what they value, how they relate and how they wish to be perceived. Sheen and Woods both possess a late
Sagittarian Moon and probably Duchovny does too, and Brand is probably Moon conjunct Jupiter. This is a
sporting position where risks are taken and where the glass is always half (if not completely) full. Emotions can
either run high or tend to be cut off – either way; there is a need to feel that issues can be overcome. There are
also a lot of other points which they share, and this article is too short to go into them all. The point of this paper
was to explore the fascinating and new concept of sex addiction and what significators may be associated with it –
whether the proposed condition is real or not.
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Trump’s Muslim Ban
Frank C. Clifford

President Truman signs the National Security Act:
July 26, 1947; 12:15 p.m. EDT; National Airport, Washington, D.C, 38N51, 77W03
President Trump’s “Muslim Travel Ban” goes into effect:
June 29, 2017; 8:00 p.m. EDT; Washington, D.C.
When President Truman signed the National Security Act in 1947, he set up the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, the National Security Council, and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Even though they were
launched at later dates, this is the moment when all three organisations were signed into law. In particular, the
CIA was charged with “coordinating the nation’s intelligence activities and correlating, evaluating and
disseminating intelligence affecting national security” (https://www.cia.gov/about-cia/history-of-the-cia). This is
appropriate for a horoscope with Mercury (evaluation of intelligence) and Venus (coordination) straddling the
MC (mission) in the security-aware and defense/defensive sign of Cancer. In fact, direct midpoints in this chart
underscore the United States’ (Sun in Cancer) July 4, 1776 horoscope:
• Sun/Mercury is 24° Cancer, conjunct the U.S. Mercury;
• Mars/Uranus is 21° Gemini, conjunct the U.S. Mars.
The Security Act chart is a fascinating “moment in time” for numerous reasons. Firstly, it’s two weeks before the
August 11, 1947 conjunction of Saturn and Pluto in the sky at 13° Leo. This is a mundane conjunction that often
follows the demolition of a system in society — an “aftermath” aspect. It also coincides with attempts to
restructure or rebuild that system with impenetrable defenses (Saturn–Pluto). (Relocating this chart to Iraq and the
Middle East results in this all-important Saturn–Pluto conjunction, as well as the Sun, appearing on the
Descendant — the open enemy — and the Moon–Jupiter conjunction in investigative Scorpio culminating at the
MC.)
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Both Saturn and Pluto are dark, heavy planetary energies that focus on aspects of control, survival, fear, paranoia,
corruption, power, and powerlessness. The 1947 conjunction in the luminous sign of Leo could suggest
governmental/systemic (Saturn) and covert (Pluto) control of the individual (Leo). Leo is a sign that can be
paternalistic, authoritarian, or dictatorial, thus signalling the start of the “daddy state.”
Secondly, Uranus in the Security Act chart is at 24° Gemini — the degree it occupied when it was first discovered
in 1781. This is the second time in American history that Uranus had made a return to its discovery degree (the
first time being 1863–64, during the American Civil War and the abolition of slavery).
Thirdly, the positions of the MC and Mercury are exceptionally close to the discovery degree of Pluto (17°46^
Cancer), adding to the Scorpionic theme seen elsewhere: the Moon–Jupiter conjunction in Scorpio and two
Cancer placements found in the Scorpio decan (10°00^ – 19°59^) of Cancer. The U.S. Sun/Mercury midpoint
also lies at 18° Cancer. (With Moon–Jupiter in Scorpio in the 2nd, the CIA has the largest budget of all
intelligence agencies — estimated at $15 billion in 2013.)
Fast-forward 70 years, and President Trump’s temporary Executive Order, “Protecting the Nation from Foreign
Entry into the United States,” takes effect on June 29, 2017 at 8:00 p.m. in Washington. The Order is a threemonth vetting system that bars citizens of six Muslim-majority countries from entering the U.S., unless they have
a “bona fide relationship” with a U.S. citizen. (It’s been reported that none of the Muslim countries with which
Trump does business was included.)
Once again, Pluto and Cancer are highlighted in the chart. Pluto is opposite its discovery degree; it also opposes
the Mercury–MC of the Security Act chart and the Sun/Mercury midpoint of the U.S. chart. Mercury and Mars in
Cancer are opposite Pluto, suggesting extreme, defensive measures, and are one degree away from the Security
Act’s Mercury. Again, direct midpoints show stunning connections to the U.S. and Security Act charts:
• Sun/Mercury is 13° Cancer, conjunct the U.S. Sun;
• Mercury/Mars is 17° Cancer, conjunct the Security Act’s Mercury–MC.
Appropriately, three planets (including Mars) in homeland, protective Cancer lie in the 7th house. The first degree
of Capricorn rises, and chart ruler Saturn (borders) is retrograde and placed precariously in Sagittarius (the fear of
foreigners and their belief systems) in the 12th house of hidden enemies and self-undoing. A void Moon in Virgo
in the 9th (travel) rules the 7th house (the critics/opposition), and its square to Saturn is reflective of accusations
of ethnic (Sagittarius) cleansing (Virgo). With Saturn at 23° Sagittarius aligning with Trump’s Sun–Moon
opposition, the ban occurred at an intensely pressurised period of his early presidency (a time when he is also
taking initial steps in Texas to build his infamous wall — Saturn — to keep Mexicans out).
The Executive Order is temporary — it will have lapsed (void Moon) before the Supreme Court meets in October
to evaluate it. But a new Order could strengthen Trump’s position when Saturn starts to transit Capricorn (the Ban
chart’s Ascendant) from December 2017. Perhaps even more significantly for Trump, Pluto’s passage to 22°–24°
Capricorn (from February 2019 and particularly from December 2019) will be the decisive, defining time of his
presidency. Not only will the planet then oppose the U.S. Mercury, but those degrees are heavily represented by
Trump’s natal midpoints:
• 22° Cancer: Mars/Uranus
• 23° Cancer: Mars/North Node; Uranus/Ascendant (plus natal Saturn)
• 24° Cancer: Sun/Mars; Mercury/Pluto; Venus/Saturn
Author’s Note: I’m indebted to Ron Howland for his research into the data for key U.S. events. (British-born
Howland has five planets in Scorpio in the 9th!) Holland’s book, A Chronology of American Charts, Poz
Publications, 1998, was updated and published by the AFA in 2014 as American Histrology. The source for the
data above comes from Howland’s book, quoting Truman’s papers at his presidential library in Independence,
Missouri. The Muslim Ban source comes from reports I found online, including https://www.theguardian.com/usnews/2017/jun/29/trump-travel-ban-us-airports-security-concerns-unfounded
This article was originally published in the December 2017 issue of The Mountain Astrologer.
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Through the Looking Glass, Part II; the Present
Alan Oken

Many people have reached a place in their spiritual development when their ideas about the Path and the reality of
the way the Path truly unfolds are in conflict. A lot of us believe that once they have set a foot on the Spiritual
Way, they can just glide “on home to the other side!”
As those a little further along this Way can readily attest, this is far from the truth. In fact, for a very long while,
the crises in life will appear to multiply and not lessen after we have identified ourselves with the Soul. This is
because there are now even more levels of interplay to consider in each and every one of our relationships.
---A.O.
We should begin to view the position of the Sun in the natal chart as a key to understanding the present in our
lives. The Sun reveals the nature and quality of our creative vitality in the current incarnation. In essence, the
correct interpretation of the Sun´s position, will tell us a great deal about the form and focus of prâna, a Sanskrit
word related to our word “breath,” in essence it is the “breath of Life.” In soul-centered astrology, we consider
the Sun as the source of consciousness as it is, in terms of our solar system, a Second Ray star. This is the Ray of
the Soul, the Ray of Love and Wisdom, and the Ray of Consciousness. Thus the more conscious we are, the more
we sense and perceive not only our little life but that Greater Life of which we are a part. It is wisely and truly
said, that as consciousness unfolds within us, we become greater vehicles for the expression of Life Itself.
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The collective and common purpose for all of humanity is the expansion of consciousness and this is revealed in
great measure by the expression of the Solar Force that plays through us, one and all. If you take away the Sun,
you take away all life. To understand in what way this universal Life Energy individualizes as your personal self
in this lifetime, you need to carefully examine the sign and house position of the Sun and then examine the
geometrical angles the Sun makes with any of the other planets. This will tell you a great amount about who you
are in the present lifetime. This is the real value of your sun sign and this article will help you define what the
Sun in your natal horoscope really means to you.
It is not possible to go through all the combinations of the Sun in the 12 signs in the 12 houses in one article, not
to mention all of the possible planetary aspects that could be involved. What I can do is to give you some very
precise hints and guides to the delineation of the solar position and several examples to enhance your own
abilities. The result will be a precise understanding of your present—the primary “engine of consciousness” that
you are working with in this lifetime. Just remember that they key to all astrological work lies in your keyword
vocabulary.1 The sun itself is the point of focus of our creative vitality. It´s meaning in a single word is “energy.”
The sign it is in tells you about the form that this energy is taking. In this respect there are three and four and then
twelve multiplied by yet another twelve possibilities.

The three
These are the “triplicities” of cardinal, fixed, and mutable. If your Sun is in a Cardinal sign (Aries, Cancer, Libra,
or Capricorn), your energies is motivational and seeks to create activity. If it is Fixed (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, or
Aquarius), the orientation is to resist movement and stabilize yourself as a center. Should the sign be Mutable
(Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, or Pisces), the life path is one in which you function as activity, often as a link
between other activities.

The four
These are the “quadruplicities” of fire, earth, air, and water. If your Sun is of fire (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), then
the life urge is to stimulate. If earth (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), then the life urge is to manifest creativity in
material form. If air (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), the life orientation is to join through communication. And water
(Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), then the naturalness of the Sun will express as the need for sensation/emotion or on a
higher level as the giver of meaning.

The twelve
This is when the three are multiplied by the four to give the twelve signs. Examples: Sun in Aries is to stimulate
creative activity; Gemini is to link activity through communication; Capricorn is to stimulate creative activity so
it manifests in form; Scorpio is to be a center of sensation or on a higher level to be that center of consciousness
that gives meaning to all sensations/emotions. Now you consider the Sun in your natal chart and its sign by one
of the three and one of the four and make your own keyword phrase and you will have a major insight into your
purpose in the present lifetime.

The second twelve
These are the Houses of the horoscope. There are a myriad of meanings to each of these natal divisions. My
book, “Houses of the Horoscope” can be quite supportive in giving you these definitions but so can books by the
other authors I have mentioned in my previous footnote. Basically the Houses answer the question: Where?
Where in my life will the activity of (in this case) my natal Sun be most prominent? Let me give you a brief phrase
that will help you to answer this question.

1

I am sure that my readers have a number of good astrology reference books in your personal libraries. Works by Hickey,
M. E. Jones, Carter, Arroyo, Mayo, Hand, Rudhyar, Cunningham, and Marsh, are most helpful in this respect.
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First House: The area in life where I am the most projective and the most revealing of my true nature.
Second House: The area in life where I find my natural resources, including but not limited to my
finances.
Third House: The area in life where I find my ideas, opinions, language skills, and methods of
communicating.
Fourth House: The area in life where I find my psychological foundations and as such my family
background.
Fifth House: The area in life where I find my natural creative self-expression and where I have the most
fun.
Sixth House: The area in life where I find my tools, techniques, processes, and methodologies for selfimprovement and service.
Seventh House: The area in life where I find my partners.
Eighth House: The area in life where I find my challenges to transformation, renewal, and evolutionary
growth.
Ninth House: The area in life where I find my expansive horizons, my urge for higher learning and my
spiritual Path.
Tenth House: The area in life where I find my career, my social standing, and my relationship to the laws
and regulations of my society.
Eleventh House: The area in life where I find my friends, my group relationships, and my aspirations.
Twelfth House: The area in life where I find my secret treasures and hidden resources or where I may
also find my urge for self-destruction and those situations and people who either supply those treasures or
aid in that destruction.

Now please go back to Paragraph C where you will find the four examples I gave you about the Sun in a
particular sign defined by its place in one of the “threes” and one of the “fours.” Let´s take these same examples
and apply them to a given house position and by the time we are finished, we will have a very clear idea about
that person´s present. After which, you do the same and see how good your “astro-logic” is and if indeed this
process has unlocked an important key to understanding yourself and your own present.
Example 1: Seventh House.
The Sun in Aries is to stimulate creative activity in the area of partnerships (and see himself reflected in these
relationships).
Example 2: Second House
The Sun in Gemini is to link activity through communication as an expression of his natural resources (and
possibly as a way to make money).
Example 3: Ninth House
The Sun in Capricorn is to stimulate creative activity so it manifests in form and thus expands his horizons and
increases his education (about life)
Example 4: Eighth House
The Sun in Scorpio is to be a center of sensation or on a higher level to be that center of consciousness that gives
meaning to all sensations/emotions. This life will have its transformational challenges but can result in greater
evolutionary growth.
You can gain even further insight about your present by looking at the strongest aspect made by any of the other
planets to your Sun. Although the natal horoscope is a very complex figure and there are usually several planets
that contact the Sun by a major angle, you would do well to determine the strongest of these contacts. This is
determined by the planet making the closest aspect by one of four aspects: conjunction, opposition, square, or
trine. The following comments will bring some light upon such interplanetary connections in your natal chart.
Sun/Mercury: The Sun and Mercury are either conjunct (within 10º of one another) or they may no aspect at all.
The closer the conjunction the busier will be your mind and the more nervous will be your temperament. If they
are too close, then it will be difficult to separate who you are from what you are thinking. It is therefore better to
have them more than 8º apart so that you can dominate your mind and not have the mind dominate you.
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Sun/Venus: The conjunction of these two bodies makes a person charming and magnetic, appealing and often
graceful. There is a liking for the arts and often an ability to be artistically creative. But this aspect can also
increase narcissism and laziness, self-indulgence and vanity. The Sun and Venus can never be in any of the three
other aspects with one another.

Sun/Moon:

The conjunction of the luminaries puts one in close contact to strong psychological forces that
often make the individual very self-involved as it is difficult to see others objectively. If you are embraced by
such a person, you automatically become part of their inner circle and extended family. If the Moon is trine your
Sun, it is easy to bring form, focus, and cohesion to your creative urges. This is not the case should these two
bodies be in opposition or square, in which case there may be great tests in learning how to nurture yourself.

Sun/Mars:

No matter what the aspect, if Mars is in tight contact to your Sun by any of the four aspects
mentioned, there will be a tendency to be forthright and courageous in life. If there is the conjunction, then the
individual can be overly aggressive and too sexual. The need to dominate the area of life signified by the natal
house position will be very strong and the source of a lot of conflicts. The square will tend to make a person put
out “too much pressure per square inch” in terms of self-expression, slamming down a window (and perhaps
cracking it), when all it needed was to be gently shut. The opposition will bring conflicts between the person´s
ego and urge to dominate and others who oppose such actions. The trine gives the ability to put forth just the
right amount of energy to be assertive and courageous when necessary without overwhelming others or injuring
oneself. All Mars/Sun aspects tend to give a “Knight in Shining Armor” complex but the conjunction, square,
and opposition may find the Knight in too many unnecessary battles.

Sun/Jupiter: No matter the aspect, this gives a jolly man or woman who is often larger than life.

When trine,
this “largesse” is easily accepted by people. The conjunction may be characterized by this quote from Animal
Farm by George Orwell: “All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others.” Thus the
conjunction may indicate a person who feels they are either more important than others or who impose
themselves or are too imposing (especially in the area of life ruled by the house placement). The square and
opposition can make a person too generous or too idealistic for his or her own good. There is a tendency with all
Sun/Jupiter aspects for a large body type. This combination also tends to stimulate philosophical interests and the
urge to travel.
Sun/Saturn: All these major contacts except the trine can give control issues. The father may have either abused
his power or was non-existent and the individual is challenged about knowing correct boundaries. There may
also be periods of lowered vitality and a sense of being overwhelmed by responsibilities. The trine makes for a
good administrator and one who lives up to his or her commitments.

Sun/Uranus: There is a tremendous sense of “I need to be myself no matter what the consequences,” when
the Sun is in any of these four major contacts with Uranus. The feeling is that one is always a “stranger in a
strange land,” and that one is a social alien. Thus there is often the tendency to seek out special interest groups
with other people who also feel like they are not part of or easily accepted by “normal” society. The trine makes
finding one way in any social situation much easier than the more rebellious conjunct (the most odd in
mannerisms), opposition (the most socially alienated), or square (the most at odds with self).

Sun/Neptune: All the four aspect combinations between these two planets may result in the mystic, psychic,
medium, poet, actor, dreamer, lover of all things glamorous, addict, and escapist. Quite the variation! So much
depends on the level of Soul-personality contact and thus the urge to either lose oneself in sensation or find the
hidden mysteries of life for the purpose of healing others. Neptune rules the oceans and these profoundly deep
waters are affected by both high and low tides. It will be the level of consciousness (contained in the Sun) that
will do much to determine the present life direction of an individual with this planetary contact.

Sun/Pluto: The blending of these two forces results in a life that is always under pressure to transform and
through such transformation to evoke the presence of higher consciousness both within oneself and to stimulate
this regeneration in others. These are people who have a lot of will power (Pluto), the direction of which is totally
determined by the degree of love that has been awakened in consciousness (Sun). The conjunction is indicative
of a very intense person, often solitary by nature.
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The opposition indicates that the crises that yield personal transformations come about through conflicts with
others or the loss of either people and/or important life situations (the two houses involved will show “where”
such crises exist in one´s life). The square is indicative of a person who tends to resist to the “letting go and
letting God” process that characterizes Sun/Pluto contacts. The trine between these two planets makes
evolutionary growth in consciousness and the losses and regeneration that come with such experiences much
easier to go through and succeed.

Next issue: Through the Looking Glass, Part III: The Future.

Alan Oken is available for private astrological consultations. He may also be called
upon for individual mentoring in either astrology (both traditional and soul-centered) or
the Ancient Wisdom Teachings. You may reach him at alanoken22@yahoo.com
Please visit his website: www.alanoken.com Alan is conducting two week-long
seminars in Predictive Techniques and Soul-Centered astrology this November in
Lisbon, Portugal. Please refer to his website for details.
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A moment of Astrology
a rant upon the mechanics of the stellar art
Lars Panaro

“The astrologer is born, not made. It is as impossible to manufacture a perfect astrologer by education as to
manufacture a poet. Hence the disrepute into which the profession of astrology too lightly and numerously
followed has fallen in the Kaliyuga”2 — Sri Aurobindo
To treat astrology as a divinatory art, rather than as a linear study or semi-scientific tool, is to utilize it to its
fullest possible potential, for an astrological chart is a symbol of the various energetic patterns converging to form
an overarching thema at any given moment in time.
The technical components utilized to make sense of these energetic patterns are only tools — they are not the
energies themselves. There really isn’t any such thing as say Venus in Taurus in the 9th. This isn’t a tangible
energy that can be measured and manipulated like the apples used to bake a pie. Instead this configuration is
merely a symbol of something real.
Even the above statement may be misleading, for the symbol is not the thing itself, just as a photograph is not the
thing it has recorded. Photography does not deal directly with symbols (though, as art, it does). Instead
photographs are a direct recording of some snippet of reality and thus everything captured by said snippet is in
fact not a symbol of certain energies but a direct record (a one to one relationship). A picture of my cat reveals to
the onlooker my cat; it does not show an abstract symbol that could be my cat but may be dozens, if not hundreds,
of other things.

2

https://www.aurobindo.ru/workings/sa/37_01/0158_e.htm
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In the context of a specific astrological chart, we don’t have the same thing. Our Venus in Taurus in the 9th is
not a direct recording or reflection of an energetic pattern. It is merely a signpost (symbol) that points us toward
the reality that is a distinct energetic pattern; the astrological signpost says “follow this path to get to X place” —
a place that can only be known and experienced by being there, not by reading or looking at the directions.
There will always be multiple patterns in a chart which symbolize the same energetic pattern:
We may also find the lot of faith in the bounds of Venus, and aspected by the same, while the 9th from the lot of
fortune is draped in the clothing of Libra or Pisces. These all evoke a strong Venusian quality to 9th house matters
(a symbol of something) or faith (a definite something), and they all come together to point toward a unique
reality (multiple signs explaining which path to follow in order to arrive at a single destination, aka, Truth). These
factors very rarely mean specific and distinct things within the life of the person, because, once again, astrology
does not reveal a one to one relationship with the stuff of life.
Astrology would be much simpler, yet not so profound, if there were this direct one to one relationship between
its symbols and The Truth of a thing, as there often are with words. If I tell you someone is dead, then that is
symbolic of a literal state of being; it is not an abstract symbol that could be many things3. Astrology more poetry
than prose. Thus to say a person’s faith will be strongly Venusian doesn’t really mean all that much, especially to
the non-astrologer client who is there to receive the reading. It is our job to clarify what this Venusian symbol is
evoking until we find The Truth of what it means in that specific instance, for that specific person. The question
each astrologer must ask themselves is not “what could Venus in Taurus in the 9th mean generally?”, but instead
“what is the reality toward which it points in this specific instance?” and this is something singular, focused, alive
and intimately relevant to life and the client. Venus in Taurus in the 9th is not an actuality — attractive and
sensual women having a major influence upon a person’s faith, a strong identification with female deities in one’s
religious practice, a person who creates religious or mythological themed art — these are real, and all potentially
represented by that placement, yet out of context they are meaningless unless used to illustrate a point or for
educational purposes.
Of all of these and more, which story reflects the life? The holistic astrologer is concerned with what is True, not
with what is to be opined, and the client is there for this same oracular Truth — not the perspective or opinion of
the reader as a person4.
Now very often the understanding of a signature can and does take place in a single instance, a moment of
complete and utter clarity (intuition), and at such times the need for an examination of numerous testimonies is
effaced — sometimes only one sign is needed for the traveler to reach their destination. And this is what all
divinatory arts are really there for — as portals to the majestic, non-linear, realm of intuition. It is by the intuitive
faculty alone that we can fully comprehend the energetic patterns symbolized by the chart, and, furthermore, it is
only through such a faculty that we are directed toward the topics that will be most relevant and helpful to the
client at this particular phase within the cycle of life.
Certainly it is possible, and even useful as a starting point, to conceptually unpack a chart symbol by symbol and
come up with some basic, and often very useful, tangible, information that pertains to the individual. If this were
not the case, astrology would have little merit or utility, for like any systematized artform it works as a synthesis
of left and right brain — reason and imagination — which intertwine to give birth to something more. More often
than not it is the linear logical approach that tends to dominate, very often to the detriment or sheer negation of
the holistic non-linear dimension and when this happens the result is a most elementary and mechanistic reading
3

( . . . though considered as an omen it does indeed become a symbol . . . )

4

The individual seeking the services of the oracle at Delphi was not there for the oracle’s perspective, but those of Apollo.
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of a chart, where instinct and intuition are at an all time low (though they can never be completely extinguished).
A reading needs to entail something beyond technical analysis, otherwise people are better off reading about their
placements from a good book, or on the internet, and piecing things together themselves.
A chart won’t speak in this way; it’ll only awkwardly whisper. It speaks when we are comfortable with the
techniques of the art so that they reside in the background, gently moving things along like the narrator of a play.
It sings when we gaze upon it as a mirror of being.
Though it never speaks alone, instead opening its mouth as a result of the connection between client, astrologer,
and Cosmos — regardless of the apparent constraints of time or limits of space, for astrology is alive and tethered
to the moment, just as tarot or i-ching. The same Venus in Taurus in the 9th can and does carry different
meanings at various points in the native’s life. The instant we move to decipher a chart, a particular planet or
aspect catching our eye — all these subtle mechanics constitute a reflection of the greater whole encapsulated by
every factor present now. Intuition is always guiding us should we simply cease to block its path, whether we are
absorbed in technical analysis gradually unveiling the mirror of destiny to behold the whole one piece at a time,
or in those rare moments when that same veil is rent asunder and we behold the majesty of what is in one
ferocious instant of noeticism.
This is why omens have been, for millennia, an inseparable component of astrology and divination. Every
occurrence, thought, feeling, observation, or subtle movement of energy can be regarded as an omen, and such
things are powerful messengers of Truth5. The birth chart is not an isolated study or pattern separate from the
person it belongs to, or the astrologer performing the reading, or even the world at large — for all are in fact one.
We can talk of a chart speaking; in reality it is the energetic patterns, irrespective of the divinatory system used,
that are making themselves known. Astrology is just one of many tools to hear and see what is essential, and no
system is to be used in isolation, just as no one and no-thing exists in a vacuum.
An increasing number of astrologers today have rejected the term intuition based upon a failure to grasp and
understand what it actually is, instead mistaking it for the charlatanry that often comes from would be mystics,
who profess themselves to be something other than what they are. Intuition is Noetic Certainty, which means
Certainty (Truth) that comes directly from Divine Mind or Nous (in Greek). Thus intuition cannot be wrong and is
neither subjective nor objective but subsumes and is both simultaneously6.
Across the chasm of knowledge there is an emerging trend held by certain practitioners who feel that all things
twixt heaven and earth can be contained by the dreams of their philosophy. They profess that there are things that
cannot possibly be known or derived from an astrological chart. This idea is at first predicated on the fact that
astrology does not function like other linear and statistically based sciences and cannot be mastered by erecting
mental infrastructure alone. However this perspective treats astrology as lacking the capacity to make possible a
traversal beyond the confines of mind and thus, by such an estimation, it verily becomes a pseudoscience, as it
has often been accused, falling short of other sciences and relegated to the oft confining role of something
therapeutic at best. The possibility that the chart can act as a portal for occult knowledge stands negated for such
people. There is insecurity around seeing The Truth in the chart, as Truth has no regard for our identity politics,
ideas, dogmas, and beliefs, how we feel or what we consider possible.

5

The simplest of omens within the astrological system is the arrangement of the planets at the time the person asked for the
reading or came to receive the reading. In fact such a chart alone can be used to perform a very accurate and profound
reading.
6

For an in depth philosophical treatment of intuition see Chapter XX: The Intuitive Mind in The Synthesis of Yoga by Sri
Aurobindo (free via searching on google) and http://www.katinkahesselink.net/other/blavatsky-intuition.html
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There is much and more that can be derived from the stars, the palm, the face, the subtle senses and sight that
many today are too afraid to acknowledge and so they have opted to ignore or deny intuition and its powers or
else dismiss such things as myth and legend.
Intuition is either rejected or greatly stymied, with the result being that astrology continues to fall into the pit of
disrepute. It has been said that 10 different astrologers will tell a person 10 different things concerning the same
area of their life. If this is indeed the case then it is a sad day for astrology. Yet it is no surprise as opinion and
identity politics have very nearly consumed the domains of our world today . . .
The paths to Truth are many — still Truth is One. Just as Sherlock Holmes does, we should learn to report
accurately the facts and keep our opinions as far removed as possible. Only by understanding what is can we ever
hope to go a step further and actually provide council or suggest potent remedial measures to clients in difficult
circumstances. Yet Truth speaks for itself, just as the Sun’s light alone allows one to discern the fruit bearing vine
from the venomous snake. Truth received, understood and delivered with the utmost purity can and does reveal
the circumstances, nature and solution to any query all in one swift stroke.

Glory To God Alone

Hello. They call me Lars. My journey into the esoteric began rather suddenly
and unexpectedly whilst pursuing a degree in Guitar performance and I have
been on a strange, wild (and never boring!) ride ever since. Divination is a
key to unlocking powerful Truths concerning the nature of reality, and when I
became aware of it in the form of Astrology, it quickly became the vehicle for
my journey of inquiry. I consider my approach holistic, artistic and very
practical as I draw upon multiple traditions (Hellenistic, Medieval, Indian and
Humanistic) and incorporate Tarot and Omenology into all of my readings.
Contact:liberastronomiae@gmail.com
Visit him at www.larspanaroastrology.com
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An astrological enlightenment
by Florence and the Machine
Alejo López

“Cause I'm gonna be free and I'm gonna be fine”
Delilah, Florence and the Machine

Delilah is the name of a song by Florence and the Machine which was written as a metaphor of relationship
difficulties that arise in this era of technological connection. Now according to the Myth, Delilah betrayed
Samson when finding out where his strength was.
Since the very first time I listened to this song, I thought it spoke about the healing that comes from doing
astrology on a constant basis. I heard it described the process that unfolds when one takes the courage to get in
touch with this art for the first time and how our understanding of ourselves and the world around us changes,
providing some chance for freedom, creativity and consciousness. These encounters between client and astrologer
may indeed be seen as a betrayal to the samsonic personality that clings on to fake and illusionary ideas in order
to survive. Delilah may thus be the astrologer who betrays that aspect of ourselves in order to bring new sources
of strength and power.
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Let’s look at the opening lyrics:

Drifting through the halls with the sunrise
(Holding on for your call)
Climbing up the walls for that flashing light
(I can never let go)
Cause I'm gonna be free and I'm gonna be fine
(Holding on for your call)
Cause I'm gonna be free and I'm gonna be fine
(Maybe not tonight)

Someone is clearly lost here. The halls may refer to a kind of labyrinth. Such
a structure has been used for ages as a metaphor of life and its crossroads. It
also makes me think of the mighty Minotaur as a symbol of the process of
facing one’s inner monsters. Richard Idemon has also picked up this idea in
his exceptional book The Magic Thread in which he explains how to get to
the heart of an astral chart in order to release its secrets. On southern
latitudes, the Argentinean poet Leopoldo Marechal said that from any kind
of labyrinth, you can only scape from above. And the singer in Delilah
literally says that she is climbing up the walls… We also know of someone
else who looked up, high above, and drew scapeways in the sky: Dedalus
and Icarus.

Now the sun is up and I'm going blind
(Holding on for your call)
Another drink just to pass the time
(I can never say no)
Cause I'm gonna be free and I'm gonna be fine
(Holding on for your call)
Cause I'm gonna be free and I'm gonna be fine
(Maybe not tonight)
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The light of the sun blinds. Plato designed the myth in which men where inside a cave looking only at shadows
that seemed to be the real world.
When one of them got to escape and saw the sun, blindness occur. Indeed, the extreme light may cause inner
darkness. To discover and to hold astrological conclusions as truths may remove old obstacles and chains but the
blazing light that shines on our convalescent structures may create confusion, a reflexion that hurts the eye. One’s
own relationships and interaction with the world acquire a new shape of understanding, sometimes obscure,
sometimes worriedly gloomy. Like a baby that arrives to a whole new world and needs to mature and adjust the
eyes in order to perceive properly, one may feel visionless.
On the other hand, it is also true that blindness has been for long related to foreseeing. For instance, Tiresias was
blind and he was a prophet or a seer who could foresee what would happen to Oedipus. Justice is supposed to be
blind in order to bring true judgement to the world. And even Odin had to sacrifice one of his eyes in order to
gain knowledge. In the Bible, it is says that “blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed” (John,
20:29). Blindness has for long been related to prophecy and seeing beyond the obvious. Vision does not only
depend on sight.
While a possibility of freedom may arise when going through deep examination and understanding of ourselves,
some resistance may also appear: a struggle between a new beginning and old habits (“another drink just to pass
the time”).

[Chorus]
It's a different kind of danger
And the bells are ringing out
And I'm calling for my mother
As I pull the pillars down
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What is the danger she speaks of now? To be aware is to be responsible. To get to know there is an Ariadne’s
thread that can lead us to the heart of ourselves puts a kind of task to be achieved. Innocent excuses and victim
role playing may no longer work.
So the bells ring, trying to
lighten
our
burden,
encouraging us to open
ourselves to their music.
Traditionally, the church
used to ring its bells to call
the people for prayer. It was
also used when a new priest
got initiated. Later on,
church bells marked what
time it was.
Here we may think she hears
she is being called to a
temple, to assist to some kind
of initiation, some kind of new beginning. Delilah is not ringing the bells. It is her soul who is calling. “Amazing
grace, how sweet the sound that saved a wreck like me”.
But to be reborn and initiated in astrology, it is necessary to pull the pillars down, to bring down the old skeleton
on which a partial personality has been standing on in order to create a new one, whole and complete. This is
scary, of course, so she is calling for her mother, an always reliant form of protection and feeling of safety. As the
song started, she spoke of the flashing light of the rising Sun. Now she calls for the protection of her vivid Moon.
The two main astrological elements are thus here invoked.

It's a different kind of danger
And my feet are spinning around
Never knew I was a dancer
'Til Delilah showed me how
So she feels alive, she feels full of energy and she dances as she never knew she could have done it until Delilah,
her astrologer, had showed her how.

[Interlude]
Too fast for freedom
Sometimes it all falls down
These chains never leave me
I keep dragging them around
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And so this interlude comes… I believe the previous phrases spoke about the time when one first encounters
astrology and how it opens up our eyes. We might get to believe that we are now free from the demands of
Heaven, that if knowledge is indeed power then, we are now powerful, mighty and released from the burden that
our natal charts may constitute. We may also get to fool ourselves with the idea that we shall no longer suffer for
we have seen the truth. But then… “sometimes it all falls down”.
To accept that “these chains never leave me” forces us to ask questions. Is she free? Does knowledge provide us
with freedom? Does reflection provide us with free-will? Or are we forever fated? Is an astral chart a prison or a
possibility of liberation? We are bound to our charts, yet “we can dance”.

[Verse 2]
Now I'm dancing with Delilah and her vision is mine
(Holding on for your call)
A different kind of danger in the daylight
(I can never let go)
Took anything to cut you, I can find
(Holding on for your call)
A different kind of a danger in the daylight
(Can't you let me know?)

So now Delilah’s vision is the singer’s vision. She gets to see who she is, she gets to see the chance of quest,
search and hope, a certain kind of dim room for her to dance and be free while also embracing her natal chart.
They dance together. They are in the open daylight. The labyrinth has been left behind and yet she is no longer
blind. She can cut off her old fears, her anxieties, her insecurity and release her soul… perhaps, even better, she
can now accept who she is, learn to live with herself, dancing, free...

Never knew I was a dancer,
´Til Delilah showed me how
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Alejo López, born in 1983, holds a degree in Performing Arts and has
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What Edward VIII, Wallis Simpson, Prince Harry,
Meghan Markle and Princess Diana
have in common?
Three most famous royal weddings and Uranus axis
11º Taurus/11º Scorpio
Smiljana Gavrančić
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The story of Wallis Simpson and Edward VIII is one of most beautiful stories of XX century – the story of
sacrifice and “playing” with social reputation, of family discord and defiance of the whole world. Edward
gave up the British throne for loving a lady that was not going to be accepted as a queen by the monarchy.
Love fairytale of Wallis and Edward VIII deeply shook the world in 30’s of the past century, weakening the
foundations of the then decent family. Uranus was then, as it is now, in the Taurus!
Their romance changed the form of comprehension of love relations and marriage, especially in high society.
Edward VIII was the most famous world’s bachelor – he was popular, young, blond and handsome, of modern
beliefs and very emotional. He was not hiding being hungry for love and being troubled by the world of rules,
tradition and apparent decency. He was not a slave to prejudice and social expectations, so maybe because of that
his choice of woman should not have come as a surprise - Wallis was American of liberal attitudes, older than
him, not very beautiful, of lower social status, married and already divorced once…, i.e. she was on a way to her
second divorce. He found none of that important – for him she was fatal, level-headed and infinitely interesting.
While the whole world was abhorred, he loved her – very much, endlessly and devotedly. It is rare for common
man to give up fortune and “good reputation” for the love of a woman, so imagine how rare it was for a king to
give up the crown for he wanted to love… Edward VIII did just that.
Wallis was married to a rich businessman Ernest Simpson when she met Edward VIII at a party. Love spark did
not “light” immediately, they talked for couple of minutes and that was all… But, true love always finds the way.
Four months later they met again and this time a mutual sympathy was “ignited”, shyly, but surely. In August
1934 the Prince of Wales invited the Simpsons to cruise travel, but only the lady responded. It turned out that it
was the moment that defined future lives of this pair, but he fate of British Monarchy as well. On that cruise, the
friendship of Wallis and Edward turned into tempestuous affair, which in the years to come was often on a shaky
ground, but managed to “survive” all challenges.
Only three months later, in November that same year, Edward invited Wallis to visit Buckingham Palace and to
meet his family. King George V was bitter and angry and the last thing he wanted was for his son to have an
American socialite that was still officially married as a partner! But, king’s disapproval did not weaken Edward’s
decision to be devoted to her – the romance was flourishing and the love of the young prince bordered on
obsession. Wallis enjoyed the fortune, gifts, expensive jewels and glamorous clothes – the prince spent a lot on
his lover.
However, the King George V soon died and
Edward inherited the throne in 1936. His
coronation was attended by Wallis, which was
scandalous, for she was still married to another
man. Members of the royal family and the court
found Edward’s choice unbearable and completely
unreasonable – the woman who was already
married twice coulnot be the queen of England.
The young king was also the supreme governor of
the Church of England, so Wallis as his partner
broke all norms and rules. There were two roads
before the young couple in love – Edward could
leave the woman he loved and continue to rule
or he could abdicate and marry her.
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“You all know the reasons which have impelled me to renounce the throne. But I want you to understand that in
making up my mind I did not forget the country or the empire, which, as Prince of Wales and lately as King, I
have for twenty-five years tried to serve. But you must believe me when I tell you that I have found it impossible to
carry the heavy burden of responsibility and to discharge my duties as King as I would wish to do without the
help and support of the woman I love”, Edward VIII explained to the British public. King Edward VIII
abdicated on December 10, 1936 – if we take a look at the horoscope for that moment (for noon), there is transit
Moon at 10º -11º Scorpio, at the degree of Uranus’ exaltation. Remember this degree, for my story revolves
around this spot within Zodiac…
After abdication, Edward and Wallis were expelled from the Great Britain, but retained titles of duke and duchess
of Windsor. His younger brother George VI came to throne, and he was the father of the present Queen
Elisabeth II. If Edward did not abdicate, Elisabeth II would not be queen today…
On June 3, 1937 the pair sworn to eternal love at the small ceremony with 16 guests. None from Edward’s family
attended the wedding. Also, in the years to come, his brother and mother never visited or had any contact with
Wallis.
The pair lived relaxed and luxurious life – they
visited Paris, Spain, Lisbon, even Bahamas.
They belonged to the top social elite and Wallis
was regarded as the fashion icon of her age. Last
years they spent in France, in their private
residence. Edward’s death separated them after
35 years of happy and stable marriage.
It is believed that Wallis had influenced
Edward’s interest in Nazism and that she
supported that ideology during and after WWII.
In 1937, just before the war, the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor visited Germany and Adolf
Hitler, despite opposition of the British
Government.
After meeting Wallis, the Nazi leader said: “Pity, you would make such a good queen!” One of the strict rules of
royal family was that its members must not involve in politics!
After this incident, the pair was sent to Bahamas, where Edward was the governor, devoting his stay there to
helping the poor.
As it is obvious, this romance was the real shake for the British Monarchy, something equal to the planet Uranus
that is in charge of revolutions, disobeying the rules, not fitting into societal norms and tradition. Uranus above all
means freedom, to be one’s own, to be different. It is at the same time a huge risk, also bearing responsibility.
But, astrology explains why the then king, Edward VIII, did what he did, abdicated...
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Wedding on June 3, 1937 - Transit Uranus opposing natal Uranus

Edward VIII has Ascendant at 0º Aquarius, at the very beginning of the revolutionary sign, sign that loves the
freedom above all. Uranus, the modern ruler of Aquarius, is at 11º Scorpio (the degree of Uranus’ exaltation) in
his chart, and only a day after his wedding with Wallis, on June 4, 1937, Edward VIII had the opposition of transit
Uranus at 11º Taurus with his natal Uranus at 11º Scorpio. At the time of the first Uranus’ opposition with natal
Uranus (and the only one in a lifetime), there are usually huge changes in life – sudden change of profession,
interests, freedom from the old, people often get divorced at this time or generally do something really shocking
that does not fit into generally accepted societal norms.
Uranus was in Taurus then, 84 years ago, as it is now. If we take a look at 12th Harmonic of Edward VIII (the
future life), we find Saturn (traditional ruler of his Ascendant in Aquarius) at his natal Uranus (11º Scorpio),
which is the sign that his soul chooses freedom in future life as well… But, in Dwadasamsa chart (the horoscope
of the past life) Edward VIII had Saturn at the very important spot, at 11º Taurus, the degree of Uranus’ fall, so it
is possible that in the past incarnation he “failed” the test of freedom. Anyway, the axis 11º Taurus/11º Scorpio
was surely activated, and this axis of Uranus’ exaltation and fall is something I want to discuss in this article, all
related to three most important royal weddings and to the British Crown.
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History repeating itself after 84 years?
We are still under the influence of the recent wedding of the former American actress Meghan Markle and Prince
Harry. Meghan is the first woman, American, of a mixed race and with the previous marriage that was accepted
into the British royal family. History repeating itself after 84 years is also confirmed by the following – Prince
Harry has draconic Asc (soul’s memory of the past incarnation) at exactly 11º Scorpio, the degree of Uranus’
exaltation, and the position of Uranus in the chart of Edward VIII! When I mention Uranus’ exaltation – I refer to
the degree of greatest freedom. It seems that Harry’s soul has the memory of the love story of Edward VIII. But,
now the time is different, 84 years have passed. Prince Harry is known for his humanitarian work, but also for
being a rebel, which is all the symbolism of 11º Scorpio. At 11º Scorpio one “steps over” the rules, shocks the
public, one is vey much one’s own self! But, in her draconic chart (the soul’s memory of the past incarnation),
Meghan Markle also has Venus (essential signifier of love, and also the dispositor of her Moon in Libra, and the
Moon is important in her chart for her Asc is in Cancer, and the Moon rules Cancer) across the Zodiac, at 11º
Taurus, the degree of Uranus’ fall. Did she “fail” the test of “free love” in the past life?! Anyway, the axis 11º
Scorpio/11º Taurus is called out again, and now the question is what will happen in 2021 (in May and June) when
the transit Uranus cross 11º Taurus again?
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On June 3, 1937, when Uranus crossed 11º Taurus (at the same time the position of the Mars in the chart of the
United Kingdom) – Edward VIII and Wallis Smith got married. The Mars is the ruler of 7th house in the chart
of the United Kingdom, and it is positioned in 8th house (disputes, wars) – I have already mentioned that this
couple was “marked” because of the support of the nazi leader Adolf Hitler. That was the time of the Third
Reich, time before World War II, and Mars in Taurus at the degree of Uranus’ fall in the 8th house - may be
depiction of the very Adolf Hitler. Mars at 11º Taurus is “weak”, for in Taurus it is in exile, and at the degree of
Uranus’ fall it depicts the person who uses his energy for bad causes while stomping over one of most
fundamental human rights – the right to freedom (Uranus), which Hitler certainly did…
If we go back in time 84 years from that moment, we see
Uranus at the Mars of United Kingdom on July 4,
1853. Several months later, on October 16, 1853 the
Crimean War started, and United Kingdom was at
Ottoman Empire’s side (together with forces of Alliance)
against the Russian Empire. All this looks like the present
attitude of the British Prime Minister Theresa May
towards Russia, expelling the Russian diplomats from
London after the attempted murder of former Russian
agent Sergei Skripal with the nerve gas. So, diplomatic
relations of the United Kingdom and Russia are very bas
right now, and Uranus is coming to 11º Taurus, i.e. to the Mars of the United Kingdom, the Mars that represents
diplomacy and diplomatic relations for it rules 7th house (country’s diplomacy). Anyway, I have found an
interesting detail – on December 1, 1809, when Uranus was at 11º Scorpio and in opposition with 11º Taurus
(UK Mars), the British diplomat Benjamin Bathurst mysteriously went missing in the West Berlin…
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Horoscope of Edward VIII continues its story although he is not alive anymore, as well as transits to draconic
chart of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, for they have the axis 11° Scorpio/11° Taurus activated through those
draconic charts. It is an interesting detail that on May 15, 2021 the Uranus will be opposing the natal Uranus of
Edward VIII, because Uranus entered Taurus on May 15 this year! But, on May 14, 2021 Uranus will touch
draconic Venus of Meghan Markle, which is, as I have already mentioned, at 11º Taurus, while on May 19, 2021,
at the third wedding anniversary of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle – transit Uranus will be at the UK Mars, at
11º Taurus! If we take a look at Solar Return 2021 of the horoscope of wedding of Harry and Meghan (May 19,
2018, 12:00, London, UK), we see MC at 0º Aquarius, which is the Ascendant of Edward VIII. These are very
important signs that 2021 may bring some kind of “shake”, “shock” to the British Crown from Meghan and
Harry. Which scenarios are possible?
In my article “Kate and Meghan – theTradition and the
New” (take a look on previous issue #IAM19
#TheFateIssue April/May2018), I emphasized that the
marriage of Harry and Meghan Markle would strongly
shake the British Crown and that there is the possibility of
divorce. For example, during 2021 Prince Harry will have
his progressed Sun at 29° Libra, at the very end of the sign
that depicts marriage, relations, i.e. the progressed Sun
will soon touch 0º Scorpio, which is not easy at all, for it is
entering into Hades’ world, which brings a lot of
transformation. At the same time, his Neptune will oppose
the natal Sun at 22º Virgo (it is interesting that draconic
axis Asc/Desc of Meghan Markle lies across 22º
Pisces/22º Virgo, i.e. it “moves” the Sun of Prince Harry,
confirming their connection from past life). Will the opposition of Neptune with natal Sun bring to Prince Harry
the possibility to see things more realistically, to see things he may not be able to see now?
The transit Uranus at 12º Scorpio 51’ will oppose the natal Saturn of Prince Harry (the ruler of his Asc in
Capricorn), and this is also the huge sign of sudden liberation of Prince Harry, but he could also somehow,
together with Meghan, “shock” the public with some event that will be outside of socially accepted. At the same
time when Uranus makes opposition with natal Uranus of Edward VIII, on May 15, 2021, only 4 days before the
third wedding anniversary of Meghan and Harry – the tertiary Moon of Harry (natal ruler of 7th house - marriage)
will be at 7º Taurus, in opposition with tertiary Pluto at 7º Scorpio – this is depiction of huge, deep transformation
their marriage will go through. Since tertiary Moon moves 1º for around 2 days, then it is clear why I take it into
account, for it will soon activate the axis 11º Taurus/11º Scorpio, the axis of Uranus I talk about in this article.
Another sign that Harry will find himself in a challenging position in spring/summer 2021 is the position of
transit Saturn at around 13º Aquarius, in square with his natal Saturn at 12° Scorpio. Whenever there is activation
of natal Saturn through transit Saturn (conjunction, i.e. the return of Saturn, square and opposition) – these are
important moments in time. Besides, Saturn rules Harry’s Ascendant, so it is very important in his chart. For
instance, on June 17, 1999 Harry had his first opposition of transit Saturn and natal Saturn, which was the time
after Princess Diana’s death, and it is known how hard he took the loss of his mother. It is very certain that the
first opposition of transit Saturn with natal Saturn had put him to a great test, when he had to find the strength and
grow up fast…
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Princess Diana
Let us take a look at the late
Princess Diana, Prince Harry’s
mother, who very much
“shook” the British Crown
because she was different, she
did not fit into their norms, and
who finally divorced Prince
Charles. All this is the
symbolism of Uranus. But, the
moment of her engagement
with Prince Charles on
February 6, 1981 contained the
sign that this marriage will not
last because somebody in it
will have the great need for
freedom.
Namely, the Solar Arc MC
(Diane’s reputation) was then
at 11º Scorpio, the degree of
Uranus’
exaltation
and
draconic Asc of her son, Prince
Harry, but also the position of
Uranus of Edward VIII!
Consequently, Solar Arc IC
was across the Zodiac, at 11º
Taurus – the position of
draconic Venus of Meghan
Markle. There is no doubt that
the marriage of Prince Harry
and Meghan Markle will be the
marriage where Princess Diana
“interfered” and it will be colored in her vibrations. I have to mention 12th Harmonic (the future life) of Princess
Diana, for the Moon (her soul) is positioned at exactly at 0º Aquarius – at the Asc of Edward VIII, and also the
position of MC in Solar Return 2021 for the third wedding anniversary of Meghan and Harry!
Even Diana’s Asc in the horoscope of the future life is at the very important spot - at 11º Scorpio! But, her
draconic Sun (soul’s memory to the previous incarnation) is at 11º Aquarius, squaring the axis of Uranus’
exaltation and fall, so obviously there was some problem there for her soul to win the full freedom in this life…
But, in the horoscope of the future life, there is an easier channel, for her Acs is at 11º Scorpio and the Moon at 0º
Aquarius! Finally, she lives now, through her son, Prince Harry!
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Prince Charles does not have prominent axis of exaltation/fall of Uranus in his chart, so he found it difficult to
bear with the late Princess Diana and he was not able to understand the needs of her soul. Prince William and
Duchess Kate also do not have this axis prominent in their charts. The same is with Camila Parker, the present
wife of Prince Charles.
Anyway, it may be said in the end that three most important royal weddings, three most important women who
may bring the “storm” to the British Crown are Willis Smith, Princess Diana and finally – Meghan Markle.
The year 2021 will be very interesting when during May and June Uranus will activate axis 11º Taurus/11º
Scorpio in charts of the mentioned, as well as the Mars from the chart of the United Kingdom.
But, from May next year Meghan Markle will have Solar Arc Moon at 11º Scorpio, and this transit of Solar Arc
Moon across 11º Scorpio will last until May 2020. It seems that from the second half of 2019 it will be possible to
sense with what will Meghan Markle finally “shake” the British Crown in 2021. Meghan has Cancer Ascendant,
and as I said before – the Moon is very important in this Duchess’ horoscope.
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If in the end we take a look at the mundane astrology, then I must mention Davison relationship chart of United
States and the present Russia, for the axis Asc (USA)/Desc (Russia) lies across 11º Taurus/11º Scorpio, which
“moves” the Mars of the United Kingdom at 11º Taurus! But, in my long work on mundane astrology, I have
“mapped” Japan at 11º Taurus and China at the opposite side of the
Zodiac, at 11º Scorpio.
Sabian symbol for 11º Scorpio (read the meaning for 12º Scorpio) is the
following: “a brilliant assembly of officials at an official embassy ball”.
I must repeat, it is very important that members of the royal family
stay away from politics!
Sabian symbol for 11º Taurus (read the meaning for 12º Taurus) is the
following: “A young couple walks down main-street, window
shopping”.
Meghan Markle and Prince Harry announced their engagement on
November 28, 2017 – you will not believe this but transit Jupiter was
crossing 10 º-11º Scorpio, which is the sign that affairs are very possible
here, for the Jupiter only "widens", extends...
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Sabian symbols send clear message and this may easily be Prince Harry and Meghan Markle at some activity
during 2021 that may be “Uranian” and that may shake the British Crown. It remains to be seen…

It is an interesting detail that Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson got married with transit Venus at 29º Aries, while
Harry and Meghan had Venus at 29º Gemini. The last degree of any sign is the so-called “anaretic degree” and
there the fate is not an easy one – it implies the end of a marriage or difficulties in a marriage, may be depiction of
Edward and Wallis leaving to isolation, far away (29º)...
Uranus’ entering of Taurus was marked by a New Moon close to Algol on May 15, 2018. In my article "Uranusin
Taurus 2018 – Where Is This World Going", you could read that I connected the star Algol (26º Taurus) with the
emergence of the Third Reich, World War II, but on the other side this star is active in British Royal family Prince William has Venus on Algol, Edward VIII as well, even the late Diana had Venus close to Algol, Harry
and Meghan’s wedding was with the Sun on Algol, etc. Anyhow, Algol is always the “fall of the head” – here
the position is easily lost, the reputation, the crown, so I find the eclipse on November 18, 1937 very interesting –
it happened only couple of months after Edward VIII married Wallis and it was a lunar eclipse on Algol. The
similar will happen on November 19, 2021, in the year I found to be important.

The head is often “lost” because of love, not only in the war…
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Between sword and nettles - Mars in medicine
by Tania Daniels
This now fully revised and updated article has previously been published in the German Meridian (2013) and in
the Italian Linguaggio astrale (2014).

We are used to consider Mars mainly in a negative way, especially those of us who practice traditional astrology.
He is associated with war, pestilence, epidemics and accidents. Nevertheless, in nature nothing is just “bad”.
Everything that exists has its dimension of Hades and Paradise, of condemnation and redemption.
In this article I will point out how we can recognize the Martian principle in the pushing strength which makes
athletes archive their most ambitious goals, in the adrenaline behind so many emotions either of fear or joy, in the
courage we need to affront daily life but also when he afflicts the human body and in the diseases Mars which the
red planet describes. We know the mythological Mars, the worrier and aggressor with the sword in his hands.
The invincible superhero.
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But Mars also cures and prevents. Nettles, for example, are typical Martian plant which can help to get rid of a
number of discomforting diseases. This article deals with the four humours, Mars’ virtue and function in the
human body, his changing significations through the quadruplicities, signs and houses. At the end I will show
how he afflicts in a decumbiture and which principles can be used to cure the disease he has caused.

The four humours
In the classical texts we find Mars described as hot and dry. His heat is not the gentile temperate hot of a nice
sunny day but that kind of unbearable heat which takes one’s breath away in full summer. Mars is also extremely
dry. The human body is made for more then 70% of water and needs continuously water supply which is
impossible in a completely dry environment. This is why Mars, referred to the needs of human life is always
considered as hostile. William Lilly describes this planet further as fiery and choleric.7 The word choleric refers
to Galen’s' 8 theory of the 4 humours, also known as humoral pathology.
While all humours are present in a body, each person corresponds to a different temperament type.
In a birth chart we can recognise the basic constitution of a person, considering principally in which elements are
positioned the AC, the AC ruler and the Moon. The purpose of the classical medicine was it to keep the four
elements in balance, since they may vary with the age, the seasons and personnel lifestyle. A person might be of a
fiery temperament and in his youth be very dynamic with a dog hunger, but when growing old, the digestion
suffers alterations and does not permit anymore to behave as before.
Those natural changes of the proper constitution are identifiable in the transits and progressions.
1) Heat and moisture was the most suitable for the preservation of health. The union of both elements
creates the sanguine humour. Astrologically, this signature is associated with the air-element and its ruler
Jupiter. If this humour prevails in a native, the person is rather extroverted and enjoys social meetings,
makes easily new friends and tends to be thoughtful, sometimes noisy and forgetful. Sanguine people
love fun but have difficulties following tasks all the way through. They are often creative and sensitive.
Sanguine personalities are chronically late.
2) Heat and dryness give rise to acute diseases, originating choleric humour which is associated with the
fiery element and its ruler Mars. A person who is choleric is a doer. These people have a lot of ambition,
passion and energy, and are excellent motivators. They like to be leaders and tend to dominate or even
manipulate people of other temperaments, especially phlegmatic types.

7

See for example Lilly ,Christian Astrology, (CA) retyped and annotated by Deborah Houlding, Ascella Publications
1999
p. 66
8
Claudius or Aelius Galenus was born in 129 b.C at Pergamon, capital of the ancient region of Mysia, nowadays the Turkish
Izmir province (Anatolya). Galen was a declared fellow of Hippocrates who lived in 460 B.C- 370 B.C, about 600 years
earlier than him. Galen developed and expanded the humoral physiology and pathology of Hippocrates.
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3) Cold and moisture produce phlegmatic afflictions, described by the water-element and its ruler Moon.
The temperament is called phlegmatic. Phlegmatics are self-content and kind. They are consistent,
relaxed, calm, rational curious, and observant. They tend to be receptive and shy, often preferring
stability to uncertainty and change. They can be very accepting and affectionate on the one hand but also
passive-aggressive on the other.
4) Cold and dryness give rise to melancholy which is associated with the earth-element and its ruler
Saturn. This temperament is called melancholic. Melancholiacs are profound thinkers, quiet, serious and
introverted and always on time. They can easily concentrate, often in highly creative areas such as poetry
and art. They are perfectionists. Often self-reliant and independent; they sometimes get so involved in
what they are doing that they forget about others.

The following table shows the characteristics of each element:9
Table 1 Elements and their associations10
Planet Element

Humour

Faculty Property Season

Age

Flavour

Orga Expulsio
n

Saturn Earth

Melancholi Retentive Cold, dry Winter

Middle age

c
Jupiter Air

Sanguine

Digestive Temperat Spring

Childhood

n

Bitter,

Splee Faeces

sharp

n

Delighting Liver Blood

e hot,

non

moist

invasive
flavours,
little sweet

Mars

Fire

Choleric

Astringen Hot, dry
t
attractive

Summe Adolescence sharp and
r
,
spicy
young adult

Moon/ Water
Venus

Phlegm

Yello Urine
w
bile

Expulsio Temperat Autumn Old age

Indefinite

Lung Mucus

n

e cold,

flavour,

s

moist

watery,
salty

As we see, the choleric temperament is ruled by Mars and the organ associated is the yellow bile. In order to
maintain the body in balance, the substance by which Martian toxins are eliminated is the urine.
9

See Richard Saunders, The Astrological Judgement and Practice of Physick, Astrology Classics (AJPP), p, 107
Slightly modified from Lilly CA, p. 119

10
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In every body, the four humours are designed to work together

Sanguine

harmoniously. The illustration on the right shows that the hot and dry
choleric humour is balanced by a cold and wet phlegmatic temperament
which lubricates a sore throat or which creates with their mucus a

Choler

Phlegm

11

protective film on an angry ulcer. An excess of melancholic element is
cured by increasing the sanguine humour. Phlegmatic people may need
sometimes to stir the fiery (choleric) temperament. These principles have

Melancholy

been well known in the medicine of the past and Culpeper used them
largely in order to prescribe the appropriate remedy for the illness and an adequate diet to follow.
After this general analysis of the humours and the prevailing constitution, we need to understand which
administering virtues are represented by the planets in a chart:12


Sun/Mars rule the attractive virtue which operates through hunger and appetite to maintain health.
This faculty explains the Martian dog's hunger or his great thirst: it's the body's need for food supply. But
also the necessary exposition to sunlight as a source of life and cell production.



Saturn rules the retentive virtue which stores and accumulates necessary substances. When supply is
interrupted, this virtue opens its storage and guarantees temporary survival.



Jupiter describes the digestive faculty which brings the nutritional elements to the cells.



Venus/Moon rule the expulsive faculty. It produces phlegm, slippery secretions which facilitate the binding
and expulsion of toxins. Phlegm is a relevant component of mucus, menstruation and faeces.

We know now that Mars rules the attractive virtue. However, the element he's in, provides additional information:
Mars in a
 Fire sign describes hectic fevers as a result from too much bile, over-acidification, infection,
inflammations and clinical pictures which heat and dry out.
 Earth sign describes melancholic symptoms, long and tedious fevers, TBC and other difficult illnesses.
 Air sign describe a corruption of some component of the blood: In the old texts, this is described as “bad
blood”, or in modern terms some deficit in the blood count, referring e.g. to the leukocytes or
erythrocytes, blood clotting or the cholesterol level.
 Water sign refers to diseases which produce lots of mucus, such as cough and colds.
The quadruplicity of Mars helps to understand if the illness is easily identifiable13:

11

See Nicolas Culpeper, Astrological Judgement of Diseases from the Decumbiture of the Sick, (AJD) Astrology Classics,
p. 25
12
Nicholas Culpeper The English Physitian and Family Dispensatory, 1653 (AJD) online at:
http://archive.org/details/culpeppersenglis00culp
13
Modified from Lilly, CA p. 262
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If Mars is the ruler of the 6th house and he is in a
1. Mutable sign, the origin of the illness is not easily diagnosable and the problem might come and go or
there are different points where it has attacked the body.
2. Fix sign, the illness is localized but will be rather long and difficult
3. Cardinal sign, the illness is breaks in suddenly possibly short but extremely acute with high fever.

However, we need to bear in mind that
1) Every sign is associated with specific parts of the body
2) Every planet naturally rules certain organs
3) Every planet describes specific organs according to the sign it is in

Parts of the body associated with the houses
The houses mirror the human body starting from the 1. house (head) going counter clockwise down to the feet,
represented by the 12th house, as shown in the graph. The same principle applies to the planets in the signs as we
will see below.14

Bodily organs associated with Mars

HOUSES AND ORGANS
Thighs, Knees

Hips, Bittocks

Shin Bone,
Ankles

Bladder, Genitals, Uterus

Feet

Kidneys

Head

Belly, intestines

Neck, throat

Heart, Ribs

Shoulders, Arms,
Hands

14

lungs, liver,
breast, pleura

Compare with Lilly, CA, p. 93-99, 118 and Graeme Tobyn, Culpeper’s Medicine, p.144
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Every planet is the natural ruler of certain organs. Mars rules
the gall bladder, where a potent acid is produced which helps

Planet

Corresponding parts of the body

Moon

The bulk of the brain, stomach,

in the digestion of food, and in particular of fat and

bowels, bladder, the left eye of a

cholesterol (ruled by the opposite sign, viz. Venus). The gall

man, the right eye of a woman

bladder helps to disintegrate the food present in the stomach
by an aggressive reaction. The deficit or lack of gall causes

Mercury

The rational part of the brain, the

indigestion and related problems while an excess of gall

tongue,

damages the stomach and the intestines.

power
Venus

hands,

feet,

locomotive

The sexual organs, kidneys, throat,
breasts

Mars also governs the left ear. The ears are linked to our

Sun

sense of equilibrium. Saturn, who rules the right ear is a

The heart and arteries, the sight and
eyes, the right eye of a man, the left

diurnal planet. He gives weight. Mars, on the other side is a

eye of a woman

nocturnal planet and rules action and movement. Equilibrium
is needed in order to move (Mars) in space within certain

Mars

The gall bladder, the left ear

boundaries (Saturn). The lack of equilibrium is experienced

Jupiter

The lungs, liver, ribs, sides, veins

as extremely difficult to handle as it results lack of orientation

Saturn

The spleen, bones, teeth, right ear.

and finally in falling down.
Table 2 Organs and planets
Many astrologers also associate the male genitals with Mars, while for others those are rules by Venus. 17 th
century astrologer and naturopath Nicolas Culpeper for example gives venereal diseases to Mars but not the
sexual organs.15 This is because Mars is the antagonist to Venus, who rules the sexual organs.
It's interesting to note that in classical literature, blood is not associated with Mars but with Jupiter. This might
find its logical explication that blood transports nourishment in every part of the body, it's hot, moist, not
aggressive but vital while Mars is dry and considered a malefic. This is why Mars might be associated with the
blood which is LEAVING the body after some injury and immediately dries outside of the body.
Mars is also associated with the olfactory sense, hints of that we can find in the Greek mythology: among the
animals associated with Ares (Mars) are wolfs and dogs, both famous for their excellent nose. Saunders also
associates the veins and the right nostril with Mars, an opinion which is not shared by Lilly or Culpeper.16

15
16

Culpeper, AJD, p.78
Richard Saunders, The astrological judgement and Practice of Physick, Astrology Classics, p. 47
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Mars in the signs
Besides the organs naturally ruled by Mars we have seen before, the planet also describes other organs depending
on the sign he is in.
The following table shows this concept more clearly.17
Table 3 Mars in the signs
Aries

Head

belly/back/bowels/small guts

Taurus

Neck/throat

reins/secrets/belly

Gemini

shoulders/arms/upper breast

secrets/stomach/ankles

Cancer

lower breast/heart

Thighs

Leo

heart/belly/stomach

thighs/knees

Virgo

belly/back/bowels/small guts

knees/lower legs

Libra

reins/secrets/belly

Feet

Scorpio

secrets/stomach/ankles

Head

Sagittarius Thighs

Neck/throat

Capricorn thighs/knees

shoulders/arms/upper breast

Aquarius

knees/lower legs

lower breast/heart

Pisces

Feet

heart/belly/stomach

The table shows that Mars in Aries, his diurnal domicile, represents the head. In the following sign (as here in
Taurus), Mars rules the neck and the throat. In Gemini he rules the shoulders and arms. This sequence proceeds
downwards, as mirrored in the zodiac man on the right, until the feet which Mars rules when he is in Pisces.
In the third column we see the parts of the body which Mars represents when counted from his nocturnal domicile
which is Scorpio, where Mars, as its lord, represents once again the head. Every planet always rules the head in
both of his domiciles. After this, the third column follows the same sequence as the second. In the last sign of
this sequence, Libra (the 12th sign from his domicile in Scorpio), Mars rules the feet. The same principle also
applies to the other planets, starting always with their domicile=head.
This principle exactly mirrors the association between signs and organs (graph 1): 1st house (domicile)=head,
12th house from domicile= feet.

17

Image: The Zodiac Man printed in the 15th century illustrated book by Duc de Berry, Les Trés Riches Heures,
Wikicommons
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Illnesses associated with Mars
The body falls ill principally for four reasons: deficit, exaggeration, indulgence or aggression.
Astrologically, deficits are associated with Saturn, exaggeration with Jupiter,18 indulgence with Venus while
aggressions are the domain of Mars. Indeed, Culpeper states that19
Truly in the nativity of some people, Jupiter is the killing planet and in the sickness of such sick persons Jupiter
will as soon kill as Saturn and Mars. Every planet must do his office.
However, the red planet was considered the one who brought plagues, epidemics and disasters, that's why finding
Mars in a prominent position in a decumbiture was generally interpreted as a bad augury. 20
Culpeper affirms that21
The bodies and aspects of Saturn and Mars are like mill stones to weight [the ill] to his grave.
In other words, Mars and Saturn weaken and leach out the body. In fact, the diseases described by Mars are short
but extremely acute, 22 due to the hot and dry nature of this planet as described before.
The afflictions symbolized by Mars are of his same nature. Since he rules metals and is considered violent, he
generally describes open wounds from cuttings, gunshots or similar. On the other hand, given his hot nature, he
rules fevers and inflammations. At this regards it is interesting to notice, that a synonym for the word “inflamed”,
at least in (US) English is angry23.
The planet is associated with the bile which comes up to the mouth when we become angry or the stomach hurts.
All expressions of rage are Martian. This includes the process of acidification in the body.
If we consume junk or frozen food or food otherwise denatured or eat habitually on the run, drink lots of coffee or
are crazy for sweets, the body overacidificates, which means that the natural acid-base balance of the body is out
of balance. If the toxins are not correctly eliminated from the body, they accumulate and can cause problems
inherent to digestion because too much gastric acids damage the stomach.

18

This includes, in my experience, also the “exaggeration” of tissues, in other words cells growing as or where they should
not, for example in tumours.
19
Nicholas Culpeper, AJP, p. 58
20
Every planet can be found as the ruler of the 6th house and thus describe an illness, not just the “malefics” Mars and
Saturn.
21

Culpeper, AJD, p. 69
Culpeper, AJD, p.91
23
http://dictionary.reference.com/
adjective, an·gri·er, an·gri·est expressing, caused by, or characterized by anger; wrathful: angry words. 3. Chiefly New
England and Midland U.S. inflamed, as a sore; exhibiting inflammation.
22
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Gastrointestinal diseases, ulcers, tumours of the stomach or the acidosis are phenomena easily associable with the
Martian principle since this planet rules the attractive faculty and in particular the astringent one.
Important nutritional factors are absorbed and the waste is prepared to be eliminated. When the attractive virtue is
disturbed, the body either eliminates erroneously precious substances or doesn't absorb enough of it.
Table 4 Diseases shown by Mars
Table 4 shows that the Marsian principle is always the same: an
epidemic, a wound or abscess and thus an inflammation of the tissue

Plague

underneath. The gout for example is a kind of acute and painful Stones in the
reins
inflammatory arthritis—a red, tender, hot, swollen joints,25 caused by
Wounds in the
crystal deposits of uric acid.
face
The association of Mars with burns is rather obvious, perhaps it is less Impostumations
for migraine. As we have seen, Aries as the first sign of the zodiac rules Burning fevers
the head. Since it is the domicile of Mars, headache is attributed to
Jaundice
Mars. He describes an acute, deafening and pulsing pain. Since he both
Carbuncles
rules Aries (head) and Scorpio (uterus), menstruation goes often hand
Fistulas
in hand with migraine.26
Epilepsies

Mars in nutrition
The Mars' principle can be found everywhere in our daily life, but
particularly in the kitchen: many foods need to be cooked before they
can be eaten, and this is already a Martian process, since Mars rules the

Stones in the
bladder
Scars
Small pox
Wounds caused by
iron
Shingles
Venereal diseases24
Dog's hunger
Pestilence
Megrim

Bloody flux

Pock hole

Calentures

Fire, hurts

S. Antony's fire

Shingles

Tertian fevers

Ulceration

fire/ heat which with the products are prepared. But there are many Redness of the
face
vegetables directly associated with Mars which we can use to stimulate
Migraine
the properties he rules.
Burns

Inflammation
Venereal diseases
Abscesses

On the one hand he is generally associated with vegetables which make Ringworm

Overflow of the gall

other food more digestible such as garlic or ginger but also with Blisters
vegetables which are difficult to digest, if not passed over the fire first, Frenzies

Gout

such as peppers.

27

Great thirst

Head, mad
distempers

We further find everything which is spicy, such as chillies and horse
radish. If we suffer from absence of appetite or slow digestion, we can help ourselves stimulating the Martian
principle, just consuming associated vegetables as listed in the table below.
24

The word “venereal diseases” explains very well, that the genitals are associated with Venus, while their affliction is
shown by her antagonist Mars. He afflicts Venus and causes a venereal disease
25
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gout
26
Culpeper, AJD, p. 94
27
In Italy we cook them over the fire to take away the indigestible peel
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Table 5 Humours and associated vegetables
Choleric (Mars)

Phlegmatic

Sanguine

Melancholic

(Moon/Venus)

(Jupiter)

(Saturn)

Onions

Green beans

Celery

Lentils

Garlic

Savoy cabbage

Carrots

Red beet

Chilli

Broccoli

Fennel

Spinach

Horse radish

Cauliflower

Chickpeas

Potatoes

Peppers

(water)Melon

Wheat

Sweet potatoes

Rocket

Lettuce

Beans

Eggplant

Radish

Salad

Nuts

Barley

Tomatoes

Endive

Ginkgo

Parsnip

Rhubarb

Pumpkin

Parsley

Dried fruit

Leek

Zucchini

Chestnuts

Meat

Mushrooms

Pistachio

The same is true if we suffer from phlegmatic excess, this is, when we accumulate too much water in the body or
when there is an excess of mucus, in those cases we can stimulate the antipathetic principle: The choleric humour
of Mars is opposite the phlegmatic humour of Moon/Venus and helps diminishing the latter. On the contrary, if
we suffer from dog' s hunger or other Martian afflictions, we can use the Venusian principle to calm them.
Mars often governs partially poisonous plants such as tomatoes; the fruits are edible, but a fabulous insecticide
and fungicide can be obtained from the leaves.
Martian vegetables (as well as herbs which we'll see later on), are generally recognizable by their pointed and
sharp dark green and sometimes hairy leaves or by their pungent smell. They love sunny places.
Most fruits are associated either with Venus or Jupiter, while meat, which requires a long time for digestion, is
ruled by Mars. Many diseases can be cured simply modifying the diet. Since thousands of years, traditional
eastern medicine first detoxicates, then analyses the problem and finally re-arranges the diet. Medicine comes into
play only afterwards.
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Preparing to read a decumbiture
In a decumbiture, the chart drawn for the moment a person feels so ill to lay in the bed, or alternatively for the
moment the astrologer/physician receives the urine of the sick,28 the illness is described by
3. the Lord of the AC
4. the 6th house
5. the lord of the 6th house
6. the planets in the AC or 6th house
7. Saturn and Mars for they naturally hurt the body, whatsoever the matter is.

Mars as the last Moon aspect: the why of the illness
Besides the significators of the illness analysed earlier in this article, the last separating Moon aspect provides
information about how the patient has fallen ill. The next aspect of the Moon describes the evolution of the
disease.
The 17th Century physician and astrologer Richard Saunders comes up with the concept of the “semen
morbificum”:
For the significators of the sick patient, take the Ascendant, his lord and the Moon and that planet or
planets, which by conjunction, square or opposition afflicts those places shall be the true morbificant
planets or significators of the disease, yet here it is to be noted that the principal effect herein is to be
referred to the planets that afflict the Lord of the Ascendant, next the Moon and lastly the Ascendant, for a
planet afflicting the Ascendant brings no notable detriment, except it be by conjunction (…) and although
the sextile aspect of Saturn and Mars do also bring swome distemperance to the sick, yet it is so small. That
it is not equivalent to a square of Jupiter or Venus and therefore not much to be regarded, for overmuch
scrupulosity in this art doth rather deviate a man from the true scope, than bring him ad Tramitem rectam.
29

If the Moon is separating from Mars, the reason of the illness comes either from some kind of rage which is now
reversed on the body or from an external aggression, e.g. a virus.

Diseases are caused either by sympathy or antipathy. 30
If the disease is in the gall bladder or in the left ear, Mars afflicts these organs by sympathy because he rules
them. All the other organs, if their rulers are afflicted by Mars are said to be caused by him by antipathy. The
same is true for all the other planets
28

Lilly, CA, p. 243
Richard Saunders, APJJ, p. 45
30
See Culpeper, AJP, p. 36, 77, 111
29
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Culpeper gives the example of Saturn in a disease linked to the bones or the spleen (which he both rules). If he
afflicts the 6th house or its ruler, the disease is caused by sympathy. If the disease is in the bones and Mars aspects
Saturn by a hard aspect, the disease is caused by antipathy since Mars does not rule the bones. Another example
is a problem with the uterus, ruled by Venus. If Mars afflicts Venus, the disease is ruled by Mars by antipathy.
The distinction between antipathy and sympathy is fundamental in the selection of the right medicine. If the organ
is ruled by Mars, the medicine must sympathise with Mars. Otherwise the remedy must sympathise with the organ
afflicted and thus be antipathic to Mars. This is what Hahnemann centuries later called similia similibus.31 Freely
translated as “cure the disease with what is similar to it”.

Curing the illness
After having individuated the illness and the semen morbificum, the appropriate medicine needs to be found.
Culpeper’s rules for choosing it were simple: 32 (the bold is mine)


Fortify the body with herbs of the nature of the ascendant, “tis no matter whether he be a fortune or an
unfortune in this case”



Let your medicine be something antipathetical to the lord of the 6th



Let your medicine be something of the sign ascending



If the lord of the 10th be strong, make use of his medicines



If this cannot well be, make use of the medicines of the light of the time (i.e. the Sun by day and the
Moon by night)



Be sure always to fortify the grieved part of the body by sympathetical remedies



Regard the heart, keep that upon wheels, because the Sun is the fountain of Life and therefore, those
universal remedies Aurum Potabile and the Philosophers Stone cure all diseases by only fortifying the
heart.

Thus, if the disease was in a Mars ruled organ, that organ had to be strengthened by sympathy, giving a Mars like
medicine in agreement with the AC ruler and the sect light (Sun or Moon).

Official Plants
The official plants associated with Mars have an astringent, heating and detoxifying effect. The table on the right
shows the most commonly known herbs.

31
32

Samuel Hahnemann, Organon der Heilkunst, 6. Auflage, Haug Verlag, 1958
Found in Graeme Tobyn, Culpeper’s Medicine, Appendix 2, Element Books 1997
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Table 6 Herbal medicine
Among the herbs shown in the table, basil is probably the most
commonly known, although few people know that it is not only tasty

Botanical name

English name

Urtica

Nettles

Ocimum Basilicum

Basil

Rubus

Brumble Bush

bust also carminative, diuretic and used as a stomachic, this is, basil
stimulates the appetite. Also, Estragon is well known, perfect in a
vinaigrette or to flavour meat, as well as chive in a salad.

The bitter wormwood liqueur can be drunken when the stomach hurts, Allium
schoenoprasum
rocket helps digestion, it's sufficient to eat some of the small leaves.

Chives

Garlic and onions stimulate the appetite. The onion juice mixed with Euphorbia

Devil's Milk

some honey is a very helpful remedy for a running nose or slimy cough. Artemisia dracunculus
This is a cure by antipathy: the onions help diminishing the phlegm, viz.
Sisymbrium sophia
the mucus in the bronchi. Try to believe! It's not that bad.
Gratiola Officinalis
Far less known in our days is the use of nettles, a plant which describes
Conium maculatum
perfectly the Martian principle: the leaves are very aggressive when

Estragon

touched, they burn the skin and stimulate in this way the blood Humulus Lupulus

Hops

circulation, but the same are very healthy when eaten. The young leaves Sinapis alba
can be eaten either cooked, like spinach or fresh in a salad. This use has

Mustard plant

been practically forgotten in our countries, but in Greece nettles are still

Pepperwort
(Dittander)

Lepidium Sativum

Flaxweed
Hedge Hyssop
Hemlock

commonly sold in the supermarket. Nettles contain seven times more
vitamin A than an orange and a great amount of magnesium. The plant

Pterocarpus santalinus Sandalwood

is also an excellent source of proteins. But most of all, nettles make a Convolvulus
very tasty tea. This is an old remedy for all problems linked to the scammonia

Scammony

urinary apparatus such as cystitis and stones. Furthermore it gives a both Carduus

Thistles

a strong insecticide and a fantastic fertilizer for plants which require a

Nicotiana tabacum

Tobacco

Artemisia absinthium

Wormwood

elevate support of nitrogen.
Nettles best describe the different qualities of Mars: it hurts, feeds and
cures.
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Information about the illness: Mars in the decumbiture
The following is a historical decumbiture concerning the state of health of a Gentlewoman, judged by 17 th century
astrologer/physician Richard Saunders for the moment he received her urine.33
Saunder's chart analysis is very short and he doesn't give any background information. Nevertheless, he does
report what the woman was suffering from. I will use the chart to show briefly how to interpret a decumbiture,
giving special attention to Mars’ rule in it.

Let's first see how to identify the sick woman in the chart. Saunders states:
For the significators of the sick patient take the AC, his lord and the Moon and those planets
which by conjunction, square or opposition afflict those places shall be the true morbificant
planets or significators of the disease.34

33
34

Richard Sunders, AJPP
Ibid, p. 45
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The woman here is described by the AC in Scorpio and its ruler Mars. He's in Leo, in a cadent house, slow and
peregrine. This describes the woman to be in a pretty bad shape: her health is seriously afflicted which is further
confirmed by the square the AC is receiving from Mars.
The Sun as a general significator of life strength in opposition to Saturn in the 6th confirms this.
Her co significator is Mercury, placed directly on her AC. He's the ruler of the 8th of death, accidentally strong but
lacking dignities and thus seriously afflicting the woman. He's received by the AC ruler which makes alarm bells
ring, even if the aspect is already separating. The Moon is exalted in Taurus in the 7 th house and leaving a nonreceived opposition with Mercury.
The fact that the aspect is separating and the Moon is exalted and angular, gives hope that she will survive her
illness.
The illness is shown by the 6th house ruler Mars. Mars in Leo symbolizes the heart/belly/stomach as well as
thighs/knees as shown in table 1.
He's positioned in the 9th house, which rules the belly35. He's in Leo, a fire sign and indicates a problem of the
astringent faculty.
Saturn is the co-ruler of the illness being in the 6th. Saturn in this house describes long and tedious diseases.36 He's
in Taurus and describes the heart, breast and belly. His position in the 6th indicates the lower belly and intestines.37
He thus confirms that the illness will be long and difficult to cure.
The Moon is in Taurus, an earth sign. She's opposed to Mercury in Scorpio, where this planet describes generally
the bowels, but Scorpio is especially linked to the genitals and the uterus.38 The retention faculty (Moon in earth)
blocks the phlegmatic (Mercury in water). Something cannot be correctly expelled.
Hence what we can see, that all the planets indicate a problem in the belly and Scorpio specifies the uterus. But
what is the matter?
We need to remember that Mars and Saturn are the semen morbificum, they cause the illness. Mars in a fire sign,
but cadent and week, describes the attractive virtue as limited. Mars is ruler of the 5 th which represents the liver.
The liver produces hormones, but this function is now disturbed (ruler cadent and peregrine). The deficit of
hormones causes too much phlegm in the uterus (Mercury in Scorpio), this is mucous membranes which are not
expelled (opposition Moon in an earth sign, viz. retentive faculty). The woman has her terms stopped.

35

Richard Saunders, AJPP, p.121
Lilly CA, p. 248
37
Lilly, CA, p. 53
38
Lilly CA, p. 97
36
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Furthermore, she might feel cold (Mercury in a water sign and her AC ruler afflicted by Saturn), and is full of
mucus in her throat (Mercury) and head (1st house). We further find Venus in her exile and in exact opposition to
Saturn. Venus describes the genitals and in Scorpio also the reins, Saturn describes obstructions, she might suffer
from stones in the kidneys.
Saunders doesn't mention which cure was given to the woman, but we can assume, that, since Mars (Life
strength) is in the bounds of Saturn who is cold and Saturn is in the 6 th house, the cure needs to be antipathetical
to Saturn and thus be of a warm and moist nature. It also needs to agree with the 1st house ruler.
Jupiter is the planet who will help. He is in the woman’s 2nd house of (physical) resources, Mars is going to trine
him and the Sun has just left a sextile to him
Culpeper’s thought at this regard is: 39
Planets are inimical one to the other, when their temperatures or qualities are opposites, and so Jupiter is
an enemy to Saturn, he being hot and moist and Saturn cold and dry.(..)

Tania Daniels, born in 1972 became interested in Astrology in 1998
and finished training in psychological astrology in 2002 at the Berlin
school of the German Astrology Association (DAV). In 2009 Tania
started studying a master’s course in Horary at the School of
Traditional Astrology (STA) with Deborah Houlding. In 2015 she
became involved in Hellenistic Astrology and is currently
completing her studies with Chris Brennan. She has also enrolled in
Robert Zoeller’s Medieval Astrology Course. Tania’s articles are
published in German, English and Italian in the main astrological
journals. She gives readings in Italian, German, English and Spanish. Her other interests are Ayurveda,
naturopathy and Past Life Regression Therapy. Tania has three children and lives in Italy near Perugia.
www.taniadaniels.com www.facebook.com/Klassische.Stundenastrologie

39

Culpeper, AJD, p. 36
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Greece: Archipelago of Dreams
Christina Rodenbeck

“In tempi come questi, la fuga è l’unico mezzo che rimane per mantenersi vìvi e continuare a sognare.
In times like these, escape is the only way to stay alive and continue dreaming.”

The Italian film Mediterraneo (1991), begins with this quotation from the work of the French thinker Henri
Laborit. The main action of the movie takes place on a Greek island during World War II. A troupe of Italian
soldiers is marooned there and they find themselves living in a beautiful bubble of peace and harmony in the
midst of war.
The Greek islands have that effect on the rest of us. For so many of us, they mean escape.
In May we start arriving, the Germans and the
Austrians, the Swedes, the odd Brit and the Danes;
by June the beaches are covered with bodies the
colour of toast. Then the charter flights come in to
Kos, Mykonos or Rhodes, Thessaloniki, Agios
Nikolaus, Kalata, bringing their loads of pale
northerners here for two weeks of ouzo, olives and
sun to return home brown (or hog pink), rested,
revived and filled with the pure magical light of
Greece.
Mamma Mia: the effect of Greece on foreigners is legendary

How is it that, ravaged every summer by the depredations of mass tourism, Greece is still so very lovely? The
hills smell of wild thyme, the sea is the colour of heaven and the lovely lisping language of Sappho (sort of) lilts
on the soft Adriatic zephyr. Hellas – where Europe comes to dream.
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Oh alas – thou art sick, sweet Greece. Here is the sea where myths were born and the mountains from which the
gods look down; here modern nationalism claimed its first victory and Byron died; here islands fill every spring,
summer, autumn with people on leave from real life, inhabiting the dream of Greece. Knowingly or not, arguably
perhaps, Greek ideas are at the core of Europe; at the centre of European identity.
“The isles of Greece! The isles of Greece!
Where burning Sappho loved and sung,
Where grew the arts of war and peace,—
Where Delos rose and Phoebus sprung!
Eternal summer gilds them yet,
But all, except their sun, is set.”
From a much longer poem by Lord Byron. He was writing about Greek independence but you could apply the setting
sun image to the Greek economy.

Greece is much more than a country; it is an idea, a dream. At the same time, of course, it is a real place,
brought to its knees by bad governance. What is astrological story?
In 2011 Pluto, the destroyer, made a conjunction to Greece’s natal Uranus-Neptune, romantic revolution — and
we saw the country tumble into crisis.
Greece’s battle to throw off the Ottoman yoke (1821-29) ignited the imaginations of revolutionaries, artists,
philosophers and even statesmen and women across Europe in the 19th century. There could be no stronger
planetary signature for this than Uranus-Neptune (1 minute apart) in Capricorn, the sign of the big state (Ottoman
Empire). Here is our dream (Neptune) with the Sagittarius Moon applying and aspecting every other planet in the
chart. (I wish I had a time for this chart.)
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Back in 2011, transiting Uranus, revolution, sat right on Greece’s natal Sun, Mercury, Jupiter, Chiron knot in
early Aries. Greece was the first country to establish a nationalist government in the Balkans, hence the
pioneering Aries.
That Pluto-Uranus square punched Greece straight in the chops. The Uranus-Pluto square hits this chart exactly –
and the opposition from transiting Saturn, that caller-in of old debts, made the energy even harsher. This square
carries on and on what’s more. In 2015, Uranus sat on Greece’s natal Saturn (which represents structure) and
Pluto squared it. The country was in dire economic straits.
In 2011, I wrote this about those coming aspects: “This is very, very serious for Greece. And I think it will lead to
a complete re-invention of the state, and the journey may be pretty rocky.
Greece’s finances have always been dodgy. Corruption is a serious, endemic problem. You can’t run a democracy
effectively if the judiciary is corruptible. Greece’s Saturn needs a good shake up, so the astrological advice is go
with change, initiate change, go with Uranus, because if you don’t Pluto will slap you in the face.”
And so, over the coming years it transpired, as the Greece and her people suffered terrible austerity.
So where’s Venus? She is money in a national chart.

Natally she is squeezed between belligerent Mars and Pluto, which certainly speaks of skulduggery, especially in
Pisces, which in its less wholesome manifestations is underhanded and has a real problem with boundaries.
Whose money is it anyway? Is your money my money?
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Of course, Venus and Pluto in Pisces also show how Greece’s wealth comes from the sea: shipping and tourism.
Pluto suggests the possibility of great wealth in fact. We see vast wealth concentrated in the hands of plutocrats
who will fight to keep it.
Greece’s massive stellium starts in the collective soup of Pisces and bursts forth into the sign of beginnings,
Aries. It’s as if the dreams that have been floating around in Pisces were made manifest in a surge of Aries
energy, to use an image from another culture, it’s like the churning of the sea of milk at the beginning of the
world in Hindu mythology or from Greek mythology, like the bull from the sea ridden by Europa.
This year, 2018, stolid Saturn transits that spot so fatally hit by Pluto in 2011, and Uranus finally moves out of
Aries. It looks as if Greece may finally be stabilising, but there is still a price to pay. During Saturn’s transit
through Sagittarius, Greece’s Moon (her people) suffered terribly under austerity.
This summer and again next year, Greece will also have a Chiron Return. As the country hit most brutally by the
eurozone crisis of the Uranus-Pluto square, it has the most to heal. Indeed, Greece was in some senses
scapegoated by the rest of Europe as Uranus went over that Chiron, a classic Chronic event.
Greece still needs to rid deal with it’s plutocrats, of course, but now we understand better that countries across the
globe have a similar problem. It was an illusion that scapegoating Greece would fix anything.

*** Note on the chart. As you probably know already, there are quite a
few possible charts for Greece – see Nick Campion’s famous book. The
most recent chart is the one for the republic, re-established in 1974,
when the fascist generals were finally ousted and democracy
established. This is the chart I would naturally turn to, but in the case
of Greece, there is no doubt in my mind that the establishment of the
nation in the 19th century is the birth of modern Greece. Then the
question is, which date to choose? Unsurprisingly, modern Greece was
born in a swirl of misty myth and there are quite a few dates to choose
from, but we are dealing in stories here and the story of the revolution
is that Archbishop Germanus blessed the Greek flag on 25 March,
1821 sparking the war of independence against the Ottomans. (When
we cast the chart of the USA, we generally use 4 July, right. This is the
same thing.) I think when you look at the transits you’ll agree that this
is the chart. If anyone has an exact time, I’d like to know.)
Europa rides the bull from the
sea in a fresco from Pompeii

Christina Rodenbeck runs a busy astrological practice from her parlour, writes
one of the web’s most widely read astrology sites The Oxford Astrologer,
keeps two cats, two daughters and a long-cherished partner amused — and
when it all becomes too much, she retires to paint in her garden shed.
oxfordastrology@gmail.com
www.oxfordastrologer.com
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Italy, Spain, Astrology, Pizza!
Jessica Adams

Photo Carissa Gan

On 18th February 1861, Victor Emmanuel assembled the deputies of the first Italian Parliament in Turin. He
didn’t know it, but he was creating a horoscope for Italy. A horoscope that in 2018 and 2019, looks like a pizza.
Astrologers who work with planets like Mercury, Venus, Mars and the rest may also not be aware of it, the whole
time – but those symbols are Italian. Our astrology actually comes to us in a straight line from Emperor Augustus,
who was deeply into the zodiac. Maybe it’s no surprise that the horoscope for Italy is so powerful. But – the
cycles of time say – this is going to be messy.
One of the reasons for this, as we’ll see in a moment, is that Spain and Italy have strangely similar birth charts.
And fate has decided that 2018, 2019 is the moment that both will be cooked. Expect a lot of heat as Italy and
Spain decide if they are going to stay in the E.U. kitchen.
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Italy and Her Astrology Chart – Mama Mia!
I was recently on Twitter talking about the chart set for Italy’s birth moment, with other astrologers like my friend
Kate and Mr. Capricorn Research – when something became strangely clear. Italy is tied to Spain. And this is a
Euro crossroads.
This chart above, is from the Astrology Research Twitter feed @CapricornResearch, and I find it really
interesting, because it shows how different astrology techniques can say the same thing. I don’t use this house
system. I would never use a chart without asteroids, for example – but this is the same story about a currency
crisis in Italy – told from a different angle.
This is something that really works well with horoscopes – it’s like second or third opinions from doctors – if you
drill down into two or three different techniques but get the same result, you’re seeing something major. Like a
horoscope that heats up and gets seriously messy, just like pizza. (The stargazer Debbi Kempton-Smith often
compared astrological charts to pizza, too).
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Uranus in Taurus, Italy and Spain
What you’re looking for in the horoscope at the top of this page, if you’re hunting for a Euro or European Union
crisis, is Taurus or Scorpio, the finance signs. Always go straight to the bull and the scorpion. In the Natural
House system, this is the Second House or Eighth House.
In this chart for Italy you will see Taurus the Bull (gold bullion, bull markets) straight away, tenanted by Mars at
0 Taurus and Pluto at 7 Taurus. That’s a real concern for astrologers. Why? Uranus (the revolution) is sitting on 0
Taurus right now, on Tuesday 29th May 2018. That has not happened since 1934.
Uranus moves backwards and forwards through Taurus, taking Italy from a white-hot moment in May, June 2018
into the first part of 2019. So this is not just about a panic on May 29th. This is about many months of radical
change. Uranus crosses from 0 Taurus to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and then onto 7 degrees in quite a short space of time,
where he will conjunct, or sit on, Italy’s Pluto.
As readers will know, I used a few different astrology techniques to predict that England would leave the
European Union (three years ago) and also, more dramatically, that the end of the Euro would come. I did this
three years ago, with my eyes on Greece, but it’s now abundantly clear that this 2018-2019 story is also about
Italy and Spain. You’d have to say that the usual umbrella that shields and protects Italy is wobbling in a storm.
Before we all start throwing our umbrellas in the bin, though, there is
an answer. In fact, with Uranus, there is always an answer no matter
how wild and stormy the climate becomes. That answer is the
replacement of the Euro with one-world cryptocurrency. This may
sound like the last kind of thing anyone could expect or even accept in
Italy, with all her tradition – but it’s coming. Uranus is about invention,
innovation, anything powered by electricity (like cryptocurrency),
shock, change, awakening, freedom, liberation, excitement.
If you work with the idea that we are on day one of a seven year cycle,
and that Uranus only just got to 0 Taurus, you can see why Italy is now
taking her very first step towards nothing short of a jaw-dropping,
complete change in her economy.
What’s the other clue here? I’m sure you know Aquarius is about
groups. It’s about the community. You can see the Sun at 29 Aquarius
in this chart. That’s the Italy we know, this century. She’s all about
those groups of gondoliers in Venice. Italy’s Aquarian Sun is also about her place within the European Union –
her economic community. She’s also very much identified with her famous football teams (more groups) and her
wartime liberation friends and allies, the Americans. Italy is also very much about the worldwide Catholic
community of churches. Aquarius itself is an old Italian word. It means ‘the water-bearer’ and this was in fact the
job of those who supplied the famous communal baths of Ancient Rome.
We will see Uranus (again, the revolution) go to 29 Aries for the very last time this century, as we cross from
2018 to 2019. We are also going to see Jupiter (opportunity) move to 29 Scorpio (banks, cryptocurrency,
sharemarkets) as Italy looks forward to Christmas and New Year 2019. That is a massive moment of truth for
Italy.
When we see Jupiter and Saturn move into Aquarius, her sign, from Christmas 2020 and then Pluto into Aquarius
from 2023, Italy will deconstruct her place in the European Union and Europe – and with America. This cycle can
only happen every 240+ years and slowly but surely it is coming her way. Spain is one of those friends.
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The Astrology Chart for Spain and the Italian Connection
I mentioned before how astrology works with different techniques, which say the same or similar things. This is
the case with these two horoscopes for Spain. Again, one is from Astrology Research UK and the other one is
from the seriously popular horoscope website Astrology Weekly. (You can also see these same charts on my
Pinterest page).
The chart for Spain (top) is set for Saturday 22nd November 1975, when she incarnated in her modern form. That
gives her the Sun in Scorpio. There is also another chart! You can see it below. This makes her an Aquarian, like
her E.U. friend Italy.
I am sometimes asked if two or three charts for a country can be ‘right’ and although this sounds like a wishywashy and confusing answer – it’s quite true. Every chart shows a different stage in the country’s history and
every chart will work. You can see why Spain is all about sex and money (Scorpio) since the mid-1970’s. It’s also
very much about death and taxes, which are the other Scorpio concerns. Yet – she is also Aquarian, in the sense
that like Italy she depends so much on her famous football teams – and her friendships within Europe.

What we are looking for here, again, is Scorpio and Taurus signatures. In the top chart you will see the Sun at 29
Scorpio. Out of interest, you can also see Mars at 0 Cancer, the sign of patriotism. In the bottom chart there is no
real action across 29, 0 Scorpio or Taurus – but there most certainly is at 0, 1 Sagittarius and again at 0 Aquarius.
Taking the zodiac signs apart here, what we end up with is a picture of ‘two Spains’ old and modern, both of
which are about to experience the revolution (Uranus) as he crosses 29 Aries for the last time, by early 2019, and
then goes back and forth in the early degrees of Taurus (the world economy) at 0 and 1 degrees.
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You probably know that Sagittarius rules foreign places and people and we’ve already discussed Aquarius and its
connection with groups, friends, teams and the community. You really don’t have to be Sherlock to work this one
out. This is a firestorm for the European Union and the Euro and again – once Jupiter and Saturn go into Aquarius
at Christmas 2020 and Pluto goes into that sign from 2023 – we are talking about the end of what used to be the
E.U. back in the 20th century. Why? Cryptocurrency!

Jessica Adams is the author of Essential Astrology for
Women (Harper Collins) and her weekly horoscopes appear
in Cosmopolitan. The Smith-Waite Centennial Deck by
Pamela Colman Smith is available from The Book
Depository online. Visit jessicaadams.com.
www.jessicaadams.com
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Poppies and Cornflowers
Chiron in Aries
Melanie Reinhart

On April 17th 2018 at 08.09 GMT, Chiron will enter Aries. It will re-enter Pisces between September 26th 2018
and February 18th 2019, when it re-enters Aries and stays there until 2026, reaching Aphelion (furthest point
from the Sun) on May 27th, 2021.

A reverie follows, on the theme of Chiron in Aries …
The sign of Aries begins the twelve-fold cycle of the signs of the zodiac, representing the flaming forth of the
individual sense of “I”, the pure flame of Being, before it becomes embedded in family, relationships, or career. It
is the power of pure Yang, the masculine principle of ‘going forth’, fertilising, inspiring, initiating, bringing
confidence and optimism. Chiron in Aries points us inward, towards this sacred fire which warms, heals and
enlightens. The nature of Aries demonstrates the qualities of leadership, courage, straight-forwardness, lack of
holding grudges, good humour, innocence and protectiveness towards those who are less fortunate. The shadow
of Aries is more aggressive and over-reactive, demonstrating the ego-driven qualities of haste, speed, willfullness,
disregard for others’ feelings, mindless action, agitation and so on. Aries is ‘The Warrior’. With Chiron there,
what kind of warrior is this? A 'Wounded Warrior'?
Often where Chiron is placed things seemingly ‘don’t work so well’, and thus we are directed towards the inner
qualities represented by its house and sign. Here, in Aries, we might not feel like a ‘Warrior’. Indeed we may be
uncomfortably aware of a sense of vulnerability, hesitancy, lack of confidence and timidity about decisions and
taking action. But this is not The Truth of who we are … rather, it is part of the process of re-directing our
energies towards the depth of our own Being.
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So in a very real way, these qualities we might be uncomfortable with are the precise means by which we
emmbrace the positive qualities of Aries without being driven along mindlessly by its fiery initiatives! And
moving towards the future, not by being adversarial and engaging in compulsive and futile battles, but by the
clear focus released by honouring those who came before us. Re-membering.
The picture above shows a field of poppies and cornflowers, which do often appear togeher 'in the wild'. The
poppy has come to be the emblem of World War I, representing the hundreds of thousands of fallen soldiers who
lie in the Earth, from whom the blood-red poppies spring forth.. Not only as eulogised in the poem “In Flanders
Fields” written by Canadian physician John McCrae in 1915, but everywhere ... the entire planet Earth is replete
with the remains of the dead. Bones, ashes … and the debris of so many wars: ancient, recent and current. See
“Landscapes at War” for documentation of some poignant reminders of this, in Europe.

The flower of Chiron!
And the blue cornflower ... (1) (CENTAUREA CYANUS!)
In ancient herbal medicine practice, this flower was used to heal eye conditions. A lovely pun here: "EYE" = "I"!! Soothing tired eyes,
burning eyes. See how the flower looks like a clear blue eye, looking at you ... It was said to have been found in the tomb of Tutankhamun,
and in folk lore is associated both with the fragility of our mortality, and also with resurrection. One of its common names is 'Hurtsickle',
reminding us of Chiron's father, Kronos (Saturn) whose insignia is the sickle. This plant would blunt the blade of sickles ...

This flower was also said to have been used to
heal the wounds of war sustained by the various
heroes in Greek mythology, and also ... to have
been used by Chiron! So the blue eye of healing
vision cures the wounds of Mars. Indeed, while
Chiron was in Pisces, there was an increase of
awareness surfacing about the incredible degree
of damage suffered by individual soldiers in 'the
theatre of war', to use a sickening contemporary
phrase for activities like battle, massacre,
insurgency, and so on. Even if a soldier returns
from war without major physical injury, the
psychological and spiritual damage may le(1aave
him or her with chronic PTSD, leading to further
afflictions: violence, chronic illness, depression
and/or drug addiction for example. But survivors
are beginning to speak out about the reality of
what happens when ideology 'hits the ground'. See here for the work of UK war veteran Ben Griffin. Also here
and here. And search his name on YouTube. (1a)
The headlong rush of Aries is sometimes a flight from the past, a fear of being ‘re-absorbed’ into the matrix from
which escape is sought. This fear can generate violence, should anyone get in the way of the dragon-fight we may
be engaged in, and which we feel we must win … or else become extinct. A compulsive adrenally-charged autoresponse can also be a form of avoidance. Avoidance of the truth, of our vulnerability, our unresolutions and
failures. Wanting eternally to 'move on'. But the power of Chiron in Aries is the capacity to allow the purifying
fire and the sword of insight to open us inwardly to a deeper understanding … the flame that leaps beyond the
safety of the false, the known and the familial, the tangle of ancestral stories, the numbing influence of the status
quo, the collective opinions, the ‘politically correct’ ...
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Then we are offered opportunities to take action in a truly individual way. Not driven by compulsion or agitation,
the mature Aries realm is one of inspired action, un-premeditated, perfect and spontaneous, but totally situationappropriate. This excellence is not cultivated by conformity, but by deeply protecting and releasing the flame of
Being. And this cannot be contrived or ‘done to order’. It is the divine gift of being in the right place at the right
time, in selfless action which has great power to turn situations around, transform negative energies and initiate
new trajectories of action.
This is perhaps one of the tasks of the Warrior who is Chiron in Aries: to work tirelessly, honouring and guarding
the flame of the inner Being. To make space for this, we may need to restrain or re-train the raw Aries energy, by
turning within. Here, we can reflect on the fact that Mars, ruler of Aries, has its exaltation in the sign of
Capricorn. This situation is exquisitely portrayed in the image below, where the Warrior faces inward, his back
turned to the outer world, facing towards a Buddha figure who weeps ruby tears. See the astrological symbolism
...

"Ruby" (1993) by Linda Garland. Oil on Board. Used with kind permission.
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In the ancient Egyptian zodiac, Aries acquired the title “Lord of the Head”. Aries is ruled by Mars, but the Sun,
associated with the heart, is exalted in this sign. So we are drawn by the “Lord of the Head” to the eternal flame
of the heart-being. The heart chakra is in the centre or pivot of the chakra sequence, connecting ‘above and
below’, just as the Sun is in the centre of the Solar System, its radiance reaching out in all directions.
The ancient Babylonians associated Aries with Dumuzi, the shepherd and beloved of Inanna a goddess
embodying Venus, the planet exalted in Pisces, the previous sign to Aries from which it derives, so to speak. In
early iconography of the constellations, Aries is seen portrayed as a seated ram, with an almost lamb-like
demeanour. (2) We can associate this ram with the “Lamb of God, who taketh away the sins of the world …”(3)
The “Lamb of God” is Jesus, son/Sun of God.(4)

Similarly, following the symbolism of the Sun as the primary circle in the planetary glyphs, the symbol of Pisces
can be derived from a three-fold Vesica Pisces, as beautifully shown in the work of Denis Klocek.(5) The symbol
of Aries can be seen in two circles, meeting at their tangent. So instead of ‘going off at a tangent’ as the energy of
raw Aries may tend to do, here we have the poignancy of the ‘one’ seeking for – but also touching – the ‘Other’.
Re-finding this sacred connection is perhaps the fundamental thrust of the powerful energy of Aries.
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The symbol for Aries can also be seen as a water-spout gushing up from the sea, or the spray from the blow-hole
of a whale's breath … Pisces to Aries ...

"Gray Whale Blowing" by Steve Swartz (6)

With the vulnerabilities, longings and fears of Chiron in Aries, we might at times feel nothing like a hero or a
warrior! However, its gift is the courage and boldness to warmly and willingly embrace whatever enters the field
of our inner awareness enabling the sword of insight, the flame of creativity and the power of right action to shine
forth from our luminous core.
This Chiron is the ‘Warrior of the Spirit’, where the inner heroic adventure is about piercing through our illusions,
cutting down falsehoods, breaking apart old patterns and releasing the darkness of judgemental and adversarial
habits. The clouds which obscure the Sun of our True Being are dispersed, and our inexhaustible vitality and
radiance is revealed.

May we share it for the good of all beings …
____________________________________________________
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ENDNOTES
1.

By Photograph taken by and (c)2007 Johnathan J. Stegeman
(http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/fdl-1.2.html)], from Wikimedia Commons.

(Midimacman)

[GFDL

1.2

1a. Birth data for Ben Griffin is unknown, but he was born in 1977. If he was born early in the year, he has Chiron in Aries.
2. Constellation of Aries in ‘Uranometria’ (1603) by Johann Bayer. Picture courtesy of the Linda Hall Library of Science,
Engineering and Technology, Kansas City, MO.
3. John 1:29
4. See ‘The Gospel and the Zodiac’ (2007) by the Reverend Bill Darlison. Duckworth Overlook, London and ‘Christ and the
Cosmos’ (1985) by Gordon Strachan. Labarum Publications, Edinburgh.
5. https:/dennisklocek.com/glyphs-zodiac/
6.. http:/www.marysrosaries.com/collaboration/index.php?title=File:Gray_whale_blowing_1722.jpg
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Number, Color & Sound
The Basis for the Universe
Marguerite dar Boggia

For millions of years, the Spiritual Guides of the Race have
watched over humanity. They are our Elder Brothers. They
have gone through the experiences of love, hatred,
selfishness and greed, aggression and misery; and have
become perfected Men. This is our destiny also.
Today when they glance at the auras of humanity, they are
delighted that universal education has and is developing the
lower mind, called the intellect. That is when more of the
ageless wisdom teachings are given to humanity by advanced
Disciples.
One of the greatest recent Disciples of the Masters was
Madame H.P. Blavatsky. Her picture is included above. She
was born in Russia in 1831 and died in 1891. She studied in
Tibet with the Masters. Here is what she says in "Collected
Writings"1:
"Esoteric Science teaches that every SOUND in the visible
world awakens its corresponding sound in the invisible
realms, and arouses to action some force or other on the
occult side of nature. Moreover, every sound corresponds
to a color and a number (a potency spiritual, psychic or physical) and to a sensation on some plane. All these
find an echo in every one of the so far developed elements and even on the terrestrial plane, in the LIVES that
swarm the terrene atmosphere, thus prompting them to action."
Walt Disney, who produced the motion picture "Fantasia" proved to us that specific colors are emitted from the
various musical instruments. Every atom, whether mineral, human, solar or galactic, has a keynote, a particular
sound, a color, and a rate of vibration; because at the heart of every atom is a LIFE, a spark of the BOUNDLESS
ALL, that is seeking expression through its vehicles, to wit: the atoms in all seven kingdoms, including the
Kingdom of Deity.2
As the consciousness expands, and through purity in the life, through study, meditation and service, the rate of
vibration of the cells in the physical and the various SUBTLE bodies increase. The keynote and color become
more continually refined until eventually UNION with the Divine Self is attained in a more adequate body.
Consciousness is INFINITE. There is no end to development even for the Gods.
Pythagoras claimed that numbers are the basis of the universe. The Science of numbers is in reality the science of
color and sound.3 The Law of Vibration will gradually be more and more understood. . . .It will find its basic
expression and its familiar terminology in those of color and sound.4 The WORLDS are the effect of sound. 5
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The Masters have given us sacred words and sounds which when intoned on the right key, change the rate of
vibration and establishes harmony. When I attended the New York City Lodge of the Rosicrucian Order,
AMORC, certain sacred vowel sounds were uttered by the group to change the rate of vibration not only of the
members, but to invoke the help and blessings of the unseen lives, known as devas. (The Church refers to them as
angels). One of the vowel sounds was RA - MA (pronounced Rah Mah) intoned on the note of A natural above
middle C. There were other vowel sounds, which I am not at liberty to mention.
The most famous sacred Word is the word "AUM". This is what Madame Blavatsky has to say about AUM in
Collected Writings.6
"The word Aum or Om, which corresponds to the upper triangle, (the threefold divine Soul) if pronounced by a
very holy and pure man, will draw out or awaken not only the less exalted potencies residing in the planetary
spaces and elements, but even his Higher Self, or the "Father" within him. Pronounced by an averagely good
man, in the correct way, it will strengthen him morally, especially if between two "Aums" he meditates intently
on the Aum within him, concentrating all his attention upon the ineffable glory. But woe to the man who
pronounced it after the commission of some far-reaching sin (or from anger): he will thereby only attract to his
own impure photosphere invisible presences and forces which could not otherwise break through the divine
envelope. All the members of the Esoteric School, if earnest in their endeavor to learn, are invited to pronounce
the divine word before going to sleep and the first thing upon awakening. The right accent, however, should be
first obtained from one of the officers of the E.S.T. (Esoteric Section of Theosophy)."
The following is from Madame Blavatsky, taken from the magazine "The Theosophist" and reprinted in A
Treatise on Cosmic Fire on Page 448.7
"They have in Indian ancient system of psychical teaching called Yoga, in which the recitation of certain
mantrams, or verses of Sanskrit, is prescribed. Especially important is said to be the way in which the mystical
syllable Om, or Aum, is pronounced. Learned Brahmans tell me, that the illimitable psychic potentiality of the
Sanskrit charms, or mantrams is only drawn out by the adoption of a certain very accurate rule of pronunciation
(swara). They say that by formulating the words correctly a vibration is set upon the akaz, or that part of the ether
of space which enwraps our globe, which makes man the master over all the spirit denizens or ethereal body of
the man himself, purifying its grossness, stimulating its psychic powers out of the normal state of latency, and
gradually fortifying them up to the point of mastery over nature's finer forces.
"The primal single sound (AUM or OM) is the highest uttered word of power and knowledge. It is verily as
Brahman itself. The regulation of the breath is the chiefest tapas-discipline. Higher than the Savitri is no mantra.
Higher than silence is truth. . . .
"By repeated dwelling on their significance, and tuning his desire and modeling his thought to that significance,
the seeker after Brahman shall, without fail, attain all perfection, whether he discharge any other duty or not; for
the very name of the Brahmana is 'the friend of All creatures' (and the Gayatri is the prayer for the blessing of all
creatures by our radiant Father in Heaven, the Sun)."
The Forces of Darkness invoke the Mantrams to command the invisible lives to do their will for their own
SELFISH purposes; but Masters and Adepts work with the Soul of these lives to serve and to benefit the
evolution of humanity.
In the documentary film "THRIVE"8 (produced by Foster Gamble and his wife), when sound created a vortex in
the sand, I realized that, that may be how the world is created. When a Master wants to manifest his
VISUALIZATION, he sounds the sacred Word or Mantram which creates a VORTEX in space, galvanizing the
invisible lives to make manifest his thought-form and visualization. Dr. Dewey Larson believes that the entire
universe is formed by MOTION9.
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Not everyone is ready to expand his consciousness. Sometimes it takes an accident, or a divorce or some crisis in
the life, before one realizes that the Soul is frustrated. My way of service is to send online three pages weekly of
the Ageless Wisdom Teachings as was known by Pythagoras and Plato, FREE of any charge, to any and all
who wish to know more about, good health, their subtle bodies, the Causal body for the Soul, when they are on
the reverse wheel of the zodiac, how man relates to the solar system, the nature of Energy and much more.
∆∆∆
Marguerite dar Boggia formerly served as Membership Secretary for ISAR, the
International Society for Astrological Research. She was past Secretary and Director of
ISAR and Publisher of Kosmos, the ISAR journal. She was a co-founder of UAC and its
past Secretary and Director. Her goal is to serve humanity and the spiritual Hierarchy of
our planet. To that end, she offers free, online, three pages weekly of the Esoteric
Teachings as was known by Pythagoras. It prepares us for discipleship. To receive
these studies, she can be contacted at her website which she created at the age of 90:
www.FreePythagorasTeachings.com
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I PAY HOMAGE TO YOU GODDESS SARASVATHI DEVI

Introduction
...We are like islands in the sea, separate on the surface but connected in the deep.
William James
Astrology is a symbolic and technical art which, by means of calculations, illustrations and analogies, indicates
the connection of the Skies and the Earth in cosmic and individual space-time. The processes which evolve
through astrological training encourage the perception, the analysis and an understanding of the changes in the
life, especially those which help us to adopt conscious attitudes towards ourselves, the environment, society, the
planet and the Cosmos.
Obviously, these goals are also shared with scientific, social and religious disciplines; as well as with nonscientific and non-religious disciplines which have been guiding humanity since ancient times. There are several
typologies of rationality, numerous religious models and many paths, including the lay ones, towards knowledge.
A fertile attitude towards research will consider a plurality of theories, including those which are furthest in time
and space. For example, the discoveries and the hypotheses of modern physics demand a place in the planetary
cultural heritage, in the same way that the Copernican Revolution permeated the Renaissance culture.
Often, that which is not markedly scientific or traditionally religious or culturally familiar, especially if it
detaches itself from the standards of the dominant organisations, upsets the homeostatic process of some people.
On the other hand, affinities confirm and satisfy, while diversities transform and throw into crisis. The human
being often resists change, fearing the transformation of what has been consolidated: he does not want to lose
what he has acquired with great effort. He therefore refuses the unknown concepts which could annihilate the
beliefs or the mental routines which have been followed for years and which are therefore reassuring: the stronger
the refusal, the more hostile, and in some cases more dangerous, they appear to him.
This resistance to change, if pushed to extremes, could create a fundamentalist mentality, determined never to
change an idea and to entrench itself stubbornly behind its own convictions. Yet crossing the frontiers of new
knowledge and assimilating novel information does not weaken one's roots; it merely strengthens and enriches
them, while the cultural mould resonates in the background as a source of security.
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Similarly, once their validity has been accepted and assimilated, the differences no longer enter into conflict with
the human tendency to hold on to soothing situations in order to preserve the so-called "steady-state", (the state
which has been reached). The meaning of the term difference (from the Latin dif-fero, 'to spread', 'to scatter')
implies the idea of plurality. Today, the new sciences and psychology place a focus upon the study of the
harmony between differences, between diversity and unity. For some time now, something has been moving in
that direction, as, for example, the research on the synchronicity of some events which are not comprehensible in
psychological or physical terms, and which are therefore catalogued as "phenomena of isochronicity in the space
of events".1
With the passing of time and with the emerging changes, the desire to promote a reflection on human diversities
and to weave the threads of possible social languages gets stronger and stronger. In fact, opening ourselves up to a
new discipline is like creating our own way of expressing ourselves according to a rhythm in which the mind,
even though it does not lose its original language, harmonises with a new language and with its intrinsic culture.
Amongst the vast number of languages to be studied in more depth, the astrological one also allows for the
exploration of a mine which is rich in both old and new knowledge. Obviously, practising Astrology does not
mean renouncing science or losing one's rationality; not least because it is a study which requires logic and
method as well as an analogical ability. Astrology is not a faith, nor a confessional choice, nor an essential or
salvific practice; but as an evolutionary tool (amongst a thousand others) it can constitute a further opportunity for
those who wish to get to know and to apply it.
Strangely enough, even though it is as ancient as time and space, and even though it is practised in every country
on our planet, this discipline, which is transversal to many others, lives and expands in a niche dimension on the
edge of the marginal, and in fact it is often oppressed by real and proper marginalising actions. Or, at least, that is
the case here in Italy. Just to give one simple example: it has often happened that, for the publication of my
curriculum in academic circles, I have been asked not to mention the part regarding my astrological training.
Some people associate Astrology with superstition, regarding it as an anachronistic affectation, a primitive
reverberation suitable for naive people. I totally share these considerations but only with regard to the Astrology
surrogate popularised by the media. I should like to invite whoever wishes to broaden their horizons by
experiencing the astrological thought process; but at the same time, I should like to ask that whoever knows this
discipline does not trivialise it.

I. Interculture and the enhancement of diversities, the founding principles of Astrology
Why are we here? It's a question that has troubled philosophers, theologians and those who've had one drink too
many; but theoretical physicists have a more essentialist way of asking the question: why is there anything here at
all?
Geoff Brumfiel, 2006
The ancient origin-questions which have intrigued human beings since the beginning of time, continue to spread
and multiply.
Who are we? What are we? How are we? Where are we? Where do we come from? Where are we going? How
and why do we change?
To know how to "think in complexity" increases the questions; it breaks them up into a thousand other questions,
but it helps to discover the harmony between mental processes, whether these be collective or individual.
According to the Italian mathematician of the last century, Luigi Fantappiè,2 the entire universe will move
towards an ever greater richness of syntropic phenomena resulting in a wealth of differentiations. Irwin Laszlo
states that the comprehensive whole of the matter in space-time influences the behaviour of each "quantum", of
each atom and of each organism. The same human brain is intimately connected to its environment and to the
reality of its composite.3
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With his "Networks science" Buchanan affirms that personal relationships, the human brain, viruses,
communications and transport all act by means of complex networks controlled by principles, which are not
visible but which are common to all aspects of reality, making interpretation easier than one could have
imagined.4 According to Gregory Bateson, the pattern which connects is a cybernetic concept of unity and
interaction between the various objective realities of existence which, although they seem to be separate and
independent, reveal a deep computer-like reciprocity, as if nature possesses a kind of mental network in its living
totality. I hope to have the chance to study these theories in more depth by analysing their possible parallels with
the astrological way of thinking and with some Eastern disciplines; at the moment, I can only point them out as
elements of transversality with the theme being dealt with in this paper.
Cross-culture embraces all sciences and all schools of thought, and it goes even further, asking that sources of a
different origin be welcomed. Today's discoveries do not trivialise the ancient theories; on the contrary, each
period of time is deeply rooted in the previous one, containing it and surpassing it, but not eliminating it. The
future is not predestined, but it is malleable because it is made up of possibilities which go on establishing
themselves one instant after another. Enhancing the differences means transcending the unambiguous and
absolutist method, accepting interchangeable tools which compete between themselves in their diversity.
In particular, pluridisciplinary research includes exchanges between exact sciences and human sciences, between
new knowledge and ancient traditions, like a network in which the knots are the crossroads between Sumer
Cosmology, Greek philosophy, Tibetan art, Chinese medicine, Hopi Cosmology, Hindu Jyotisha, the traditions of
the American Indians, Superstring Physics, the world of computer networks and many other disciplines, amongst
which: ancient and modern Astrology. The enhancement of the differences does not invalidate common
conventions, it accepts them, knowing that they are versatile and effective, and used in a different manner
depending on the place, the civilisation, the culture and the time.
Perhaps, out of all the forms which represent reality, time is the most palpable mirror of transition and difference.
This concept is very clear in the history of calendars, where the beginning of the year comes about in dates which
do not match, because each New Year's Day is dependent on the local culture in which the calendar itself was
created. We can say the same thing for hours, the measurements created to give a quantifiable limit to time: we
are dealing with purely conventional units which are accepted all over the world, even if they resonate in the
world of differentiations at different intervals, depending on the selected parameter. In the following illustration,
different typologies of hourly subdivisions can be seen.

Isaac Kiening, Planethurh, Fussen, 1568.
Solar clock executed on the front page of an ancient volume. The "ab Ortu" or Babylonian hours, the "ab Occasu
hours" or Italic hours, the "Astronomical" hours, the planetary hours, the seven daytime curves of solar
declension and the 12 zodiac signs are shown.
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Differentiating is like defining the value of many precious stones, knowing that even though they have different
colours, transparencies and features, they all belong to the huge treasure chest of jewels offered up by Mother
Earth and the Cosmos. Difference does not occlude a union. On the contrary, it is like an opening towards an
immensity of colours which create infinity of possibilities by transcending the bipolar consciousness of blackand-white. Multiple systems and polychromes, from which ideas and thoughts evolve, hatch in our minds from
colours; in these ideas and thoughts, grey is no longer an integration-homogenisation but one of the infinite
nuances of reality.
The various celestial bodies, which shine or darken in the celestial vault, are associated with colours and lights.
The interconnection between the skies, the earth and humans through Astrology is one of the many possibilities
for questioning oneself about life, for living pluralism and interculture, with the knowledge that others are
interactive subjects and bearers of diversities which require more and more extensive relational goals, both in
one's own life and during a consultancy. With regard to astrologers, opening up to diversity is also curiosity and
respect for theories, experiences and astrological concepts which are different to the usual ones. Diversities imply
the principle that infinity exists and so they do not scare those who uncover them as a resource, but who live them
as foundations for harmony instead.

II. Harmony and pluriversal worlds
What is beautiful in science is the same thing that's beautiful in Beethoven. There is a fog of events and suddenly
you see a connection. It expresses a complex of human concerns that goes deeply to you, that connects things that
were always in you that were never put together before...
Victor Weisskopf
In etymology, the word 'harmony' derives from the Greek harmonia, a term which derives from the verb
harmozein, 'to connect', 'to concede'. The verb harmozein in its turn is related to harmos, 'joint'. We usually
interpret harmony as a consonance of sounds, colours, shapes or vibrations; in short, as equilibrium between
various elements, or as an affinity, able to produce a pleasing sensation. In the field of music, harmony is the
tonal simultaneity of several notes (this in itself implies plurality). In literature, the harmony of a text is the
musical effect obtained by paying particular attention to the sound of the words and to the rhythmic quality of
their composition. On a spiritual level, harmony is the fruit of a continuous integration of moments of serenity,
contrasting experiences, conflicts, crises and moments of bliss. On a human level, it is the result of the continuous
quest for a balance to recover unity in diversity. Moreover, harmony offers endless allegories about the mysteries
of the cosmos.
Among the myths linked to the principle of harmony that of Harmonia and Kadmos presents unlimited
metaphors. The figure of Harmonia is also the symbol of the integration of opposites: amongst other things, her
wedding chariot was pulled by the lynx and the lion, two animals which are traditionally incompatible. Kadmos
received, as a gift from Apollo, the ability
to obtain music from his whistle which
transformed the sound into euphony. The
twelve Olympic Divinities who, as a whole
symbolise the solar path, attended
Harmonia and Kadmos's wedding; Hermes
offered a lyre to the bride, Athena
presented her with a luminous gown and
the mother of Jason initiated her to
Eleusinian mysteries.

Harmonia and Kadmos. Musée du Louvre,
N3157, attribuita a Python, 360-340 BCE
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These few mythological elements could already create an incessant flow of considerations regarding the essence
of harmony as a synthesis of the pluralism and integration of elements which are different. It is not possible for
me to dwell too long on the symbolism of this topic, but the matter could be taken up again in its mythological
meaning on another occasion. From the music of the Pythagorean spheres to the world of quantum physics and
more, man continues to search for the harmony of the universe.
Pythagoras (575 B.C. - 495 B.C) proclaimed the principle of celestial harmony upon his return from a trip to the
Orient, stating that all heavenly bodies travelling in space give off specific vibrations which, as a whole, create
the "music of the spheres". He identified the boundary between the known and unknown universes in the
harmony of the spheres. Taking inspiration from these principles, he recommended a way of life aimed at
recognising and reproducing the harmony of Creation. His intuitions regarding mathematical and numerical
sciences, the different levels of knowledge and way of life encouraged considerable developments in the Fifth and
Fourth Century B.C., also influencing art, music, astronomy and geometry.
Heraclitus (535 B.C. - 475 B.C.), although he was very critical of the results of the Pythagorean investigation,
affirmed that opposites join together in a principle of harmony. He maintained that only change and movement
are real, that everything flows and therefore it is impossible to bathe twice in the same river. According to his
theory regarding coming into existence, everything is in a constant state of movement and transformation. This
hypothesis is mirrored in the theory of Chaos defined by James Gleick as "science of the process rather than of
the state, of coming into existence rather than being." The cognitive practice of Heraclitus therefore rotated
around the axis of polarity and conjunction, very clearly indicating the harmony deriving from the assimilation of
opposites. In this regard, his three fragments seem very clear to me:




that which contrasts goes together, and the most beautiful harmony can come about from elements which
conflict
harmony which from one extreme returns to the other extreme like the bow and the lyre
invisible harmony is better than visible

In the extremities of the bow and the lyre he represented the various polarities inherent to the concept of time and
existence: beginning and end, life and death. For Heraclitus, harmony is born from opposite extremities which
meet up, transcending temporality and the human sphere.
Even more in keeping with the concept of pluralism is the theory of the
Pythagorean Filolao/Philolaus (470 BC- 390 BC) who described harmony as
"a unity of the multiple and a concordance of the discordant". The Roman
architect and writer Vitruvius Pollio (80/70 BC - 23 BC) on the other hand,
dedicated a whole chapter of his examination of architecture to harmony. He
indicated the ratio 1:2 as the ideal plan for the construction of the temple
which he considered to be the mirror of the poles, and through which the
universe manifests itself. Porphyrius (234 -305), in Ptolemaic Harmony, also
described nature and the quality of harmonious consonances.
Paracelsus (1493 -1541) stated: "As long as we do not know the state of the
inner harmony of the patient, at the most we can release him from his illness.
In this way, though, he will get sick again immediately afterwards, because
nothing was done for his inner harmony. It is really on his inner harmony that one must act."
In the Mysterium Cosmographicum (1596), Kepler suggested that in the creation of the world and in the lay-out
of the skies, God had "looked at those five regular bodies which have been so famous from the times of
Pythagoras and Plato" and that he had granted their nature with the number, the proportion and the relationships
of the celestial motions. Later on, in book V of the Harmonices Mundi (1619), he linked harmonious relationships
with the geometrical relations which he had already theorised about in the Mysterium. From the network of
mathematics, musical theory and cosmology, Kepler brought to light the centrality and the importance of the
planets, to which he assigned an interval in which the lowest note corresponded to the minimum speed and the
highest note to the maximum speed. The pentagrams represented the harmonious structure of the cosmos where
the space between the intervals was directly proportional to the eccentricity of the planets.
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In the Seventeenth Century, the principle of the harmony of the spheres reached its highest expression, involving
various areas of the sum of human knowledge: astronomy, astrology, theology, philosophy, music and anatomy.
In western Astrology there are specific modern currents which are based on the theory of harmonics. The
astrologer Dom Neroman, in Musique, Clef du Monde, suggests a concept of celestial harmonies associated with
the structure of archetypes according to Plato's world. John Addey (1920-1982), on the other hand, harking back
to the Navamsha theory5 of the Jyotisa,6 elaborated the extremely interesting astrology of the Harmonics.
However, at this moment I am not referring to the Astrology of the Harmonics in particular, but to the Harmony
which is inherent to Astrology and to life in general.
According to Hindu Philosophy,7 the law of karma represents the harmony of that precise moment in which the
soul chooses the time and the place of its conception, planting the seeds of its own coming into existence, through
the cycle of death and rebirth. Cosmic time shows itself to be in harmony with the Earth and with the life of
human beings through the metaphor of harmony created by the Damaru8 of Shiva Nataraja, Lord of cosmic dance
and of the passage from one evolutionary cycle to the next, between an expansion and a contraction of the
Cosmos. He dances in a circle of fire which represents the process of life and death. His movements communicate
that everything is subject to change, just like the energy which constantly takes on new forms in the Lilā (game)
of creation. The unending evolution of the universes is represented by his dance in space and by the movements
measured in time to the rhythm of the tambourine in the shape of an hourglass. In fact, Shiva is also called
Mahakāla, the Lord of cosmic time. Every cosmic cycle has a beginning, a peak, an end, a pause, a new beginning
and so on.

Nataraja
Himalayan Academy Publications, Kapaa, Kauai, Hawaii.
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On the other hand, the pause of retreat and lull between one cycle and the next is represented by Vishnu who is
asleep, lying down on the coils of Ananta the serpent, symbol of Infinity, which acts as a bed.
Vishnu lying on the coils of Ananta
These very ancient cosmological principles of
cyclicity are similar to the concepts of New
Physics,9 in which the Big Bang and the Big
Crunch10 are cyclic phenomena. First of all, the
universe goes through an initial phase of
expansion, then the tendency is reversed and it
gradually implodes until it reaches the dimensions
of a galaxy, of a star, of a planet, of a stone, of a
grain, of a planck11 and so on, until a new cycle of
expansion returns.
The topics of harmony are therefore closely
connected to the world of modern science.
According to ultra-modern Physics, matter
vibrates with different frequencies in a symphony
of sounds. Every system, every basic particle,
every galaxy and every human being is made up of
sound, that fundamental unity at the base of the
huge diversity of the Cosmos, of which the planetary system is only a small part. In cosmic harmony, each
individuality, no matter how unique and unrepeatable it may be, is part of the energy of the whole and so it
encompasses all the other kinds of energy in various measures. The same thing happens for some principles and
realities in apparent antithesis. Homeostasis and chaos, for example, are two terms which are apparently
incompatible because homeostasis12 is associated with a positive and useful function, while chaos is considered to
be a synonym of uncontrollable disarray. Nevertheless, it is a question of an apparent or partial contradiction,
because many chaotic aspects are embedded in homeostasis, while various regularities are concealed in chaos. In
living beings, order and disarray, stability and changeability live together in a profitable harmony because even
the human mind is pluriverse and a participant in the stages of the harmony and the imbalance of creation.
Perhaps, in the case of humans, the harmony between personal evolution and awareness of the other is tied up
with a game of equilibrium between the process of "psychic homeostasis" and the function of the mirror
neurons:13 on one hand, the homeostatic process helps to preserve the state which has been achieved and to satisfy
needs, by limiting the external infiltrations which are too disruptive; on the other hand, the mirror neurons
encourage empathy and identification in the actions and thoughts of others. I think that it is possible to pinpoint in
these two functions a guarantee for the preservation of individuality on one hand and, on the other hand, an
assurance for empathetic participation in the external world; all in all, harmony between the two sides.
In the complexity of this reality it would also be interesting to free oneself from the harmonic-universal monism,
so as to open up to the plurality of the harmonies or of the universes, or rather, of the multiverses. Multiplicity, in
fact, implies endless harmonies. The word "universe" is derived from the Latin universus, made up of unus (one)
and versus (to be turned, to turn). Some of its meanings are "that it turns towards unity", "that it turns in a single
direction". In the term "Pluriverse", a neologism which means "in multiple directions" in its Latin etymology, I
have found the synthesis of many years of reflection and intercultural experience. The term was coined in 1977 by
the French philosopher Edgar Morin, in the essay La Méthode. 1. La Nature de la Nature, in which he proposed
universality as a single body of multiple universes. If we play around a little with the words, the idea of a
multiverse or pluriverse world, rather than a universal one, comes to my mind.
Since 1980, some cosmologists have been deducing that multiple universes could have been formed in a period
before the Big Bang. More recently, according to some concepts of contemporary physics, what happens in our
Universe originates from the vibrations of ultra-microscopic strings hidden in the depths of matter.
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According to Brian Greene, "The microscopic world seems to be full of little violin strings, and the way they
vibrate orchestrates the evolution of the world".14
However, I would not like these new theories to be confused with the insane and imaginary fantasies of some
sectarian currents. Nor would I like someone to associate the Superstrings theory with the various salvificapocalyptic movements in which one fantasises about intergalactic journeys for the deserving or about parallel
universes inhabited by thought forms or holograms inhabited by aliens, guardian spirits, UFOs and similar beings
who are ready to save from planetary catastrophe those people who take refuge in the circle of the chosen,
spreading the Good News. These strange movements often hold up, mixing filaments of misunderstood scientific
theories with fragments of totally made up doctrines, with the threatening backdrop of various millennialism.
Obviously, after the fateful date has passed and the proclaimed catastrophe has not happened, the prophecy is
revised and changed. New revelations cancel the previous ones, they annul the sentence or they postpone it to
another date, announcing that the change will only happen at the level of planetary awareness (something which
is obviously of a real interest to everyone). This digression aims at specifying that absurdities of this kind have
nothing to do with the world of New Physics nor do they have any relevance to the world of Astrology. Being
open to cross culture and pluralism, however contradictory it may sound, does not mean justifying everything just
because everything must be accepted without exception. On the other hand, disagreeing with these obsessions
does not mean being disrespectful to whoever professes them nor least of all ignoring the existing nagging
planetary problems which require a change to come to a solution. At this point, I think it would be useful to make
some clarifications about the Superstrings theories.

III. Multiple universes and Superstrings; tools of awareness in astrological application
Celestial movements ... are no more than an uninterrupted song for many voices perceived not by the ear, but by
the mind, a figurative melody which traces reference points in the immeasurable passing of time
John Banville: Kepler (Minerva 1990)
For many years Kepler tried without success to understand the nature of the space between the Earth and the Sun,
but he made the unavoidable and common mistake of his times: believing that our Solar System was the only one
in existence.
The scientists and physicists who followed came to understand that our system is only one amongst those which
exist in millions of galaxies. Presently, the discoveries and the studies of the physicists go well beyond the
existence of numerous galaxies, arriving at the theories based on the existence of a great number of universes, of
black holes which transform into basic particles and also gigantic universes which are interchangeable with tiny
universes.
Modern physics is based on two foundations: the general relativity founded by Albert Einstein and the quantum
mechanics validated by Max Planck. The first illustrates the behaviour of large-sized objects (stars, galaxies,
galaxy masses, etc.) present in the Universe; the second illustrates the atomic and subatomic world (molecules,
atoms, electrons, quark, etc.). These two theories have allowed for extraordinary progress in the field of Physics,
but they are incompatible. Physicists have deliberately ignored the fact that they are irreconcilable because each
of the two theories can be applied to a different and specific investigative field and so it has not been necessary to
resort to them both at the same time.
For example, in order to study small light objects quantum mechanics was used; on the other hand, the laws of
general relativity were used to analyse large heavy objects. However, new requirements have recently come
about: black holes, for example, are objects with a very heavy mass, but at the same time they are very small, and
so the study of them would require the simultaneous application of the two theories. Einstein had perceived that
the basic level of nature was a single unified field, but he was unable to find it, not even after thirty years of
assiduous studies and research.
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Reconstruction of an image by L. Susskind,
"Superstrings (Features: November 2003)". Physics
World (November 2003). Wikipedia

Many physicists and mathematicians are now investigating the various theories of the Superstrings. According to
these ideas, the incompatibility between general relativity and the mechanics of the quantum is overcome,
because all the events in the universe are born from microscopic cycles of energy hidden in the nucleus of the
matter. Invisible dimensions enveloped in the folds of space, black holes which can be transformed into basic
particles, an irregularity in the Space-time network, Universes which generate other Universes: this is the cosmic
vision, according to the Theory of the Superstrings.
In truth, there is not just one strings theory. Physicists have arrived at the formulation of five theories which are
very similar, but each with a few differences. In some theories, the strings are circular loops, in others they are
ropes with free extremities. Presently, the most popular is the theory of super gravity in 11 dimensions, called the
M-theory, the pivotal point of which is the unification of the four basic forces, including gravity. The M-theory
belongs to the TOE (Theory of Everything), which is capable of embracing in a single formulation all of the
interactions and particles which are present in nature. According to these theories, the vibrations of the strings
manifest themselves as particles, the mass and charge of which are determined by the fluctuations of the string
itself. Just like the strings of a musical instrument they produce different notes and so the different vibrations of
the superstrings are highlighted by means of scientific instruments in the shape of protons, electrons, quarks and
photons, etc. Greene adds that if we could examine the strings in greater detail, we would see that the particles are
not point form, but they present a kind of tiny one-dimensional ring. In short, he establishes that no rule of
physics confirms the idea that time flows in a particular direction. His vision culminates in a multiverse, where
space and time can dissolve in finer and more basic essences.
Even the human conscience is made up of particles and endless systems on the invisible background of vibrating
waves that risked a reality which was not only quantitative but also qualitative. According to the physicist John
Hagelin, the theory of the superstrings opens up the possibility of a field of thought named "hidden sector matter",
which creates a connection between awareness and the physical brain. Awareness, in fact, can be reflected or
modulated by the brain, but not created by it. Thus, Hagelin states that the container of awareness in the human
being is the mental or subtle body, formed by an aggregated state of particles and intimately associated with
thought: just like atoms are held together by photons, electrons, protons, neutrons and particles.
In India, right from ancient times, it has been argued that the human being is made up of three bodies: Sthula
sharira (large or physical body), Sukshma sharira (subtle or mental body) and Karana sharira (causal or cosmic
body).

The
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three

bodies
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The subtle body acts as a bridge between the large and the
causal one; moreover, it is the bearer of the awareness which
lies, as if asleep, in a potential form. Awareness can be
activated through various instruments: meditation,
contemplation, visualisations, mantras
analysis of one's own planetary situation, etc.

,16

the

The essence of the mantra is as subtle as the channels of the
subtle body and the strings of the superstrings, and so it can
be perceived through channels which are different from the
usual ones. The same thing happens for the energy, the
vibrations and the sounds of the celestial bodies. According to
Indian Astrology, the combination of the planets in the natal
chart implies infinity of sounds and shapes which can be
associated with mantras and yantras. Each celestial body
possesses its own specific mantra and meditating on this one
can get into tune with its energy. Indian astrologers, often, in
order to improve their own level of awareness and to enter
delicately into the world of the native, meditate deeply on the
mantras of the analysed planets; moreover, they all usually
supply the consultant with a specific mantra to help him to
recompose the kind of harmony he needs. There is a
connection between listening to the mantra and the mirror neurons which act on the phonetic articulation 17 in the
temporal area, immediately pertaining to the auditory system. The mantras are capable of perfecting the action of
the mirror neurons, strengthening the ability of the individual to become a part of the others a little, or to
rediscover that he already is; at the same time, mantras also improve the total functionality of the homeostatic
process. Through the sound of the mantra, the astrologer is reflected in the planet as a part of the cosmos, a part of
himself and of the native under examination, according to expressions which are diversified by quantity and
quality. The result is a unique, personal and individual interpretation of specific astrological factors, while at the
same time remaining faithful to their canonic meanings: a harmony between fidelity to the canon and the
overcoming of it.

IV. Astrology and Jyotisa
By going deep into that entity which is myself I have the possibility of going infinitely farther. This is what really
matters; if this is missing, life has really little meaning, because there is nothing left but a cycle of pleasure and
pain, punishments and rewards.
(Jiddu Krishnamurti, 'Knowledge', in Questions and Answers, 1983).
Astrology is perhaps the oldest study material in the history of humanity. In the Rig Veda, for example, a
particular position of the stars which could only have happened ninety-five thousand years ago, is hinted at.
Astrological knowledge is the fruit of the many thousands of years of synergy between different cultures
(Mesopotamic, Egyptian, Indian, Greek, Latin, Arab, American Indian, etc). Several intuitions arising from the
cosmic matrix of the collective unconscious have developed from these cultures which differ so much. Moreover,
this knowledge is expressed even today through the most varied means (cosmogonist, philosophical,
mythological, psychological, humanistic, anticipatory, medical, astronomical, scientific, mathematical, statistical,
etc). Every civilisation has developed its own astrological system which could seem incompatible with the others,
but which enlightens a specific field of this multifaceted discipline more vividly.
Astrology is a source which is still alive and operating. Notwithstanding the ebb and flow of rejection from some
circles, it continues to be backed up by the undiminished consolidation of practice, studies and research. It
continues to maintain a relationship with the historical events from which is has re-emerged after repeated
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intervals of suspension. I find the Sanskrit term which denominates astrology particularly fascinating: Jyotisa,
,18 "that which illuminates, the art of light".
It is a light which does not just brighten the future but also the shadows of the past through the half-light of the
present. Jyotisa is the art which studies and which deciphers the nature of the karmic seeds so that the native can
find his melody, attuning himself with the essence of Vastupurusha (bodily representation of cosmic space).
Jyotisa associates the twelve zodiacal signs to Kalapurusha's limbs: Kalapurusha's soul is the Sun, his mind is the
Moon, and his spinal column is the cosmic axis. In the same way, in the microcosm (the human being) the right
eye represents the Sun, the left eye the Moon; the spinal column represents the Meru mountain and the axis of the
world. In western Astrology, as well, the zodiacal melotesia associates the signs with the parts of the human body,
as can be seen in the masterpiece of the Limbourg brothers.

Above right: Fratelli Limbourg Les très heures du duc de Berry.
Below: Sapta chakra, 1899. http://en.wikipedia. Vastupurusha
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Jyotisa, as well as comprising the elements which are common to those of all the other astrological traditions,
includes a very particular principle in its system: karma

.

According to the karmic principles of Astrology, the Cosmos is a living organism and the human being is
regulated by the same laws which govern the worlds, the celestial bodies and the universes. Each human creature,
in fact, as has already been pointed out, is made up of the large physical body, the subtle body (which has the role
of channelling the necessary energy and broadening its own conscience) and the causal body which is identical to
the cosmos. The subtle or mental body is invisible and vibrant; it is crossed by a very thin network of energetic
channels, just like the particles of matter are crossed by invisible, vibrant superstrings.
Every 'Birth Theme' reflects as a whole and in the details a very elaborate symbology which requires various
levels of reading. The Kalapurusha is represented in the temporal map of the chart with its planetary
configurations and interactions, in the same way in which Vastupurusha is active in the spatial map of a temple
with the sixty-four boxes which define the orientation of the building in harmony with the cardinal points and
with the path of the stars. Just like in the heart of the temple, the universe is expressed in the heart of every birth
chart with its rhythms of space and time: fences, entrances and labyrinths mark the journey of the native in his
quest for lost harmony.
The planetary system is a living organism, made up of energies and parts bound to each other by harmonic
relationships. Awareness of the position and of the planetary characteristics in his own birth Theme helps the
native to understand his past cycles and to get clues from them in order to understand how the future might be and
how to ultimately undertake the return journey to the Cosmos. In fact, Astrology allows access to a dimension in
which experiences, reflections and images permit the native to retrieve his sense of belonging, and also the
knowledge that he is deeply connected to the Whole, even though he is only a single individual. For the spiritual
astrologer and for the ascetic in general, each planet is an extension of his Self in the outer (akasha) space of the
universe and in the inner space of his human awareness (cidakasha).

V. Conclusion
While our glance turns towards the celestial vault, the mirror of universal or rather pluriverse myths, it is possible
to perceive that the astrological code is an instrument of interculture and pluralism which has been in existence
for thousands of years and which is still functioning. Using this ancient art as an instrument of knowledge implies
a journey to recover the authentic part of ourselves which lives and pulsates, notwithstanding conditioning and
frustrations.
The journey, in fact, is the willingness to open up, to question those certainties and visions which have become
rigid because of set patterns. Moreover, the journey period entails a wide inner space in the same way that
unchartered territories allow us to get to know ourselves in the light of new discoveries. The voyage through the
planetary symbols and archetypes is a pilgrimage towards the huge dark expanses inside our night, where we find
our stability by facing up to the apparent loss of our identity. Inside and outside ourselves, in space and time,
there is a starry blanket in which personal histories and ancient memories, which are common to all of humanity,
can be found.
Living the multiplicity of these histories introduces us to pluralism and therefore to non-violence. Through the
astrological discipline, the native who is interested in the journey can face the future in the most harmonious
possible way, starting from the past and absorbing the knowledge of the present. Astrology is art, discipline,
technique and much more. It permits the harmonious synthesis between logical thought and analogical thought,
between rationality and irrationality. As we have seen, it helps the native to identify himself but also to enter into
contact with others.
And what about the astrologer? Right from the beginning of his or her studies, the astrologer becomes immersed
in a pluridisciplinary and complex system, committing rigorously to the study, the research and the systematic
elaboration of all the materials pertaining to astrology: astronomy, cosmogony, codes of conduct, elements of
statistics, ethics, philosophy, geography, information technology, mathematics, application and consultancy
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methodology, mythology, psychology, linguistic reflection, symbology, sociology, history, astrological technique,
communications technique, principles and rules of interpretation, etc. With regard to consultancy, the astrologer
commits to adding clarity of intention, cultural honesty, sensitivity, humanity, an ability to found relationships, an
ability to listen, empathy, respect, an ability to analyse and to summarise, a continuous personal training and a
profound inclination towards interculture, the disciplines and subjects which have already been mentioned. At the
moment when the astrologer interprets the factors of a chart, he or she must also find the balance between a
scrupulous adhesion to the canonical meanings handed down from tradition and the personalisation of them by
associating them to the nature of the native. In other words, although the astrologer must keep the origins of the
tradition solid and clear without distorting and twisting them, it is also necessary you make them flexible and
adaptable to the specific case and to the emerging situation. Last but not least, and with even more awareness, the
astrologer must be able to safeguard individuality and at the same time know how to establish a strong contact
with the native; to know and practise the very precious art of harmony between "contact and boundary", fusion
and withdrawal. If one immerses oneself in the flow of change, which involves bodies and spaces and times and
places, practising Astrology is like singing a "mantra" which is capable of getting in tune with the vibrations of
the universe, of the Earth and of humans, with its energy. The close connection between rhythm and harmony and
between small and large implies a rituality which allows the native to perceive the cosmic energy that is
immanent in everything that exists.
However, it is not always necessary to decipher the entire celestial vault in order to perceive the planetary energy
which we share with the cosmos. At times, small effective gestures, like a special look or a wave of our hands, is
enough. The potential for mimicry of our hands, in fact, expresses our mood and our frame of mind through every
small movement. How much harmony a simple daily greeting hides! How much harmony is expressed through
ancient and symbolic gestures like the Mudra

!19

The Mudra of the Namaste or Namaskar, for example, is the simple act of uniting the palms of the hands to greet
another person, recognising the cosmic energy which gives him life. The left hand which represents the female
principle, the Moon, joins together with the right hand which is the male principle, the Sun. By joining the two
hands together in an inspiration of awareness, the integration of the two polarities is conveyed, experimenting
with an experience of unity by means of the two polar principles which, by joining together, unlock a multiplicity
of planets, stars and endless galaxies. Every time that we join our hands together in a state of awareness we can
feel the energy of our luminaries (Sun and Moon), of our parents, of our forefathers, and of the universes. With a
single gesture we retrace the evolutionary process of creation and therefore of our birth and of our birth Theme.
Interpreting an astral chart requires the same energy as a ritual act, it is like joining the hands together in order to
retrieve the cosmos; it involves the sacredness of entering into the temple, the awareness of a gesture in spacetime. The circle which symbolically encloses the astral configurations of the native is the boundary between the
sky and the earth, between the known and the unknown, between us and the other. Immersing ourselves in the
meanders of the chart means immersing ourselves in the life of others, and so our shoes must be left on the
threshold. Each birth chart being the blueprint of the corresponding native is unique and incomparable: it is the
manifestation of diversity and plurality in time-space.
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According to a famous saying: "If the Natal Theme is the tree, the Navamsha Theme is the fruit".
With the Navamsha, Indian Astrologers measure the strength of the natal theme and they analyse the relational
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compatibility of the native. The Navamsha chart originates from the division of the 30° of each sign in nine parts,
each of 3°20'.

6]

Hindu Astrology.

7]

See article, www.astravidya.com/astrologiacarmica3.htm, Nunzia Coppola Meskalila

8]

The tambourine.

9]
The Universe began to expand from an initial condition, which was extremely hot and dense and
this expansion process is still continuing.

10 ]
The force of gravity of all matter and energy in the observable horizon can stop the expansion of
the Universe and later on reverse it.

11 ]

The time of Planck is the natural unity of time, that is, the shortest measurable interval of time.

12 ]
The term "homeostasis" was coined by the physiologist Cannon (1934) to explain that
motivation is needed to bring the functions of the organism back to a condition of ideal equilibrium, with the
reduction of the tension produced by an unsatisfied need.
13 ]
These cells were discovered by Giacomo Rizzolatti, an Italian neurophysiologist of worldwide
fame. The mirror Neurons of man are connected to the comprehension of the actions, intentions and feelings of
other people; they govern imitation, learning and language.
14 ]

Brian Greene, The Elegant Universe, pag. 117

15 ]
"Support", "instrument". Every tool or machine or weapon is a yantra. The computer, the pen,
the birth chart, etc., are yantras. The yantra for meditation is on the other hand a transfigured form of the
macrocosm or of one of its parts; it is, moreover, the graphic receptacle of a specific Divinity. The Yantra is an
arcane instrument and it requires specific techniques of learning and practice. Every yantra has a sound, a
geometry with precise symbols to respect, which in turn are associated to specific emotions and ways of being.
What happens, during the mediation on one's own mantra, is personal, unforeseeable and beyond any rule. Each
yantra, moreover, corresponds directly to the mantra which represents it.
16 ]
It derives from "Man", "mind" and "trai" "to protect, to free". As a cosmic sound, it helps to
recognise personal and collective archetypes. In India, the Master whispers a very personal Mantra in the ear of
the disciple, in tune with the deep needs of the person who is meditating. There are also common and general
mantras, open to everyone and quite different from the very secret arcane mantras. The mantras of the planets, for
example, are widely known.
17 ]
Phonetic articulation is mainly carried out in the Broca area, situated in the left front hemisphere
of the brain and on the side of sound reception.
18 ]
Hinduist astrological system, (lately, in the West, it is nicknamed "Vedic Astrology" although, in
fact, this kind of Astrology is not purely Vedic). At the base of this system there is the Sidereal Zodiac with the
calculation of the ayanamsa, according to the precession of the equinoxes. The Jyotisa is based moreover on a
few sub-systems, which are totally absent in Western Astrology.
19 ]

Mudra is a Sanskrit term which means "behaviour", "symbolic gesture" or "seal".
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She wrote "The Moon and her Goddesses. A way to karmic astrology" edited by By Edizioni Capone
(Chiaraceleste). She is the founder and president of the Cultural Jayavidya Association. Her site is
www.jayavidya.org. She has been awarded as Global Outstanding Astrologer by The Indian Institute of Oriental
Heritage. She also won the title of Woman Astrologer 2016 by the same Institute.
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I AM ANNE
Some thoughts on Astrology’s scary delights…
Anne Whitaker

One scary delight of being an astrologer is the opportunity offered to see one’s own transits and progressions
shaping up. Opportunities for second guessing the Universe’s intentions are ever present. This can get tiring…
I clearly recall a day in November 1998, the day I realised, as opposed to having merely noted, that Neptune
would enter Aquarius at the end of the month – thereby commencing a long series of oppositions to my five
twelfth house Leo planets (or six by equal house, take your pick…) which would not complete until Neptune
entered Pisces in 2011/2012.
I reacted by doing what I suspect many enlightened people do when offered useful warning of serious upcoming
challenges: yelled ‘waaah!!’ to myself, pulled a metaphorical duvet over my head (so far, so Neptunian…) and
carried on regardless.
It took from 2001-2008 to recover from the prolonged family crisis and energy burnout which followed. I did not
return to work until 2012. However, all clouds do indeed have their silver lining: I wrote two books whilst lying
on the sofa with the laptop, caught up on 30 years’ reading, and got onto the web in 2008 via my first blog
“Writing from the Twelfth House”. I also learned something absolutely essential for persons with an overload of
Leo: the world – somehow– could manage to cope wonderfully well in my absence.
This year finds me once again in an especially interesting, possibly scary place: at the end of January 2018,
progressed ruling planet Mercury at 21 Scorpio stationed retrograde on natal third house Jupiter at 20 Scorpio.
For the rest of my life. It’s going to be an interesting Jupiter Return next year! Maybe I’ll even do a spot more
research. For starters, if anyone reading this has feedback to give on their similar experiences of progressed
Mercurial retrogradation either past or current, I’d be pleased to hear from you.
I’ve been trying to approach the whole issue rather more intelligently this time than I did when Neptune was
sending a mini tidal wave my way. One of the things which has arisen is an inclination to delve back into that
third house Jupiter in Scorpio territory which has been the core landscape of my whole life since very early
childhood.
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The mystery of where we came from, where we go when we leave this world, and what the Big Picture may be,
has always preoccupied me to a far greater degree than the majority of more sensible people, most of whom
prefer to dwell on more concrete and less threatening matters. Grappling with that mystery led me eventually to
astrology.
On a recent visit to London, whilst visiting the iconic Watkins bookshop, I chanced upon a deeply thoughtprovoking book re-appraising that vast territory, the Super Natural (as they title it), by writer Whitley Strieber and
professor of religion Jeffrey J. Kripal from which the following quote is taken:
“…The more deeply we plumb the psyche, the deeper the well appears to go. Somewhere down in there, it would
appear that there is a place where the line between the physical and nonphysical blurs, where imagination and
reality somehow converge, and events unfold that are not yet understood at all. It is the realm of Jeff’s 'imaginal',
where the electrons of thoughts somehow converge into the molecules of things. But how? The mind knows, but
not, perhaps, in ways that it can articulate…(i)…”
It struck me immediately on reading this passage that six thousand year old astrology is the language which has
always been available to us for both exploring and articulating the imaginal realm as well as the realm of the
practical and the everyday. I am most grateful, however, to the insights I have also been able to draw from what
little I understand of quantum physics. As mentioned in my recent Progressions article in the Astrological Journal,
modern science has demonstrated that we live, move and have our being as part of a vast energy field which
dances between order and chaos, in invisible patterns which would appear to hold 4 % matter, 23 % dark matter,
and 73 % dark energy together in a vast cosmic web.
As Mercury by progression stations on third house Jupiter in Scorpio, I can feel my mind being drawn back into
re-reading and re-evaluating my relationship to myth, religion, symbolism, contemporary science, the Super
Natural as termed by Streiber and Kripal, Jungian psychology and of course astrology.
I am grateful to astrological writers and thinkers of the calibre of Bernadette Brady, Armand Diaz, Kieron le
Grice, Richard Tarnas, and Phoebe Weiss, to name a few of my own recent favourites, in the help they have
provided me in thinking through what I have long seen as the complementary lenses of the astrological world
view and that of the weirdly paradoxical world revealed by quantum physics.
I want to learn more, in more depth, about the 96% of that vast energy field which science has told us is there –
but which the procedures of scientific reductionism, centred on the 4% about which we DO know, seem to be
able to tell us very little.
Wish me luck on the journey – and enjoy your own Jupiter in Scorpio plumbing expeditions…!
––––––––
Endnotes:
(i) Quotation from ‘The Super Natural a new version of the unexplained' by Whitley Strieber and Jeffrey J.
Kripal: P283, from a chapter called Mythmaking (Whitley Strieber)
This post was first published as my 14th Not the Astrology Column in the Sept/Oct 2017Issue of the UK’s
Astrological Journal, edited by Victor Olliver.

Anne Whitaker is a writer, astrologer and astrology teacher based in Glasgow, Scotland. Her
work appears in many contexts including the UK’s Astrological Journal, The Mountain
Astrologer, Infinity Astrological Magazine and Dell Horoscope magazine. She holds the
Diploma from the Centre for Psychological Astrology in London, UK, and postgraduate
Diplomas in Education and Social Work. Find Anne on Facebook, Twitter @annewhitaker, at
www.astrologyquestionsandanswers.com and email: info@anne-whitaker.com
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IAM HORARY
Will I get the job?
Tania Daniels
The client had been contacted by a friend who had read in an online job forum about a translation job offered. The
friend knew that the querent had worked as a translator in the past and that she needed money. The querent wrote
a message to the contact person indicated in the announcement and asked for further information. She was sent a
book about diving which had to be translated. The querent agreed to prepare an estimate of costs and sent it the
same day. She was then told that she would receive an answer on the following Monday, five days later.

The querent is represented by the AC in Libra and its ruler Venus. Venus is in the cadent 9 th house and peregrine.
Since she has no dignities in this place, she is described either as not sufficiently competent for the job she
applied for or not interested enough. However, her position in the 9th house of editing and publishing reflects the
question and shows her at least temporarily interest.
The translation job is described by the MC in the water sign Cancer and its ruler Moon in Gemini, an air sign.
This is an interesting combination, as the book deals with the techniques on how to dive with scuba (i.e. oxygen)
tanks. Gemini is the domicile of Mercury, the natural significator of tongue, languages, intellect and books.40
Thus, the Moon in Gemini is descriptive of a job linked to books and languages. Furthermore, the querent had
also been told that, if the parties found a financial agreement, she would not only translate that book, but a series
of it. The Moon in a mutable sign describes this “more than one” project. 41

40
41

William Lilly, Christian Astrology, p. 79
Ibid, p. 89
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The intention was to enter a foreign market with this book series, which is shown by the Moon in the 9 th house.
The Moon has recently left her exaltation and thus lost her appeal. The Moon is not happy in this house: she is in
opposition to her own house of joy and peregrine.
This is why I suspect that publishing these books in the foreign country will not be successful. Furthermore, the
ruler of the 9th house and dispositor of the Moon, Mercury, is in the 8th house and applying to a trine with
retrograde Saturn in the 3rd house, thus everything related to translations and publishing will become more
expensive and tedious than expected.
The person who offered the job is shown by the 7th house in Aries and its ruler Mars. This planet generally
describes pushing persons, who want things to be done “right now”. But Mars left his exaltations only seconds
ago and thus lost influence. As far as the querent could understand, he was not the “decider” in this match, but
just an intermediary or maybe the person who had the idea to translate the books. Mars and Venus are in no
applying aspect and also the Moon does not translate. This chart is not promising.
Let us see the other important details in this chart briefly:








The Moon is VOC42, indicating that nothing relevant is going to happen,
Planet
Degree Minute
and the situation remains as it is.
Saturn
10°
00’
While the Moon is moving toward Venus, she is nevertheless still out of
Jupiter
12°
00’
orb. Using Lilly’s orbs,43 we see that the Moon has a moiety of 6°30’ and
Mars
07°
30’
Venus of 4°. It follows that their maximum orb is 10°30’. In this chart, the Sun
17°
00’
planets are at 16° distance which describes the translation of the book to
Venus
08°
00’
be literally “beyond reach” of the querent.
Mercury 07°
00
Venus will leave Gemini three days after the question. The querent loses
Moon
12°
30’
interest or something else happens.
The Moon is applying the contrantiscion of Saturn (21°30’ Sagittarius). Since (contra-) antiscia are points
and not planets, there is no moiety, and thus the Moon is within its orb (12°30’).
Mars (contact person) is applying a conjunction with the south node.
Saturn is on an angle. Malefics on an angle usually describe negative outcomes.

Conclusion
I told my client that she would not get the job and that I doubted the book would ever be translated.
What happened?
On Monday, 21st May 2018, the querent did not receive any feedback. She waited until May 23rd, and then sent a
massage, asking the contact person if her (very generous) offer had been accepted. The message has never been
answered and nothing came out of this question. The querent was not surprised as this is how it “works” in Italy.

42

VOC= Void of Course Moon is a Moon which is out of orb from any applying aspect. The maximum orb is calculated by
half (moiety) of the orb of the applying planet plus half of the orb of the applied planet.
43
William Lilly, Christian Astrology, p. 107
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IAM VEDIC
Crossroads Blues: Saturn Transits
Adam Smith

Unlimited possibilities are not suited to man; if they existed, his life would only dissolve in the boundless. To
become strong, a man's life needs the limitations ordained by duty and voluntarily accepted. The individual
attains significance as a free spirit only by surrounding himself with these limitations and by determining for
himself what his duty is. - I Ching 60, 'Limitation'
Transiting Saturn retrogrades for about 140 days per year - just under five months - three times per sign. It’s hard
to keep awareness of this in the moment, still less to track the qualitative difference between Saturn’s impact
going direct and retro, yet it’s a useful way to calibrate a stressful time. Each zodiacal house has a diverse
portfolio of affairs and Saturn going forward may emphasize one house theme, then highlight another when it
goes backwards. In the Sixth house for instance, transiting Saturn going direct might focus on day-to-day work,
then on health when it retrogrades. Or vice-versa. In all though, dividing the transit up into three makes the
experience more manageable physically and emotionally.
Vedic astrology puts a house’s focal point in its centre, so Saturn’s effects in a particular area may not be felt
immediately on entering a sign. Classical rishis – Mantreshwara, Varahamihira – also declare Saturn’s transiting
effects to come in the last drekkana of a sign, ie, the final ten degrees. So if you are waiting for a heavy footfall in
a particular zone, then know that it’s coming. The upside is that this reduces the length of Saturn's intensity from
2.5 years to a more manageable nine months, but the whole passage is an examination in any case. By the end of
it we are saturated and completely fed up with the whole business, and the following house comes as something
of a relief, until its affairs too are ground in.
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In addition to the ascendant, transits from
the Moon give a subtler psychological
perspective. While the physical lagna chart
shows overt life events, Chandra lagna
reveals whether the individual is happy as
well as successful. A difficult transit to one
point may coincide with a favourable transit
to the other, or the else the two complement
each other. While the Moon is enemy to no
planet, Saturn is inimical to psychic lunar
qualities and creates an archetypal pull
between the worldly and the personal. The
first, fourth, fifth, eighth and twelfth house
transits of Saturn in relation to the Moon
are notorious, though one can also add the
houses he aspects: the third, seventh and tenth houses from itself (in Western terms, conjunctions, forward
sextiles, oppositions and backward squares).
So for example, its fifth house transit (Panchama Shani) aspects the seventh, eleventh and second house, and is
often difficult financially. Saturn’s transit through the Eighth likewise aspects the tenth, second and fifth houses,
but is a dark and disruptive house in its own right, down into the bass notes: sex, death, car-crash experiences and
spiritual transformation. Like a haunted house. Much as always depends on the natal chart. Saturn's condition, the
state of the house and its lord, plus its individual and collective Ashtakvarga score all come into play. Yet Saturn
transiting through Capricorn, Aquarius and Libra gives it natural
strength, and strong planets in these signs may receive a boost, or at
least give good value for effort.
Dashas are the main backdrop to the transit experience. Each
‘identical’ transit is slightly different on every new cycle: Saturn
aspects itself every seven years and each time finds us in a different
antardasha. However, Saturn transits of approximately 2.5 years per
sign are highly significant in themselves, and along with the current
dasha and antardasha, represent our biggest focus of attention.
Sometimes there is double-bubble: Saturn transiting the house of a
planet whose dasha period is also running, for better and for worse. If
the two energies are out of whack – planetary enemies, badly aspected
and/or debilitated, then life is tough, but transit Saturn in a good place
with a strong and compatible dasha also running can be positively lifechanging.
While Western astrology emphasizes the Saturn Return, Jyotish makes
more of Saturn’s transit over the Moon and its two adjacent signs.
Sade Sati (seven and a half, 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5) is a time of emotional
maturity which, depending on our stage of life, may coincide with moving home, marriage, parenthood, or an
emotional prop being removed where we have to bear the weight of ourselves. It’s a stretch to suggest the whole
seven-and-a-half years’ period is a trial, but certainly we become aware of different dimensions and pressures
during Saturn two-and-a-half year transit of our Moon’s sign, which may receive three direct hits, depending on
where in Saturn’s 140 day retro cycle it falls.
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Psychological research attached to two-year cycles of
depression highlights Persistent Depressive Disorder: a level
less than Acute, but one shown in conditions like
sleeplessness, anxiety, inability to think clearly or work
effectively. These symptoms may be triggered by an event
like illness, loss of job or heartbreak, or else through a sense
of disenchantment or spiritual malaise that is less easily
defined. Astrology suggests these periods are more like twoand-a-half years, and that they are predictable and, to an
extent therefore preventable.
Not forgetting Saturn is the planet of success. Being dragged
unwillingly into situations we wouldn’t have volunteered for
is Saturn’s stock in trade, and we end up with more wisdom than we thought possible. It's all about facing up to
the challenge, and fated situations in business and love that repeat several times before we absorb the lesson.
Saturn exalts in Libra and the message is often to strike a middle way between avoidance and obsessive control.
With enough hours logged, Saturn the Gatekeeper lets us through to the next level.

Adam Smith is a London-based astrologer-Jyotishi with a background in
yoga meditation. He has worked in astrology for 25 years and his articles
have appeared in titles around the world: BBC magazines, the Daily
Mirror, Daily Mail, Times Ed Supp., Elle, Harpers Bazaar, Emirates
Woman and Chat. Adam’s regular astrology column in The Sydney SunHerald and Melbourne Telegraph in Australia ran for seven years, with a
combined weekly audience of over one million. He has edited all UK
astrological magazines, the Astrological Association’s newsletter Transit,
the main AA Journal, and also the Astrological Lodge’s Quarterly. He is
available for readings privately, via Skype and also through the London
College of Psychic Studies, where he is a resident tutor and consultant.
Adam’s first book Saturn, Fatal Attraction was published in 2007.
Adam’s work is based in Vedic astrology/ Jyotish, with elements of
Western astrology. He works with authorities in India to offer traditional
ritual performances and pujas based on the birth chart. Visit him at
www.astrovedas.com
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IAM LUNATION
July&August 2018
Nona Voudouri

Solar Partial Eclipse (New Moon) in Cancer; Crisis and Purification
Since the beginning of the year, most
astrologers have been preparing the world for a
difficult and important summer. It has actually
reached the time to be dealt with, especially by
those directly affected by its eclipses.
The eclipse on 13/7/2018 takes place at 20°
41'of Cancer and, above all, it will affect those
who are born at the end of the second decan and
the beginning of third of the Cardinal Cross
(Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn) and those
who have planets and mathematical points
there. What characterizes it at the first level is
the exact opposition of the Sun-Moon
conjuction with Pluto.
Pluto. Every touch of it, transforms. That never
happens in the easy way; it happens through
crises, through "repellent" memory that has to
come out on the surface, to be recognized,
accepted, and solved, to help us evolve. Pluto is
the Lord of darkness and darkness is terrifying.
But would there be light without this? As the
verse describes, "the deepest darkness, is before dawn". If we want pure light, we have to create it by defeating
our darkness, and this is a long, difficult and painful journey that is well known to those who have come to it. It is
like diving in the absolute black of the abyss; when you believe that you end up suffocating, if you persist, you go
out to the surface of the sea and breathe oxygen as if it were the first time.
What is described as a "difficult way" can be expressed very differently, as the case may be. It can be triggered by
a loss, literal or not, or an event that will awaken the hidden skeletons in the wardrobe. Steven Forrest writes in
The Book Of Pluto; “In Plutonian seasons, repressed hungers, drives, emotions and memories can simply no
longer be held out of consciousness. They rise up, either in conscious realization or in unconscious acting out”.
And that's right. No one can hide from Pluto, whose nature is also very karmic.
Speaking of karma, it must be said that the time we are living is also a decisive cosmic one, which is further
accentuated by the backward position of Mars, Saturn, Neptune, Pluto and Chiron on the chart of eclipse. The
mutant influence of the planet will be seen at a political level, in natural phenomena and extreme events. During
this time, as well as in subsequent activations, there will be soul exits, often grouped.
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In this, as in the next eclipse of July, which is already activated, Mars is retrograde. We know very well that
during these periods, aggressive and martial political movements are being prepared. It is a "warm" summer and
not just because of temperature. At the same time, an increase in aircraft accidents and falls, geological
phenomena and volcanic activity is foreseen.
The two Grand Trines that the chart harbors are definitely some positive outlet. But it is not enough to stop the
significant energy of what was mentioned before, especially the Trine of the Lights with Jupiter and Neptune.
What is more important, however, is that where Pluto participates so directly, everything is characterized by the
sense of fate. And with the fate, we can not do much. We can understand through admitting that we can not define
them all and deliberately fight for positivity.

Total Lunar Eclipse (Full Moon) in Aquarius; Great Upset

The Lunar Eclipse of July’s 27th takes place at 04° 44 'of Aquarius and first affects the signs of the Fixed Cross
who are born in the first ten days of their signs (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius) and those with planets and
mathematics points there.
Anyone who read the previous article for the Solar Eclipse that preceded 13/7, has already realized that this is not
an easy period. Both this eclipse and the previous one (for different reasons) are very intense and significant. Both
have a strong element of crisis and violence.
Aquarius: The sign of the collective, of the big picture. Where the Ego gives priority to All. There is the Moon,
pressed by the retrograde Mars and the South Node. Uranus, Ruler of Aquarius, is making a square with them and
the Sun; actually, we have a T - Square. Aquarius is a sign that is related to politics, insurrections, revolutions,
and vanguard.
Already, the element of violent overthrow is obvious. As much as we want to beautify the picture, what is already
described is not optimistic. Under such circumstances, we expect violent explosions of all kinds, an increase in
accidents (and aviation), earthquakes and intense war activity. Let's not forget that the events surrounding an
eclipse are not only expressed at the time when it occurs but also when it is re-energized in the near future.
Countries with a lot of influence are impossible to mention but among them are Greece and Turkey. Many of you
maybe remember the great earthquake in Turkey on 8/17/1999 that cost lives to at least 15,000 people and the
same year, and later, the earthquake in Athens. The Balkans were on fire, with NATO deciding on the bombing of
Serbia. We also had eclipse at exactly the same point (repeated every 19 years). It does not necessarily mean that
there will be exactly the same expression, and astrological data are never exactly the same, but certainly the two
countries are heavily influenced, just like the Greek Prime Minister personally. Significant influence for the US,
too.
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So, inevitably, sudden and violent changes are taking place. The fixed signs of the first few days have long
perceived that they are coming, and so horoscopes will be affected personally and in the affected areas. They are
the less acceptable signs in this, and let us not forget that our way of reacting to things is equally decisive.

The need for security they seek will be shaken, it is time to change the page to what it is at least stagnant.
Retrogate Mercury, does not help to find solutions in communication or to make decisions. Attention is also
needed in speculative moves.
On the chart of the eclipse, there is some help from Saturn and although the trine with Uranus does not
completely culminate, the energy of the aspect “works” and is supportive. But again, through dilemmas, conflicts
and ruptures (Sun in quincunx with Saturn). The old one must be destroyed to bring the new, often this is done
without our will. And that's a karmic need. Mercury, Mars, Saturn, Neptune, Pluto and Chiron, are retrogate on
the chart of the eclipse. Situations are continuing to be prepared, which will later show their results.
The era is characterized by "electricity". There is a need of calm and attention in everyday life, by those who are
directly affected. But sometimes with big and important things, it is necessary to go along with the flow and
accept it. Do not resist change. Changes are over us and it's easier when we meet them with coolness.

Solar Partial Eclipse (New Moon)
in Leo; Inner Intensity
On 11 August 2018, the Moon will "hide" a part of
the Sun, reducing the energy of the most important
planetary body, once again. The eclipse takes place at
18 ° 41 'of Leo and will affect the signs of the Fixed
Cross (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius) who are born
from the middle until the end of the second ten days
and at the beginning of the third.
For most representatives of these signs, it is a "long"
year. The Universe has focused on those and is
determined to bring about significant changes. Sun is
the core of existence, the Ego, life itself and creation.
It seems that this eclipse is intended to bring
dilemmas and ruptures over this issue.
The first responsibility for this, belongs to the
quincunx aspect of the Lights no other than with the
retrograde Pluto. It is an aspect that brings divisive thoughts and often ruptures and removals. In each New Moon,
a circle is completed to start a new one. This one starts with tension. On the chart of the eclipse, the square aspect
of the retrograde Mars with Uranus is also in force, which leaves no room for this to be disputed. As long as the
square is working, things will be explosive.
The second closest aspect of the Lights is that of a sesquiquadrate a quarter (135°) with Saturn. Difficulties and
internal conflicts, underlying tension. We find that both difficult aspects relate to planets (retrogates) that are
related to power, karma, system and structures. The third aspect is a 45° with Venus. Venus, in fact, is making a
square with Saturn and an opposition to Chiron and that means that emotional but also economic wounds and
crunching come to the surface during this period.
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One main aspect is that of the Lights in conjuction with retrogate Mercury. The issues that will be shaken by this
eclipse will be thoughtful and will affect communication. And while the Sun's eclipses call for action, it is good to
remember that in this case, we have to go through many filters before the decision, if that goes by our hand. The
margins of serious decisions and movements must be avoided. In fact, Sun and Moon are in a difficult phase. All
of this has a sense of exaggeration as Mercury makes a square with Jupiter while the square of the Lights with
Jupiter too, is still in place. Beware, therefore, of hasty moves or frivolous decisions that may cost you later.
The good news comes from the Jupiter – Neptune trine that will be completed for the third and last time and its
influence is on the chart of the eclipse. Dreams can come true even in difficult times. It is a protection aspect, let's
be grateful for that.
It is the eclipse that closes the "dance" of the eclipses for 2018 formally but not substantially, since their future
activations will occupy us soon, again. The astrological data of the summer we are experiencing may not be easy,
but it is certainly educational and transformational. After all, everything in the Universe has two sides. Which
side we choose to keep in our field of view is capable of making the difference.

Full Moon on August 2018 in Pisces; Like a
Rainbow
It is the last Full Moon of the summer and after three very
strong eclipses, it almost comes as an oasis. It’s taking place
at 3° 12' of Pisces, and despite the fact that the Full Moon
always hides intense energy, this one has many positive
elements.
It directly affects the signs of the Mutable Cross (Gemini,
Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces) that have been born in the first
five to six days of their signs and those who have planets and
mathematical points there.
The Moon in Pisces is the top of a Kite, a pattern that is
considered to be lucky and in which the Sun, (of course),
Saturn and Uranus participate. We can build the new one, as
long as we form foundations solid, honest, honorable by
creating with conscientiousness and having serious intent.
Furthermore, a Full moon on the Virgo-Pisces axis negotiates the balance between Matter and Spirit. They can
cooperate excellently with each other, producing a positive result. Neither the absolutely materialistic expression
is the question, nor the chaotic view of things (such an expression would be negative) but ideally the clear and
practical expression of the immaterial, of the Idea that does not fit only in the dimensions recognized by our five
senses. Something like this, has many names: Art, metaphysics, contact with our innermost or superior self,
contact with the one next to us. Do we remember how is to give with unconditional terms?
The two Pisces’ Rulers, modern Neptune and the traditional Jupiter, have already completed for the third and last
(from this position) beneficial trine aspect. It continues to give its gifts to many people. An aspect, which can
make dreams come true but also works in a protective way. It is a very good coincidence that really comes to give
a supporting hand in this difficult period. Also, Jupiter is going to close a sextile with Pluto, something also
supportive in a practical level too.
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The two points that need attention in this period are, first, the square of Venus with Pluto. Pluto has the power to
retrieve "wild" and inferior instincts, though we are eager to be left to their mercy. Jealousy, possessiveness, and
manipulation and revenge tendencies need attention. He is also the Lord of fate without any doubt. Whatever it is
to finish will end. Beware of financial handling, too.
The second one is Mercury's square with Jupiter. It is easy for some kind of superficiality to be expressed through
our words and actions. We are also in a “Pisces” environment and it is not unlikely that the compass will be lost.
Let's think twice what comes out of our mouth and mind these days. Let us not act superficially, it is not difficult
at this stage.
The final conclusion is that this Full Moon gives the possibility of a small "time-out" and even a creative one. It
was a difficult summer that will carry his energy and later, when the eclipses will be activated again by Mars.
Let's try to bring the balance between imagination and reality in the most creative way. That is the key
requirement.

Nona Voudouri was born and raised in Thebes. Her initial studies were on Music and Vocal
Art. Her love for Astrology appeared at an early age. She completed her studies at the
“Alternative Education” astrology school. Also attended specialized seminars by
distinguished astrologers from Greece and other countries. In 2017, she began a new cycle
of courses that encompass Draconic , Mundane Astrology as well as the ancient art of
Horary Astrology. She firmly believes that apprenticeship never ends. She collaborates with
Oroskopos.gr as a columnist.
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IAM ARCANUM
And Now, Balance
Tara Aal

The present rests
Between past and future
This moment calls
Are you listening?
With clarity of mind
And truth of heart
Will you act?
In perfect tension
With kindness
To find the balance
And tip the scales
Into favor
In the service of harmony
An agent of peace
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Our astrological Tarot puzzle continues and at this point, I have no idea how long I can keep it up! I trust it will
show me.
Let’s recap. Last edition, we added The Wheel of Fortune to the 2 of Cups (Love) and The Fool. We explored
what happens when Fool’s Love meets Jupiter’s Wheel of Destiny. The idea of Fool’s Love requires we step off
our own cliff of love prescriptions and experience love with renewed liberation. Love will reveal itself, especially
in unguarded moments. We call it “falling in love”. We know it requires a free fall, if it’s the real thing. When
Fool’s Love meets Jupiter’s Wheel of Destiny, we believe in the possibility of a “Big Love” - with belief that is
so big in our minds it takes form. We believe things into existence. Fool’s Love is a doorway into luck, because it
is already riding high on good feelings, freedom, and the shared spirit of adventure. When Fool’s Love takes a
ride on The Wheel, the world expands, and the Universe delivers blessings in accordance with the joy and love
the Fool feels. Because the Fool in Love is vibrating with love, she attracts more and more things to love. She
wins the game without even knowing she is playing.
What’s next for Fool’s Love once she’s won the game of fortune with her vibration of passion and optimism?
Enter Justice, also known as Adjustment, the Major Arcana card corresponding with Libra. The Hermetic Law of
Rhythm teaches us that everything rises and falls; a swing to the right is compensated by a swing to the left. Now
we learn to choose the place of balance. If the Wheel took us on an exhilarating ride to the North, energy will
naturally return to the South. With mindful practice, we can mitigate our experience of these extremes. We can’t
stop them, but we can resonate outside of them. Look to Justice, poised on her tippy toes, grounded in alignment
with herself, which in turn aligns her with the entire universe.
What does it take to maintain a satisfying relationship? What keeps Fool’s Love from running out of steam and
losing its spark of excitement? Justice holds the keys to partnership – she is the pause in the journey where we
learn to truly listen, show up, and honor the person beside us. The “other” at times seems in direct opposition,
which means they have the most in common with us. Polarities are the same thing; same energy, just in different
degrees. We attract our partners not to just stay by our sides and hold our hands, becoming the same being. We
want an experience of our opposite to help us harmonize ourselves. And we are driven by the desire to bond with
the beloved - not to find someone to complete us, but to find another whole person to relate with, share with, and
help us become the fullest expression of ourselves. We are limited in what we can do alone. The mirror shows us
more. Libra is learning to love. Her scales are rarely balanced, for they are ever-adjusting to find harmony,
making the sweet spot even more precious.
Justice demands that we choose. At this point in the Fool’s Love journey, we will commit or move on. Libra rules
contracts and if this story represents a romance, this is when we’d traditionally get married. Married is an oldfashioned term, but we all understand what it means: “I choose you!” and I seal it with the law. We don’t need
laws and marriage to show our intent, but most of us reach a point where we want to know we’ve been chosen
and that we’re part of a team. And if we’re not in a primary relationship, Justice calls us deeper into our own
alchemical union between masculine and feminine. This choosing means saying “no” to things that destroy the
harmony or keep us a prisoner of the past. If we’ve left doors open with lovers who are still accessing our energy,
it’s time to close them, if we really want the next step with our special person.
Just because the Wheel turned us in a certain direction does not mean it’s meant to continue. Sometimes fate
brings us to a new situation or realization and that is the win. Justice helps us tune-in to our inner voice and
wisdom to make healthy decisions. When she looks in and feels with her heart, her mind is informed with
impeccable intelligence. This is not about right and wrong, it’s about creating the beauty and ease in your life that
extends so far beyond it bridges the gap between nations and makes allies out of enemies. Are you ready to
choose? The sacrifice made in wisdom will be executed with such clean precision that the weight will transform
before it even meets the ground.
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Through her own commitment to personal growth, Tara supports others in
discovering more truth about themselves. Tara believes in the healing power of
acceptance and allowance – in first receiving ourselves and each other as we are,
and as we change. With her ability to quickly get to the root and meaning of things,
she helps others shift perspective and create new options. Tara has been a writer and
teacher for many years, and has been practicing astrology and the Tarot since 2011.
She completed Laura Nalbandian’s Evolutionary Astrology three-year program and
is a certified Soulsign Astrologer through Adam Gainsburg’s Immersion program.
Currently, Tara is living in Los Angeles, working as a metaphysical writer. She
offers private sessions, lectures, and workshops. She is a regular presenter with EA
(Evolutionary Astrology) Zoom Meetings, and columnist for Infinity Astrological
Magazine and Conscious Community Magazine. Tara is very passionate about
using and sharing the astrological technique Planets on the 1st (choosing a new
experience of yourself).
Tara also enjoys painting, drawing, music, and photography. She loves using images in her work, and you can
expect to find her journal pages, mind mapping diagrams, photos, and paintings in her presentations and
publications. Much of her inspiration comes from nature, and she loves to explore the outdoors. Visit her at
www.TaraAal.com
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IAM ARCANUM
We Will Rise Higher Through the Flames of Fire
Kim Buckley
Card 20 if the Major Arcana is Judgement and is ruled by Pluto . It is associated with
rebirth, wake up calls, purging and cleansing and wiping the slate clean. Judgement
rules Issue 20, this energy holds a lot of power and the opportunity to rise from the
ashes stronger and wiser.
IAM should be ready for change like a rebirth of some kind, some major
transformation is about to take place. There may have been some struggles, but
through those struggles and experiences IAM has survived and acquired the
necessary knowledge required in order to reach the next level.
This energy feels empowering, through Smiljana’s patience, endurance and hard
work IAM now hosts some of the World's top Astrologers and each Issue just gets
better and better.

The cards selected for this Issue 20 are all from the fire suit. The Sun, Ace of Wands and Five of Wands are all
associated with Leo and the Sun. As Leo rules the spine this is a time for Smiljana to stand proud of what she has
created. IAM is like her child and she nourishes and loves it which shows in every Issue.

Card Images are from the Radiant Rider Waite Tarot Deck© Copyright U.S. Games Systems, Inc
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The Sun is number 19 of the Major Arcana and ruled by the Sun it is a very positive
card and associated with your inner child, following your heart, optimism, purity,
growth, success and positivity. When the Sun appears it reflects a time of happiness
when things are going really well.
The Sun falls before Judgement and can reflect optimism and understanding of what
it is you need to to do in order to progress. The nakedness of the characters In both
the Judgement and Sun card reflects a time of freedom and openness anything is
possible there are no restrictions or limitations.
The white horse is purity and movement a journey that started some time ago has
brought much joy and happiness and will continue to be successful as long as
following the heart is involved .

The Ace of Wands is a power card and brings new beginnings and opportunities
this would fit nicely with the Judgment card. After burning away what is no longer
needed out of the ashes emerges the phoenix ready to start again stronger and wiser
new doors could open for IAM.
The sparks should be flying lots of new and creative ideas, they may not manifest
just yet but discussions and potential plans for the future should be on the agenda.
Anything seems possible all restrictions and limitations are lifted and there is
excitement and passion as an action plan is put into place. For the future.
There should be lots of action going on over the next three months, breakthroughs
that can lead to long term success and growth. The wand is a phallic symbol so there
could be masculine energy that helps to develop IAM further and reach its full
potential.
The Five of Wands is ruled by Saturn and Leo and will normally appear when
conflicts , challenges and competition are on the agenda.
There could be some kind of clash with egos, this could be connected to some of the
Astrologers that contribute to IAM. There could be a difference of opinion and
nobody wants to listen to what the other has to say. This could cause some friction
amongst those involved but will be resolved through sheer determination .
Five is a number associated with karma and challenges so this issue may have some
karmic lessons to learn, and perhaps adjustment which will lead to balance and
harmony and take IAM into a new direction or next stage of development and
progression.
This is a time of creative growth and with discipline, patience and timing it will be
recognised and rewarded in the future.
The cards selected for Issue 20 are very encouraging full of passion and fiery energy, great potential for future
growth and success. Whatever challenges or obstacles that need to be faced will be done with confidence. No
matter how heated things get IAM Will Rise Higher Through The Flames of Fire.
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I studied two Tarot courses several years ago with the wonderful Sue Merlyn Farebrother
who teaches at both Treadwells and the LSA check them out if you are interested in
learning Tarot. Sue has over 30 years of Tarot knowledge and lectures all over the
country. I will always be grateful to Sue for introducing and teaching me all about Tarot. I
then went on to study Astrology at the London School of Astrology with the fabulous
Frank C Clifford. I passed the Foundation course and I am still to tackle the diploma, but I
am determined to go back and at least give it a go. Frank and Sue have been great
mentors, they have inspired and motivated me to set up my own online business where I
can combine my knowledge of Tarot and Astrology to empower and help others. I have
recently completed the TF2 course with Tarot Foundations run by Biddy from Biddy
Tarot; this has enhanced my intuition skills and was able to get a different perspective of
the cards and their meanings. Further to completing TF2 I applied to be a Certified Biddy
Tarot Reader, I managed to pass the required tests needed in order to become a Biddy Tarot Reader. I have also recently
become a member of the International Tarot Foundation. www.psychicpassage.co.uk/
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Check our previous free issues: www.infinityastrologicalmagazine.com
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